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. excellent dock, from which is
I shipped the black and gray rock
, granite, for which the island Is noted.
The company not only furnishes
power for the granite quarries but to
, the inhabitants of Vinalhaven and
I North Haven, who said farewell to
the era of darkness with the Incep
tion of the plant in 1914. The busi
ness has been in the hands of the
present owners since 1919, and Is
under the capable general manager
ship of Ambrose A. Peterson.
The officers are: President, H. W.
, Fifield, Sr.; treasurer, C. C. Webster;
directors, H. W. Pifield, Sr., C. C.
Webster, L. W. Sanborn, R. L. Brown
and Ambrose A. Peterson.
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The School Board Makes Choice Of
Janitors — Football Coach To Be
Selected
A' meeting of the school board
Thursday had all but one of the
BP ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• .«• *•. ••• B£ members present.
These Janitors
’**
« •*
•••
When once ambition has passed ••• were named: High School, Melvin T.
••• its natural limits, its progress ••• Randall (day) and William Richards
— is boundless.—Seneca.
— (night); McLain. Mark Randall; Pur
—
•
chase Street, E. P . Jones; Tyler
IF *•* ••• ••• *•* ••• ••• *•* *•* ♦•••••••« ••• IF Building, Walter E. Flanders; Qracc
street, John T. Lothrop; Crescent
Be satisfied with a little. The atom Street, Ralph Smith; Camden Street,
has taken its split without beefing.— Sam Gray; Highlands, Fred E.
' Harden; Benner Hill, Ernest Benner.
The matter of necessary boiler reThe Big Elm Tea Room
, pairs at the McLain School was reAt TENANT’S HARBOR
| ferred to the repair committee, com
is still open to serve vou from
posed of Mayor Richardson, William
7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.
J. Sullivan and Col. Basil H. Stinson.
Regular Dinners
35e, 45c, 50c Mr. Sullivan, Principal Joseph BlaisTry our Lobster Stews, now
45c
dell, Suot. E. L. Toner and the presi
Lunches and Home Made Ices
dent of the Student Council were
In addition to our regular dinners named as a committee to secure a
on Sundays we serve
football coach, and to investigate the
Chicken Dinners a t ............... 75e
possibility of organizing a Citizens'
Lobster Dinners at ................. 85c Athletic Council.
Chicken Barbecues at ............. 25c
It was voted to open school Tues
Orders taken for Home Cooking
day, Sept. 13, Tuesday being named
Inquire about our Table Board and
due to the fact th a t election day falls
Rooms
on the 12th, and several of the school
T e le p h o n e 5 1
9 6 *9 7
houses are used as voting places.
THREE-TIMES-A-W EEK

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
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ADELYN BUSHNELL
EVE C A SA N O V A
M ARSHALL BR A D FO R D
ON THE SCREEN

R A L P H BELLA M Y in "A LM O ST M A R R IE D ”

PA R

LAST TIMES TODAY
TOM MIX in
“THE TEXAS BAD MAN"

-B E T T E R
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CONG. NELSON CAPTURES KNOX

H ow O ne Man Succeeded In
D oing It Two H u n d red and
F ifty Years Ago

This County’s New Representative “Struck T w elve” At
Last Night’s Splendid Meeting

[In the July issue of Bench and
Congressman John E. Nelson, investments in Wall Street. The
Bar, the Hon. Mr. Justice William
| whose constituency in Congress was market was wickedly manipulated,
Renwick Riddell, of Toronto and I
of Kansas
made to Include Knox County under and when It burst there was ruin for
Rockland Breakwater, tells this curi
F o r G o v e rn o r
the reapportionment act, came to millions of citizens. Everything went
ous story, brought out of the official
B U R L E IG H
M A R T IN
Rockland last night to address a down, including commodity prices.
records, of how a French-Canadian
of Augusta
Republican get together. Came, saw We have been through a period of
two centuries and a half ago escaped
deflation which I believe is now
and conquered.
the
hangman.]
For Congressman
ended.
• *• •
The
meeting
was
originally
intend
JOHN E. NELSON
“There is no man in Congress to
On Tuesday, December 31st, 1680,
ed as a session of the county, city and
o f A u g u s ta
the Conseil Souverain de la Nouvellfe
town committees, but as it afforded day, with the possible exception of
France met in the nascent City of
For State Senator
an opportunity for Mr. Nelson to Senator Borah, who does not be
Quebec to hear an important Appeal.
A L B E R T
C . M c L O O N
meet his new clientele, it was thrown lieve that the Allies should pay their
There sat du Chesneau, the Intendof Rockland
open to the public. And to Con debts to us. The money th a t we
ant of Justice, Police and Finances,
and with him. the Councillors, Louis
gressman Nelson’s surprise—for he raised for the war In three years
For Judge of Probate
Roiier de Villeray, Senior Councillor,
had expected to meet committee ought to be repaid in 62 years, we
M E L Z E R
T .
C R A W F O R D
Charles le Gardeur de Tilly, Matthieu
workers,
only—he was confronted by believe, and we also believe that It
Damours
Deschaufour,
Nicholas
Du
of Camden
a representative Knox County audi would not ruin the European nations
pont de Neuvllle, Jean Baptiste de
For Clerk of Courts
Peiras, Charles Denis de Vitre and
ence which occupied the entire seat to pay the comparatively small sums
Claude de Bermen, Councillors. The
MILTON M. GRIFFIN
ing capacity of the large courtroom which are our due.
matter before the Council was of
of Rockland
“In order to prevent all of their
and
overflowed to the jury seats.
much importance to the Appellant;
The reception which that audience debts being thrown into the discard
the Council exercised much the same
F o r S h e r iff
functions as the old Privy Council oi
accorded to its new national Repre President Hoover arranged a mora
FRANK F. HARDING
the King of England before its powers
sentative
was one which he will not torium, and the country at large lent
of Rockland
were almost abolished, at least for
soon forget, and which will serve to its approval of this step. We have
England, by the Star Chamber Act in
For County Attorney
solidly enthrone Knox County in the now reached the conclusion that
the times of Charles I.
J E R O M E
C . B U R R O W S
One Jean Rattier dit du Boisson
there will be no further moratoriums.
warm corner of his heart.
of Rockland
had been accused of the murder of
“When Congress met the bank
This splendid meeting was called to
Jeanne Couc, the daughter of Pierre
failures
in this country were at the
order
by
C.
Earle
Ludwick,
the
dili
For County Commissioner
Couc, a Habitant, living in the
gent chairman of the Republican rate of about 25 a day. President
place called St. Francois in the Dis
FOY W. BROWN
trict of Trois Rivieres; Rattier had
County Committee, who presented Hoover asked for the Reconstructive
of North Haven
been tried by the Court having juris
ex-Senator Zelma M. Dwlnal, the new Finance Corporation, which placed
For Representatives to Legislature diction in Three Rivers and, October
member of the State Committee, as j the strength of the nation's credit
30th,
1679,
sentence
had
been
pro
Rockland—Neil A. Fogg, Louis A.
behind the weak spots in our instimaster of ceremonies.
nounced
against
him
“th
a
t
he
be
Walker.
Mr. Dwinal presented as his first 1tutlons. Other measures adopted by
Thomaston, South
Thomaston, taken from his place of confinement
Friendship, Cushing and Owl's Head by the Public Executioner, led and
speaker that capable representative Congress included the Federal Land
conducted to the place in St. Fran
—Edwin S. Vose of Cushing.
of the feminine section of the party, 1Bank act and the Home Tzian Bank
cois
to
be
designated
by
the
Seigneur,
Rockport, Warren, Union and
bill.
Washington—Arthur K. Walker of as the place of public execution; and
President Hoover’s Address of Acceptace Has Been Greeted By the Mrs. E. M. Lawrence, whose remarks
“Nobody is satisfied with the tax
there to be hanged and strangled Country As a Doeument of Marked Statesmanship and Intellectuality. were appropriate to existing condi
Rockport.
Camden, Hope and Appleton—Inez upon a scaffold, and his body there Naturally What He Has To Say Upon the Subject of Prohibition Draws Uni tions, and delivered with the effect i bill, as is bound to be the case of
to remain for twenty-four hours;” he
S. Crosby of Camden.
iveness Which has marked her plat !compromise legislation."
Vinalhaven, North Haven, St. was also to pay 80 llvres as a penalty versal Attention. The Text of It Is Frinled Below.
*• • •
form experience.
George, Isle au Haut and Matinicus to the King, and 200 livres to Pierre
Couc as civil damages. (He was
—William A. Smith of Vinalhaven.
• • • •
Touching
upon
the necessity of
charged with assaulting Pierre Couc
Mrs. Lawrence commended the balancing the budget he cited the great
as
well
as
with
murdering
his
daugh
SO N G AND SPE E C H
stand for peace taken by Presi i falling off which has taken place in
ter).
All the proceedings in the Court be Each State Must Deal W ith Liquor Problem and No Inter dent Hoover in his speech of accept the country’s three chief sources of
K itty M cLaughlin and Rev. low were gone into fully by the Con
ance. She attributed the present de 1income—income taxes, customs taxes
Souverain, and many additional
ference By Neighbors, Says Hoover
D r Lowe G ive R otarians seil
pression to the waste of the World and miscellaneous taxes. This def'eit
testimonies were read; and, moreover
War, saying it was impossible to en had to be made up; the budget had to
the Appellant Rattier was heard and
a Notable E n tertainm ent
interrogated in the Court.
No portion of President Hoover's'gree abandoned under the amend- gage in such an orgy of destruction be balanced to maintain the credit of
In the result, the Court decided
A program to be recalled with
of life and property without reaping the Nation.
acceptance
address was more eagerly ment.
The Republican platform recom an aftermath of worldwide disaster.
pleasure was set before the Rotarians th at the Appeal should be dismissed awaited than that which considered
“Congress, contrary to what you
with an amendment and “declaring
a t yesterday's luncheon—music of the said Rattier duly attainted and the liquor problem. Some have pro-* mends submission of the question to
Always a staunch advocate of pro may have heard, knows that all over
the
state
th
a
t
the
people
themselves
the higher order, oratory to rank convicted of having murdered Jeanne fessed not to understand the plat
may determine whether they desire a hibition and total abstinence she the country there is a tax rebellionwith it. The singer was Kitty Mc Couc, daughter of the said Couc; form adopted by the party in its re change, but insists that this submis commended the Maine delegation to
as there should be.
Laughlin, the speaker Rev. Dr. Lowe, and, consequently, In reparation for
sion shall propose a constructive and
“In making up the National Bud
pastor of the Church of the Redemp which, and in view of the great diffi cent national convention, but the Inot a destructive change. It does the Chicago Convention, and the
tion (Unlversalist) Boston. Each held culties in the wav of taking the said President's utterances cannot be mis not dictate to the conscience of any candidates for election on the State, get there are certain fixed charges.
the audience in close attention, each Rattier to the place of St. Francois, understood. unless done wilfully. member of the party.
county and local tickets for the brave Tc start with, there is the interest
received at the end overwhelming ap he was condemned to be imprisoned
The first duty of the President of stand they had taken on the much (amounting to $640,000,000) on the
Here is what he said;
plause.
and then taken from prison and led
»»♦»
the United States ts to enforce the mooted issue, and warned that those National debt, which has got to be
Miss McLaughlin’s group of songs by the Public Executioner to the Mar
laws as they exist. That I shall con who were booing for booze at the big
included “A Birthday,” by Woodman; ket Place of the Lower Town, there
Across the path of the Nation’s
paid. Other fixed charges include
“Just For Today,” Seaver; that old to be hanged and strangled upon a consideration of these vast problems tinue to do to tho- utmost of my convention did not represent the good the sinking fund, $594,000,000; the
ability. Any other course would be
English favorite, “O dear, what can scaffold erected for th at purpose;
the matter be!” a variety that tested and he was to pay the sum of 300 of economic and social order there the abrogation of the very guaranties women of the country. She avowed Veterans’ Bureau, over a billion dol
th at the masses want bread and not lars; the Army and Navy, $300,000,000
the range of the singer’s glorious llvres to the said Couc, and 100 llvres has arisen a bitter controversy over of liberty itself.
The Constitution gives the Presi booze.
voice; and then, recalled, she gave to the King, as also the costs of the the control of the liquor traffic. I
each and the Postoffice, $800,000,000.
th a t rendition of hers of Tosti’s im ] proceedings in the Court of first in have always sympathized with the dent no power or authority with re
♦. r «
These
fixed charges alone represent
spect
to
changes
in
the
Constitution
mortal “Good-bye, Summer,” which stance and in the Appeal, the rest oi high purpose of the 18th Amendment
none of the great singers can sur his goods to be taken and confiscated and I have used every power at my itself; nevertheless my ccuntrjgnen
“Knox County has taken on a new a total of about three and one-half
pass and only a few can equal. Mrs. for whom it might concern subject command to make it effective over have a right to know my conclusions Congressman, and has secured one of billion dollars. Congress made a re
Ruth Sanborn was at the piano, with tc the pleasure of the King; inas the entire country. I have hoped it upon this matter. They are clear and
need not be misunderstood. They are the strongest men in that body," said duction of $850,000,000 in expendi
her characteristic sympathy in ac much, however, as there was no Pub
was
the
final
solution
of
the
evils
of
based upon the broad facts I have Mr. Dwinal in presenting Representa tures, and its total savings were over
companiments, and shared with the lic Executioner, he was to remain in
the liquor traffic against which our stated, upon my experience in this
singer in the final demonstration.
tive Nelson as the evening’s princi a billion dollars, and I doubt if any
Dr. Lowe, a speaker of unusual prison until it was ascertained people have striven for generations. high office, and upon the deep con pal speaker.
other Congress has ever established
whether
he
would
rather
accept
that
It
has
succeeded
in
great
measure
in
viction th at our purpose must be the
force, presented his views upon “The
a more commendable record.
office,
in
which
case,
the
prison
was
those
many
communities
where
the
The
popular
acclaim
which
Con
elimination of the evils of this traffic
Fundamental Art of Living." a thing,
“We in Maine scarcely realize that
majority sentiment is favorable to from this civilization by practical gressman Nelson everywhere receives
he declared, of which we make a sorry to be opened."
It is perhaps not to be wondered at it. But in other and increasing measures.
the
whole national life has been
mess, because the individual does not
was manifested by his new audience,
It is my belief that in order to
rightly make use of life and the ef that we read that “the said Jean number of communities there is a
threatened. But every hour of the
and
a
smile
of
appreciation
over
Rattler
declared
that
he
accepted
the
majority sentiment unfavorable to it. remedy present evils a change is
fect of it becomes national. We mas
depression has brought forth a splen
ter all the other arts but failing in office of Public Executioner, left to Laws opposed by majority sentiment necessary by which we resummon a spread his genial features.
th at of living, we mess up the world his option in the Decree aforesaid, create resentment which undermines proper share of Initiative and re
He prefaced his remarks with a did display of patriotism, and the
with human wreckage. Among the and promised that he would exercise enforcement and in the end produces sponsibility, which the very essence commendation of Mrs. Lawrence's country’s suffering has done more
factors that make for high personal the functions thereof, as and when degeneration and crime.
of our government demands shall rest
to confirm its faith in the govern
conduct he noted ambition; the mak required”—as he declared himself un Our opponents pledge the members upon the states and local authorities. speech, and said th at it was an in
ing of ambitions come true; dependa able to sign, his option was reported of their party to destroy every vestige That change must avoid the return spiration to know that the women ment than did ail the luxury that
of constitutional and effective fed of the saloon.
bility, co-operation. These are quali orally to the Council. *
had been the means of lifting Knox preceded it.”
There was a curious after circum eral control of the traffic. That
ties any man can exercise and de
Prolonged applause followed Con
It is my conviction that the nature County out of the Democratic
velop. The address was an eloquent stance—on the afternoon of Monday means over large areas the return of of this change, and one upon which
gressman
Nelson's address, and he
call to high and manly living. More March 24th, 1681, Pierre Couc brought the saloon system with its corruption, all reasonable people can find com column.
was
showered
with words of approval.
over the speaker is a good teller of those accused as accomplices in the Its moral and social abuse which de mon ground, is that each state shall
“There has been a great deal of
stories and kept his hearers in a murder of his daughter before the bauched the home, its deliberate in be given the right to deal with the criticism of Congress." said Mr. Nel
Court for his damages. The Court terference with those states endeav-, problem as it may determine, but
happy frame of mind.
Y O U R FAVORITE POEM
ordered one Crevier to pay him 490 oring to find honest solution, its per subject to absolute guarantees in the sen, “which is all right for wisecrack livres as well as 10 livres to the King meation of political parties, and its Constitution of the United States to ers like Will Rogers, but it becomes
IN THE CHURCH-YARD
and the costs, without prejudice to pervasion of legislatures, which even protect each state from interference a serious matter when the citizenry Sometimes at eventide when whippoor
wills
any recourse he might have agathst touched at the capital of the Nation. and invasion by its neighbors, and
Sing sweetly clear their song of love
any other person; but Couc was The 18th Amendment smashed that that in no part of the United States of the country is led to lose faith In
and hope.
ordered never again to make any re regime as by a stroke of lightning, shall there be a return of the saloon its institutions.
And frogs pipe forth their twilight melo
dies
proaches concerning the murder of I can not consent to the return oi system with its inevitable political
“Congress is made up of a splendid
Prom meadows th at lie down the
his daughter.
that system.
body
of
men,
intelligent,
sober
and
southern slope.
and social corruption and its organ
I like to walk with slow and thoughtful
At the same time we must recog ized interference with other states.
industrious.
Many
have
tried
to
In
step.
NORWOOD - CARROLL FAMILIES nize the difficulties which have de
American statesmanship is capable
When one bright star Is shining In the
veloped in making the 18th Amend of working out such a- solution and carry more than their share of the
west.
The annual reunion of the Nor ment effective and that grave abuses
burdens, and some have died from Within the church-yard where In grassy
beds
wood-Carroll families will be held at have grown up. In order to secure giaking it effective.
overwork. Much of the criticism has
(Salt W a te r)
My loved ones’ tired hearts are finding
Jefferson Lake Saturday, Aug. 20. If the enforcement of the Amendment
rest.
been
directed
toward
our
form
of
stormy it will be held the following under our dual form of government, FO U N D RU M AND G U N S
O pen to public, $ 1.00
It seems so like a lovely, wide, green
room
government, and we have heard sug
Saturday.
the
constitutional
provision
called
Include? A ll Facilities
With quiet candles placed with loving
M rs . A u b y n e
H a w e s , S ec
care
for concurrent action on one hand But M ank Fam ily M ade No gestions that a dictatorship has been
95-tf
9 7 -9 9
the sleepers, and with sweetest
by the state and local authorities and
set up, but the American govern To light
scents
R esistance W hen Federal ment, with all its faults has given a Sprayed
on the other by the Federal govern
all about the pollen-laden air.
ment. Its enforcement requires in
R
aiders
Came
greater
degree
of
our
people
greater
I
am
not
all
alone In this retreat;
dependent but coincident action of
There Is a little creature of the wood
happiness for a greater time than any T hat
both agencies. An increasing number
I
have
come
upon quite often there
Clifford and Harry Mank, arrested
And I have held my breath and softly
of states and municipalities are prov
other, and we are not going to give
stood
ing themselves unwilling to engage by Federal agents after the agents it up.
And waited lest I fright his timid
heart,—
in such enforcement. Due to these found an assortment of liquor and 12
Have had their fling. They got into the “Stock Market.” They
“We
see
millions
unemployed
and
A little rabbit, woodsy-brown and
forces there Is in large sections an loaded revolvers shotguns and auto
white,
tumbled over each other daily for the morning paper, only to And
increasing illegal traffic in liquor. matic rifles In their North Warren the shadow of anxiety over a million T hat hops about upon the sleepers'
beds—
that their “Investments” were shrinking, always Shrinking. They
But worse than this there has been home Wednesday, were brought here homes, and we agree th a t a program
A wind-tossed flowers tread were not
in those areas a -spread of disrespect
dug out a littlel here and less there. They borrowed where they
of economic reconstruction is one of
more light
Wednesday
night
to
await
arraign
not only for this law but for all laws,
Than are the feet of this small woodland
could. They scrimped until it hurt, all to raise more money to pull
child.
grave dangers of practical nullifica ment before U. S. Commissioner the greatest problems of today.
Sometimes I find him cuddled in the
them out of the hole. But 'twas useless and they are strapped.
Communities instead of taking ac
tion of the Constitution, a degenera Gould on liquor charges.
grass.
tion in municipal government and an
little ball that soon uncurls itself
Despite the loaded weapons, the count of their own misdeeds are try A And
hops from out the path that I
increase in subsidized crime and vio agents said they had no trouble mak ing to fasten the blame on some in
may pass.
lence. I cannot consent to the con ing the arrests or seizing the liquor.
dividual.
•
I like to think that they who rest per
tinuation of this regime.
In the kitchen of the Mank house the
haps
“We are paying the price today for
I refuse to accept either of these agents found six revolvers, two shot
May sleep so lightly that they feel and
destinies, on the one hand to return guns and four automatic rifles. The the cost of the World War. We spent
know
Kept their heads. They made their regular deposits with us. We
to the old saloon with its political liquor seized consisted of 200 gallons $27,000,000,000 and took not a foot When we who loved them try to speak
added a generous dividend each six months. Their investments
to them;
and social corruption, or on the other of wine in four barrels, 74 pints of
I like to hope their spirits stay so low.
grew surprisingly. They are worth 100% in eash and all is serene
to endure the bootlegger and the Golden Wedding whiskey. 22 quarts of of territory or a cent of reparations. So close to earth, that heart can speak
with them. Why don't you join this sensible bunch? We are here
to heart.
speak-easy with their abuses and Bacardi rum and fivte gallons of alco In addition to this the international
T hat they may feel our love and grop
crime. Either is intolerable. These hol. The agents'making the raid bankers took $16,000,000,000 of this
to serve you. Come in and let us explain.
ing faith.
are not the ways out.
were Harry P. Weaver, Chester Marr, country's money and invested It in Our Jove that still is theirs, our prayerful
trust
Our objective must be a sane solu William Corbett, Carl Johansen, and
That aught they lacked In life they’ve
foreign securities which today are
tion, not a blind leap back to old Arthur England.
found In death.
And after I have said good night to
evils. Moreover, such a step back
Clifford Mank, Agent Weaver said, worth little or nothing.
them
ward would result in a chaos of new was found guilty of liquor transporta
“On top of this we entered upon
And turned away beneath the dim
evils never yet experienced because tion at the April, 1931, term of the an orgy of extravagant living. Ev
starlight.
I like to leave that little rabbit there
the local systems oi prohibition and Federal Court here, was sentenced to
erybody
wanted
to
get
rich
quick
To
keep them company throughout
controls which were developed over four months In Jail and was placed on
the night.
9 7 S tf
generations have been in large de- j probation.—Thursday’s Press Herald. I and everybody went on a debauch of
—Agnes S. J. Powers.

CHARLES CURTIS

“ NO RETURN OF THE SALOON”

T he S am -O -set Pool

THE TOM S, DICKS A N D H A R R Y S

LEGION FAIR
On T he M all, Thom aston
W ED N ESD A Y , AUGUST 17
B A N D CONCERT — M IDW AY — BIG PA RAD E
F eatu rin g —
D E C O R A TED B A B Y CARRIAGES
GIRLS’ DOLL CARRIAGES
BO YS’ BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, ETC.
A ll Children W elcome To Enter
A t 7.00 P. M. Exhibition Play
R. H. C ounce Engine Co.

95&hold

V olum e 87.................. N um ber 97

E S C A PE D T H E G A L L O W S

For Vice President

At a hearing before the Public
Utilities Commission yesterday the
Vinalhaven Light & Power Co. was
granted permission to install oil en
gines at its power plant.
The corporation is now using two
steam turbines, one of 500 k.w. and
one of 300 k.w. It is proposed, in the
interest of economy and good service,
to replace them with two Diesel en
gines of 107 k.w. and 70 k.w., respect
ively, a task which will occupy ap
proximately two months.
The company, which means so
much to the industrial success of the
island, occupies a brick building 70x40,
one section of which is used as a
coal storage. The plant includes an
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The C ourier-G azette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEF.K
Rockland, Me., Aug 13. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares th at he Is Press
man In the office of The Courler-Oazette.
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Aug 11. 1932. there was printed a total
Of 6098 copies.
W H BUTLER.
Notary Public.

IN T H E
CHURCHES

Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
neither have entered into the heart
of man, the things which God hath
prepared for them th at love him.—
I Cor. 2:9.
JOHN NELSON COMES
We are confident that none of the
large audience of men and women
who last evening listened to Con
gressman Nelson, went away with any
other impression than that here was
a man of broad understanding and
serious mind, and who had deeply
versed himself in public affairs.
What he had to say to this new body
of constituents was frankly presented
with the ease and clarity of one f a 
miliar with what he is talking about.
Mr. Nelson's ten years in Congress
have been ten years of steadfast
devotion to the exacting calls of that
high position. He is a real figure in
National life, honored alike by his
associates of both political parties.
His continuance In office is a thing
that the entire State of Maine will
look upon as a political necessity.
To retire Congressman Nelson now.
in the height of his intellectual
capacity and public efficiency, to suc
ceed him with a main untrained,
would be a serious loss, not alone to
our people, but as well to the adminis
tration in which he serves so con
spicuously.
We of Knox County, who have
quickly taken the measure of the
man. will see to it that he receives
from this side of his district the
emphatic support that his character
and merits entitle him-to.

SERMONETTE
Modern Astronomy
A light year is the measuring
rod of astronomers. It is the
sum of the distance light travels
at the rate of 186.284 miles per
second in a full year of 365
twenty-four-hour days. Approxi
mately six trillion miles. Light
is the fastest thing in the uni
verse. What is light? Science
holds twoffheories; one that light
is as waves in the ether, the other
that it is composed of tiny parti
cles like bullets shot out of a
gun.
God. you will recall, asked Job
some strange questions. Among
them, if he understood the ordi
nances of heaven? If he had
ever commanded the morning or
even knew where light dwelt?
Could he bind the sweet influen
ces of Pleiades or loose the bonds
of Orion? Whether he could
bring forth Mazzarcth or guide
Arcturus and his sons in their
courses? These questions may be
justly required of anyone who
doubts the directing hand of God:
and can find no explanation of
the universe save blind chance.
Dr. Hubble in explaining the
revelation of the world's greatest
telescope gives us. so far as is
possible, a bird's-eye view of the
universe. Take our measuring
unit of six trillion miles and mul
tiply it by 200 million and you will
have the present diamdftr of the
universe to which our world be
longs: but Dr. Hubble states there
are thirty million such universes
rushing through space at in
comprehensible speed, yet with
precision and without disaster.
Does not the thought that such
a plan could “just happen” re
quire greater credulity than a
rational belief in God?
William A. Holman.

D eath of T hom aston’s O ld
est C itizen— Sailed M any
Y ears In Lime Trade
With the passing of Capt. Caleb
L. Gillchrest. Thomaston loses one
■of its oldest and most respected cltiEens. A man who saw Thomaston in
the height of its glory as a shipbuild
ing town, and also when its limeburn
ing era was at full swing
Capt. Gillchrest was born Jan 26.
1843, and made his first trip to sea
at the age of 11 when he shipped as
cook of a small vessel from Thomas
ton to Boston with lime, and return.
This trip was made without his par
ents' consent and upon his return he
was placed in school as punishment.
But the sea fascinated him. and in a
few years he was sailing in Thomas
ton ships, first as seaman, later work
ing up to the position of first mate.
He was a first officer of the old school
when it took a man of ability to fill
that position. During the Civil War.
the Thomaston ship of which he was
first officer was captured by the
Confederate war vessel Tallahassee
off Nantucket and sunk. The crew
were placed on board the warship
where they were held captive until
transferred to a foreign vessel and
landed a t Providence. As seaman
and officer on ships he sailed to all
the foreign countries.
Later he was captain of several
vessels in the lime trade, sailing for
many years as captain of Schooner
Nettie Cushing owned by the J. O
Cushing & Co. firm. After leaving
the sea he was employed as house and
ship painter, first with his cousin,
the late Winfield Gillchrest, and
afterward for himself.
Capt. Gillchrest died Monday. Aug.
8. F o / several years he had the Bos
ton Post cane, given to the oldest
nlan in town. He is survived by his
wife Eva I. (Hodgkins) Gillchrest:
one daughter. Mrs. Minnie Andrews,
of Hyannis. Mass.: two grandsons.
Harold Andrews, of Hyannis, and
Philip Andrews, of Framingham.
Mass.: also a half brother, Otis Buck
lin, of Spencer. Mass. Funeral serv
ices were held Thursday from the
Davis chapel and burial was in the
family lot in the town cemetery.
The bearers were Captains Hollie
Harrington. John Brown. Arthur J.
Elliot and James E. Creighton. There
was a large attendance of local Ma
sons, CaDt. Gillchrest having been an
honorary member of Orient Lodge.
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W HEN THE SM ACKS COME IN
In these days when the average industry is operating at consider
ably less than 100 per cent capacity it is refreshing to note an enter
prise which is not only booming, but bringing a new form of income
into the community.. Such is the scallop business, which has gone
forward by leaps and bounds since the discovery of the new beds on
the Georges Banks. Because Rockland has a wholesaler who has long
made a specialty of the scallop business, record-breaking fares wre
being diverted from Gloucester to Rockland, and tons of the bivalves
are being unloaded here each week
Each scallop smack carries 13 or 14 men. and the fact that they get
paid off here means that a large percentage of the earnings are
immediately placed in circulation in local business channels, and
everybody derives a benefit from this product of the sea. Before
going back to the fishing grounds each boat takes on seven or eight
tons cf ice. 1500 to 1800 gallons of gas and oil. and the liberal stock of
groceries and provisions to meet the keen appetites of husky fisher
men.
One might mention still another benefit from this industry brought
to Rockland’s doors—the ability to purchase our own supply cf
scallops at bottom price—quoted this week as low as 17 cents the
pound.

T W IL IG H T L E A G U E
W aldoboro Subm erged By
Hits, N evertheless W ins Its
Fifth Straight
_____

Next Week’s Games

Monday—Rockland at Waldoboro.
Tuesday—St. George a t Camden.
! Wednesday—Thomaston at Rockj land.
Thursday—Camden vs. Thomaston,
rat Rockland.
Friday—Rockland at St. George.
Saturday—Waldoboro vs. Thomasi ton at Rockland.
I This afternoon (4 o’clock)
■George at Camden.

S A V E bi Y O U R
F U E L BIL L

Hundreds of owners of Glenwood Furnaces throughout Knox
County will testify that a Glenwood Furnace will save one-quarter
the fuel cost for a season's use.
The cost of a Glenwood
Furnace is now lower
than any time during
the part twenty years.
We have every size in
stock. We give you a
price completely in
stalled by.expert Glen
wood workmen.

St.

The League Standing
The only game played since list
issue served to strengthen Waldo
boro's hold on second place. Here
are the statistics:
Won Lost
PC
St. George .......... 14
2
.875
Waldcboro ........ 9
7
.569
j Rockland .......... 8
11
.421
i Thomaston ........ 6
10
.375
i,! Camden ............. 5
12
.295

Terms can be arranged
so you can buy and
take the whole year to
pay. It is surprising to
know the low price of a
Glenwood ‘ completely
installed.
You can have the single
pipe style or a
fur
nace that carries heat
to every room in the
house. A Glenwood is
almost a permanent in
vestment-as they wear
for many years.
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Waldoboro 7, Thomaston 2
Thomaston hit for a total of 17
at Valleyview Park last night,
Local Society Enjoys A ddress Uncle Fernando and R e bases
but was able to convert this on
On “T he U nconscious D e
turned Californian H ave a slaught into only two runs. A double
by Grafton and singles by Felt and
mocracy o f Shakespeare"
Fine T im e T ogether
L. Sawyer opened the engagement,
but the next three batters could do
Some 30 members and guests of
Col. F. S. Philbrick (Uncle Fernan nothing with Carleton and only one
the Shakespeare Society assembled do) returning Wednesday from a score resulted. Worse still was the
Wednesday noon at Ocean View tea family reunion at Glencove found story of the second1 inning, when a
waiting for him William Allen Pack- base on balls ___
____ __
„__
and three
singles
room, Camden, to partake of a de ard of California. They formed ac- j failed to give the Sawyerites a soli3 6 t M a in S treet
R o c k la n d . M a in e I
licious chicken dinner and listen to quaintance at the meeting of the lary score. The only other Thomas------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 9 4 < r
a lecture on "The Unconscious De Three-Quarter Century Club at ton run came in the fifth when
mocracy of Shakespeare' by Prof Skowhegan, their mutual interest Stone nailed the ball over the snow
Harry T. Baker of Goucher College aroused not by their tender years fence for a homer. It was a sort of
Baltimore. The south porch of the (Col. Philbrick is 88 years while Mr a Stone night for he made four fine barring some lameness is quite rug and need no further comment except
to add that the visitors also were
tea room with its back drop of Packard admits to 87 > but by equal j catches in centerfle,d. besides hitting ged.
The baseball fans want to thank pleased with them. Mrs. Helen Arey
nature's own painting furnished the prominence in G A R. activities.
for a total of five bases.
setting and a delightful informality
Carleton was never out of danger Fred C. Bla:k of Rockland for his assisted as accompanist.
Mr. Packard who was born in Union
Radio listeners heard clearly the
prevailed. Prof. Baker, who is a went to California In early life, m a r-' until the seventh inning when Wal fine, impartial umpiring of the game
graduate of Rockland High School, ried and located there permanently, doboro broke the 2 to 2 tie bv mak- here last Saturday during the 17- nomination of President Hoover and
his acceptance speech.
found in his audience many of his ~
He 'has been a prominent figure in I ing four scores, two of which were inning tie game.
It is expected that Miss Avis John
former classmates and friends. He Grand Army circles, having served a s 1brought home on his single. The exIt won't be long before the ball
first emphasized the significance of State commander in both California cellence with which the veteran Bill games will have to start a half hour son will sing Sunday morning at
his title, contrasting Shakespeare's and Nevada He is an accomplished fielded his position was also a fea- earlier. The afternoons are begin Union Church.
Guests the past week of Mrs. Ed
unconscious democracy with that of musician and vocalist, and was a fea- ture of the game. His one hand ning to shorten very fast.
the self-conscious democrats like tured entertainer at the club meet- catch of Freeman's smashing liner
GOOD T IM E S C O M IN G
The St. George ball nine went to ward Greenleafe and Mrs. Lawrence
Walt Whitman or John Masefield ing.
! led to the double play which wa3 Bucksport Tuesday and got defeated Ames were Miss Grace Lenox, brother
and reading typical selections from
Music formed another bond be- probably the turning point of the by the Seaboard nine. Chummy Raymond Lenox and Norman PhinWhen we read the advertisement of
their works to illustrate his point tween th« two, and the happiest part i game.
Gray of Rockland pitched for the St. ney. all of Roxbury, Mass.
the Georges River Mills, calling for
Mrs. Carrie Brown of Somervill-',
The political and social democracy of their visit was with Mr. Packard
A sudden shower sent the specta- Georg? nine. Our boys did not like
additional workers, we get a local
of today was unknown even in theory at the piano with Col. Philbrick tors scampering, but stopped the j the umpire's decision at all. When Mass., who was a guest of Misses Eu
in Shakespeare's time, yet he antici wielding the bow over his trusty game only a few moments,
vision of the returning good times
J ty-standers tell the boys they are genia Carver and Eliza Patterson re
INGRAHAM HILL CHAPEL
pates some of the best elements of fiddle, playing and singing the old
Incidentally it was Waldoboro's ! bound for defeat on account of th? turned Thursday to her home.
that are being reported from all over
• • • •
our democracy while avoiding the tunes. Both youths claim March as fifth straight victory,
umpire they are going to out in, i
the country with increasing fre
There will be services at the In  worst. His was the democracy ex their natal month.
j The score:
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Abilstrom who
what's the use of the boys trying tc
quency. Also comes word that in
graham Hill chape! on Sunday after pressed in Kipling's lines:
Mr Packard was accompanied by
Waldoboro
| win. All they can do Is play the game are friends of Herbert Sanborn, were
noon at 3 o'clock. The speaker will "II you can talk with crowds and keep his wife who has been an active figure
the Camden mills improvement is
| through. Chummy pitched a good guestS'recently of Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
ab r bh tb po a
be Dr. S. B. McCasland. head of the
your virtue
in auxiliary bodies of the G.A.R., Reed. If
game for five or six innings but when Sanborn. Pleasant street. Miss Laura
being registered. These are things
0
Or
walk
with
kings—nor
lose
the
com
Department of Biblical Literature
having served as past president for "Young
i a pitcher has to beat the umpire and Shedd of Portland, is guest of Mrs.
mon
touch."
out of which we all take inspiration,
at Goucher College. Baltimore. The
the State of California. Mr and Mrs.
L W. Sanborn.
j team too, what's the use.
2b ........ 4
His principal characters were usu Packard are visiting Bertram E. Boggs.
musical program will consist of a
looking forward hopefully to the full
Sherman, ss
Did
anyone
notice
in
the
Rockland
Mrs. Charles Webster entertained
group of Negro spirituals by Rich ally kings and princes, queens and Packard, commissioner of education. Bums, c
return of industrial sunshine.
game Wednesday night how Chummy the Bridge Eight Thursday evening
princesses,
but
th
at
was
merely
in
ard
McKinney,
student
at
Andover
and
later
will
proceed
leisurely
to
Benner.
3b
4
At the Congregational Church to
Gray fooled the batters? This is the at her home.
conformity with th e customs of his Springfield, Ohio, to attend the Na Kuhn, lb ...
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will Newton.
way I saw it. He would throw to
The Leighton yacht was in the har;
time.
He
portrays
the
thoughts
and
RETURN OF THE ACCORDION
Dr.
McCasland
and
family
are
tional
G
A
R.
convention
before
re
Hilton, cf .
preach on the subpect "The Power Of
' first base to catch a runner. He inl borThursday. Among those on board
feelings of his common soldiers and turning to California.
summering
at
Ingraham
Hill,
Brewer, rf .
the Spirit." The Pilgrim Choir will
0
,
mediately
pitched
to
the
batter
with|
were
Dr an(j Mrs william Sharpe of
through their friendship with Prof. servants with the same understand
We read that in all parts of Lon- sing.
fi out
nilf. aa U'lnnnn
ctriV-o nvoru
. - __ ,
i Carleton, p
windup and it urn
wasc a strike
every New York city and___
ing.
He
even
puts
into
the
mouth
of
Mr. and Mrs. Wal
Harry
T.
Baker
of
Rockland
and
*«• •
MISS R E ED ST E PS U P
don the accordion is ousting the saxo
time. Of course it caught the batter ter Spear of Rockland.
Baltimore. Mr McKinney is spending the king himself in Henry V one of
33 7 9 9 27 9 0 not ready. Good for you Chummy.
Rev. Cornelius Greenway is to his vacation with Dr. and Mrs. Ever the finest expressions of democracy
phone as the popular instrument.
Mrs. Doris (Hopkins) Goodwin of
Thomaston
preach at the Pratt Memorial M. E.
we noticed it.
E. E. Allen
R
ockland
G
irl,
W
in
n
er
In
The Italian quarter had it first j Church at the 11 o'clock service ett C Herrick at Ash Point.
Lewiston
is visiting relatives in town.
Every subject's duty is the kings
ab r bh tb po a
The public is most cordially in
every subject s soul Is his own
Mies Sara Bunker, Mrs. Cora
Dance orchestras are taking it up. j Sunday. The music will include a
Boston Elim ination, M ay Grafton, if
4
vited to this service.
Bunker, Mrs. Sidney Ingerson and
V IN A L H A V E N
and when misfortune overtakes the
It is becoming indispensable to clubs solo by Mrs Marianne Bullard. Sun
daughter Marietta have returned
G et Into Big Picture
great Cleopatra she calls herself
L. Sawyer, ss ....
Now an accordion club is being day School at 10.
T
H
E
SALVA
TIO
N
A
R
M
Y
from a motor trip to Quebec.
****
Stone, cf ........
"No
more
but
e'en
a
The
cabaret
dance
Wednesday
eve
woman
and
comformed, and it is expected to have
Brett Ashwood of Lewiston and i Condon, c ......
manded
The Silent Sisters spent WednesSt. Peter's Church (Episcopal).
ning was a real success in proviBing
Adjutant
and
Mrs.
F.
L.
Keller
of
By such poor passion as the maid th at I Lillias Reed of Rockland were the [ Fales. lb ..........
thousands of members. This is not Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector: The serv
a pleasant evening to the townspeo- j day at the Sanborn cottage, The
1 11
Portland will have charge of the meet
milks."
' two Maine representatives am ong! Frye, rf ............ 4
pie and visitors alike. Miss Avis' Fishhawk's Nest. Mrs. Harriet Jones
altogether unwelcome news.
We ices for tomorrow will be appropriate ings Saturday night and all day Sun
2 0
There is no propaganda in Shake ■the 25 chosen from the New England i
Johnson of Sanford, young soprano was a guest.
have long felt th a t the saxophone for the twelfth Sunday after Trinity. day. They are splendid singers and speare's work—no problem plays States in the Make-Me-A-Star con Freeman, 2b
Holy communion at 7.30: matins and musicians and Salvationists of the
M. Sawyer, p
soloist, was a delight to her large
Misses Elizabeth and Ruth Ross en
too much obtruded itself upon the i sermon at 10.30: adoration at 7.30.
like Barrie's "The Admirable Crich test held Wednesday in the Metro Robbins, p ....
circle of friendswand acquaintances. tertained Thursday evening at bridge
old type. An invitation is extended ton.” His nearest approach to such politan Theatre in Boston and their
♦
•
*
•
wearied ear—from every orchestra
Her progress in the year and a half in honor of Miss Margaret Libby of
t(k all to enjoy the meetings. Ad
At First Church of Christ. Scien jutant and Mrs Keller are in charge a situation is when, in "All's Well ; screen and voice tests have been I
35 2 12 17 24 12 4 of study has been remarkable and due Worcester and Miss Louise Libby of
large and smaJl—complicated with
That
Ends
Well"
the
king
of
France,
I
sent
to
Hollywood
where
the
final
0 1 1 0 0 0 4 1 x—7 no doubt to the fact that she is a real Wollaston, Mass.
the thunderous clashings of static— tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster of young people's work in the North by royal command, brings about the choice will be made. The winner will Waldoboro,
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
Thomaston,
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0—2 student, obedient and faithful in the
Charles Robertson was in Rockland
and laboredly projecting itself from and the subject of the lesson sermon ern New England division. They marriage of an unwilling young snob be given a film contract, her first ; Two-base hits, Grafton, Robbins. practice of her music as in her school
Tuesday.
have broadcast over many radio sta to Helena, a poor physician's daugh role to be that of the "Panther j
the neighboring window of the ama tomorrow will be "Soul.*' Sunday- tions.
Home run, Stone. Bases on balls, off work. As one of the winners in the
Mrs. Edith Vinal and Mrs. Susan
ter. It is the king who advised his Woman" in the screen adaptation of Carleton 2, off Sawyer 7 Struck out, Chickering Golden Voice contest for
teur beginner. We should doubt the School is at 1145. Wednesdav eve
hearers not to rely on their ances H. G. Wells' novel, “Island of Lost by Carleton 6. by Sawyer 3. by Rob young artists, Miss Johnson has been Hopkins have returned from an out
ning
testimony
meeting
is
at
7.30.
DR. THOMAS WILL PREACH
ing at Shore Acres at The Merrie
accordion ever commanding so uni
tors. saying,
Souls."
The reading room is located at 400
bins 1. Sacrifice hits, Boggs. Free heard oven the radio from Boston and Macs.
versal appeal, for the art of it is not Main street, and is open week days
Miss
Ashwood
and
Miss
Reed,
with
a
few
times
from
Portland.
For
all
man.
Double
play,
Carleton
and
"Honors
thrive
Rev. Albert C Thomas. D.D.. pas
rather from our acts we them de three other contestants were winners Kuhn
so readily acquired; but there is from 2 until 5 p. m.
Umpires. Brewer and How listeners there is joy in her perform
tor of the First Baptist Church, Fall When rive
•
*
*
♦
of the state contest held in Portland ard. Scorer, Winslow.
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
ance- in her voice and charming manmusic to it, when brought under the
River, and Mrs. Thomas and son Than our fo<goers."
Thursday evening, Aug. 4. at the :
Rev. Clarence S. Roddy, pastor of Chester, are weekend guests of Presi
ner. Her selections were “Do You
hand of the maestro, music to ravish the First Baptist Church of Portland
Shakespeare is mediaeval in the Stale Theatre.
If you are a subscriber tc
S t. G e o rg e E c h o e s
I Know My Garden?” and -L'Amour—
and Mrs. Herrick, at Ash Point. sense that he is not afflicted with a
In . Boston they competed with 42 I
the attent ear. while the eye follows will supply the pulpit of the First dent
The Courier-Gazette and are
___ . . . ___
. Toujours L'Aanour.” Francis LopDr. Thomas will speak at the 6 democracy complex. He can be other
young women from New Eng- ' W aide boro aid not P ^ y jy e re a t ovski violinist who is at North Haven
leaving home for any time, long
enraptured the skillful manipulation Baptist Church, morning and eve o'clock service on Sunday at the Ash
jSt. George Thursday afternoon on for the season has filled prominent
democratic without being silly — ! land,
or short, let us mail the paper to
ning, and all are invited to every Point chapel.
of the multiplied banks of keys.
something which many of our mod- j The news that Miss Reed was one I account of wet grounds.
positions in Akron and in Clearwater, ‘ you during your absence. The
service of this church. Miss Winola
Wouldn't it be a good idea to cut Fla. He added numbers to the pro
ems fail to accomplish. Shake- 1of the Boston selections was hailed
regular copy of the paper will
L. Richan will be the soloist at the
O W L 'S H E A D R O A D
speare is no worshipper of kings. He [ here with a great deal of satisfaction, off those large.llmbs.that project ovei gram th at were a treat to music lov
Skowhegan Fair will be held next morning service, and her many
go to tne nome as usual. Just
is merely a believer in human in- JMiss Reed graduated from Rock- the foul line on the north side of the ers. Mrs. Evelyn Arey Hall's work
week, and what with a firemen’s •friends will be glad to hear her again
telephone the address to the
At a special town meeting in Owl s equalities. He can perceive
j land High School in 1931, and was ball grounds? We understand the as accompanist was much appreciat
muster, in which Knox County will in the "home church." She will sing
office, or mail a card. The paper
will follow wherever you go, and
have a part, baseball, racing, etc., it •Beside Still Waters," bv Hamblen, Head last night it was voted 29 to 12 How sour sweet music is
numbered among that Institution's owner does not object.
ed. The duet by Messrs. Harry
Capt. D. H. Wall attends about all Coombs and William Winslow and
will stop on notice when you a r
is quite likely that there will be con and “The Prayer Perfect,” words by tc raise $1000 for the completion cf When time is broke and no proportion : most attractive and popular girls,
kept!”
the ball games on the home grounds. the comedy sketch by Mrs. Cora
siderable patronage from this sec James Whitcomb Riley and music by the Owl's Head road—a distance of
rive home. There will be no
He
is
a
very
zealous
supporter
of
the
charge.
tion. The Broadway Clowns and Ervine I. Stenson.
Peterson and Mrs. Hazel Dyer were r
PA R K T H E A T R E
Miss Gladys about 1200 feet. This will give the and he himself is a keeper of propor
St. George club. Mr. Wall is 86. and enjoyed as their numbers always are i
Philadelphia Colored Giants are G rant and G. Carl Cassens will be town a complete circle of good roads* tion.
among the ball teams which will
Meltiah Scammon acted as mod
At the close of his lecture, in re
Lou Tellegen will appear in person
play there. And of course if you go heard in duets at the evening service. erator.
sponse to a question. Prof. Baker de Monday and Tuesday in a powerful
The
church
school
session,
with
j
to Skowhegan you will want to drop
scribed
briefly
the
dedication
of
the
dramatic one-act play, "The Heel"
into Manager Joseph Dondis' The classes for adults, as well as young
Folger Shakespearian, Library in written especially for him by Adelyn
■people a n d • children, commences at
atre.
Washington
which
he
recently
wit
Bushnell, with a cast consisting ot
12. noon. The Christian Endeavor
nessed. This library, erected at & Mr. Tellegen. Adelvn Bushnell. Eve
■service at 6.15 o. m.. will bean charge
cost of $2,000,000 and supported by Casanova and Marshall Bradford.
The large elm at the come; of the of Millard Hart. Walter Staples and
an endowment of $10,000,000, houses The play is that of a gangster—a
Grand Army lot has been denuded Miss Virginia Egan, the topic being
the world's finest collection of subtle gangster, and not accompanied
of useless branches and twigs, and •'Our Father’s World.” The happy
Shakespeare material. Combined by gun plav and the usual racketeer
the result is a decided improvement prayer and praise service. Tuesday
with the library is a little theatre
to the premises. If one wants to see
after the fashion of Shakespeare's |
“ r' ™
P
lay
what advantage may be derived evening at 7.30. will be led by Frank
time but with all modern convent- I tbe gan«ster' ^ l s Busbne11 hls s!s‘e/ '
from a little tree pruning let him H. Ingraham, the subject being.
ences of lighting and stage effects ^ rs
his swee heart, and Mr.
also look at the elms across from the "God's Promises; Your Favorite
The young people’s
for the production of hi, plays.
Bradford the detective
On the
Grand Army lot on Dr. F. O. B art Scripture."
Among the former members who j scr?e" W1 ,b2
ph Bellamy
lett's property. Too much shade prayer and praise service is on Fri
day evening. Miss Virginia Egan lead
enjoyed this delightful outing of the I
A F-and.e/ Klrk' an<t :n ‘Almost
helps ruin buildings, incidentally.
ing.
Shakespeare Society were Mrs. Married." with no advance in prices
Ralph Bellamy and Alexander
Jennie Butler of Ealing. London. Mrs.
Rin Tin Tin. the famous German
Mabel Edwards and her daughter Kirkland enact the principal male
STR A N D T H E A T R E
police dog is dead, and the gallery
Mrs. Emily Weeks of Birmingham, roles in “Almost Married," the chill
65 LIMEROCK STREET,
ROCKLAND
gods are inconsolable. He had been
Mich.. Miss Hattie Bird. Miss Belle ing mystery drama with Violet HemAdditional evidence of the versa
seen on the films for 13 years,, and
ing
as
the
feminine
lead,
signing
con
Spring and Mrs. Lillian Mortland.
death was due to the infirmities of tility of Edward G. Robinson, as a
Guests present were: Miss Josephine tracts with the Fox studios at ap
old age. Anyhow he had lived long master delineator of human types is
Pardee of Bridgeport, COnn.. Mrs. proximately the same time. And by
enough and acted long enough to provided in "Two Seconds," which
Philip Howard of New York and further coincidence, both were cast in
earn approximately $300,000 for his comes Monday and Tuesday
He
Fancy Alive Maine
"Surrender" as their starting picture. I
Miss Lillian Baker.
owners. In addition to serving as portrays John Allen, a hard-working
Kirkland as the sympathetic brother i
the hero of many a melodrama his iron worker who is a victim of circum
Iand Bellamy in the heavy role of I
bark had been heard by radio in pro stances The actor himself regards
Captain Elbing. In view of the fact !
the character as the most difficult
grams advertising a dog food.
THIS IS
lb
th at reviewers and critics (poke of 1
he has been called upon to portray
Bellamy's performance as superb and ,
The spectacle of State patrolmen since his entrance into pictures. Met.
called Kirkland’s portraval perfect ]
skipping ovsr their beats on high ropolitan critics have hailed Robin
Native
the first lap was declared a tie and |
powered motorcycles presents rather son's performance in this picture as
The Majestic Electric Refrigerator now it will be interesting to watch
an alluring picture, but the work of one of the brilliant achievements of
Golden Bantam
that we are giving will be drawn which of these two players, it either. 1
th edepartment is not all pie and joy the dramatic season.
gain the first edge in their second i
Preston Foster, who has the role
rides. The report of the department
Fox production.—adv
for Julv shows that the guardians of of John Allen's buddy, plays the same
our highways inspected 17,972 pas part that he created in the New York
9.00 P. M.
GILCHREST FAMILY
senger motor vehicles and 2145 I production. Vivienne Osborne, who
The number drawn will be an 
The annual reunion of the Giltrucks, one-fifth of which had some plays Shirley Allen, appeared in
Superba
nounced in Tuesday’s Courierchrest family will be held in the St.
David Belasco's production of "The
defect which needed remedy.
Gazette.
i Harem.”
George Grange hall. Thursday, Aug.
Each
25c
purchase
entitles
you
to
The part of Tony, the dancehall
18.
Marianne Gilchrest, Sec.
The United States Department of
one ticket
Agriculture has scores of farmers' keeper, is ably taken by J. Carroll
97-98
Wc
Give
S.
&
II.
Green
Stamps
bulletins and leaflets which are at Naish, who was a member of Rob
Please
Ask
For
Them
FOGLER-PAYSON REUNION
your disposal by simply writing to inson's cast in "The Hatchet Man,”
The Fogler-Payson reunion will be
the representative from this district. and "The Mouthpiece." starring War.
held at Penobscot View Grange,
Congressman John E Nelson, who ren William—adv.
Glencove Wednesday Aug. 24. No
will also supply, at your request, a
A
New
Low
Price
REGISTERED
DRUGGIST
Scientist says the world weighs 36.postponement.
list of the documents from which
RANKIN BLOCK
ROCKLAND
you may select those suited to your 000.000 sextillion tons. How does he
Martha Fogler Clark
95-97
get that weigh?—Wichita Eagle.
Camden.
purpose.

HEA RD P R O F . BA KER

T W O O LD C R O N IES

B U R P E E ’S

Weekly

KENT’S Special

SATURDAY SPECIAL

Dress Top

LOBSTERS 1 7 c

THE LA ST WEEK

CORN doz

23c

Saturday, A ugust 13

2

BOTH

$1.00

ROLLED OATS

LGE ? Q r
PK GS

75c

D. L. M cCarty

z
Greasing N ext W eek 75c

F.very-Other-Day

Page T hree
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M. B. <fe C. O. Perry yesterday
TALK O F THE TOW N11shipped
a large order of groceries to
-------

Palermo, Sicily.

The consignee is

COMING neighborhood events
vice Consul David H. Buffum, who
Aug. 14-15—State Parent-Teacher c o n -, likes Italy very much, but who likes
VeAugOni6ne(2 ^ ‘ r w - w o m a n a Educa- ‘^ s e material reminders of Rockland
tlonal Club picnic, hostess. Mrs E M. , even better.
Lawrence; address at 6.45 by Congress
man John E. Nelson
Aue. 17—Thomaston—American Legion
Augustus H. Prince, who was elect
Fair on m e Mall.
ed Junior vice commander, at the
Aug. 17—Martinsville—Annual sum
mer sale of the Ladles Circle at Grange Grand Army encampment in Rock
hall.
land, died at his home in Portland
Aug. 18—Knox County Fish and Game Wednesday at the age of 86. He had
Association membership meeting at
j been a member of the Portland City
Camden Yacht Club.
Aug. 18—Warren—Concert at the Bap- Government,
tlst Church a! 8 o'clock daylight.

C O R N E R M A IN A N D W IN T E R S T R E E T S, R O C K L A N D

Persons who ride through Rock

C O M IN G R EUN IO N S

Aug. 16—Smalley family at Mr. and port these days are left in no form
Mrs. Thaddeus Maxwell's, Willardham.
of doubt that the town is going to
Aug. 17—Calderwood family reunion have a carnival this month and
at Oakland Park.
Aug. 18—Gilchrest family at St. George those who know Rockport ways know ■
Grange hall
that the diligent workers there al- ,
Aug. 18—Fifty-third reunion of Star- ways have a good one.
rett-Spear families at Reunion Grove
Farm. Warren.
Aug. 20—Norwood-Carroll families at
Funeral services for Miss Hattie A. ’
Jefferson Lake
Berry, who died at the Bangor hospi- '
Aug. 21—Light family at home of W.
tai were held this forenoon at the
W. Light, Washington
Aug. 24—Forty-fourth annual reunion Bowes & Crozier undertaking parlors,1
of the Shibles family with Capt. A. D. Rev. Pliny A. Allen officiating. The
Chadwick. Thomaston.
Aug. 25—Robinson family at South deceased was 65. daughter of the late I
Warren Grange hall.
Hester A. and John T. Berry, 2d.
Aug. 25—Fiftieth annual reunion of the
Hoffses family at the Falllee fa rm .1
Gustave A. Genthner, 43, died at
North Cushing
Aug. 31—Kalloch family at home o f ' the home of Mrs. Daniel Curtis in
Arthur D. Kalloch. Thomaston.
Damariscotta. Aug. 7, of diabetes.
W E A TH E R

G. W . PALM ER & SON
—

F IF T H

ANNUAL

B IG —

He is survived by his widow, father,
two brothers and one sister. Burial
i at Walpole cemetery, Damariscotta..
He had been a resident of Rockland
I about three months, Mrs. G enthner
was formerly Mabelle Page.

Those heavy showers Thursday afternoon. besides soaking unwary
pedestrians drove the fog far out to
sea and the weather since- has been
the cool and marvelously clear variety
th at makes summer seem all too
Baseball fans should miss none of
short. Yesterday noon temDerature the remaining games in the Knox
was 70; this morning at 8 o’clock, 63; County Twilight League. Sometimes
the results are not what we might
wind northwest. Tomorrow fair.
wish, but the fact remains th at
It may not be that there are more there are only two more full weeks
mosquitoes this year, but they're • of baseball, after which we will all
be lamenting th at there is nothing
bitin’ harder.
to do. Forty-two weeks of lam ent
The Sunshine Society will meet ing, to be exact.
Monday afternoon at the club room,
A Sikorsky plane, equipped with
447 Main street.
pontoons, dropped down in the mid
S. S. Waldron has bought the Otto dle of Chickawaukie Lake yesterday
Olsen property at Spruce Head, and is "Where am I?" the pilot asked
of two surprised boatmen. The Indi
making extensive repairs.
an name didn't mean much to him,
Col. Harry M. Rice, who served as but when he learned that it was near
receiver of the Deep Sea Fisheries, Rockland he got his bearings and
Inc., has been in the city this week flew away again.
on business.
LOST Thursday—Small suit case con
taining samples of work gloves.

The Perry's Market ball team invades Matinicus tomorrow to see if
the Matinicus ball team is as good as
the sad sea waves say it is.

O U R L A R G E ST O C K M U S T B E R E D U C E D

O N D S, W A T C H E S, CLOCKS,
.V ER and G L A SS W A R E , PE W T E R
LEA TH ER G O O D S, CO STUM E
JEW ELR Y . GIFT NOVELTIES

Finder

1please return to G. A. LAWRENCE CO.
97-It
! and be rewarded.
BORN

WINCHENBACH—At Rockland. Aug 10.
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Winchenbach.
Jr., a daughter. Barbara Jean.
Fred J. Harvey, former member ot JOHNSON—At Rockland. Aug. 9. to Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Johnson, a daughter.
a theatrical company which played
long engagements in this city, is GREGORY—At Rockland. Aug. 7, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Gregory of North
spending his annual vacation here.
Haven, a son.

Charles A. Perry, immediate past
MARRIED
president of the Camden-Rockport LOUD-ROBINSON — At Damariscotta.
Aug.
6.
Amos
Loud of Loudville and
Lions Club, has been appointed
Miss Mary D. Robinson of Franklin
deputy governor for this district.
Island Light Station.
SUTHERLAND-SIMMONS — Aug. 3. Al-

C. M. Gray of Somerville is a week ; bert Sutherland of Eastport and Miss
Phyllis Simmons of Port Clyde.
end guest of his brother John at
Thomaston, and sister Jennie Torrey
DIED
in Rockland.
BERRY—At Bangor. Aug. 11. Miss Hattie
I

A. Berry of Rockland, aged 65 years.

The P ast Grands and Past Noble
Funeral private.
Grands of Knox and Lincoln Coun GENTHNER—At Damariscotta Aug 7
I
Gustave
A. Genthner of Rockland, aged
ties will meet at Community Sweet
43 years. 11 months, 2 days. Burlai in
Shop. South Hope, Aug. 17, with sup , Damariscotta.
per at 6.30.
{ NUTT—At Rockport. Aug 11. Allen Nutt,
aged 64 years. 3 months. 11 days.

F u

neral Saturday at 2 o'clock from Bowes
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet Mon& Crozier parlors. Rockport.
■day night. An early inspection is ex COFFIN—At
Waldoboro. Aug 12. Clar
pected and the National and depart
ence W. Coffin, aged 50 years. Funeral
ment passwords are ready for deliv j services Sunday at 1 p. m standard,
at the Baptist Church. Waldoboro vllery.
I lage. Interm ent In Wiscasset.

SALE STARTS MONDAY, AUGUST 15th s
Double
Green Stamps During This Sale
SPECIAL

WATTS—At Warren. Aug. 12, Caroline

Bud Fisher and Battling SukeCounce), widow of Jsmee Wat*
70 years. 7 months, 24 days. Funeral
torth will be the headliners in a box
Monday at 2 o clock iruu, the
ing match at Vinalhaven next Thurs
Main street. Thomaston.
day night. Wrestling bouts are also
on the bill An excursion will be run
CARD OF THANKS
We extend thanks to all who were so
from this city.
■kind to us in our bereavement, especial
ly to Dr E W Hodgkins and Mrs. Wil
Through R. U. Collins' real estate liam Flint who attended Capt. Gillchrest
,
hls last illness.
agency yesterday was sold the Joshua in Eva
Gillchrest. Minnie Andrews.
Thorndike cottage at Crescent Beach. Harold I.
Andrews, Philip Andrews.
The buyer was Mrs. Geddes of New i Thomaston.
•
York who is now occupying the Sum
C
A
R
D
O
F
T
H
A
N
K
S
ner Perry cottage.
We wish to thank neighbors and
i friends for their kindness to us In our
Miss Mabel Spear of Cambridge, ; recent bereavement, and also for the
formerly of this city, recently slipped beautiful flowers sent.
1•
Mrs. J. F. McNeil and Family.

on the polished floor of her homt
breaking her right arm. The break,
just below the shoulder, is a bad one,
requiring several weeks for recovery.
At present she is with Mr. and Mrs.
William Rich, Jr. (Ruth Spear) in
Hingham, Mass.

"Uncle Hernando-'’ Philbrick. de
spite his 88 years, considers himself ,
a fairly busy man. Wednesday he
fiddled some of his favorite tunes at
the family reunion at Glencove, and
last evening he played at a meeting
of the Grange in Camden when sev
eral of the State officers were pres
ent.

To introduce the sensational Sam
son Panel-Matic 1000-Watt Adjust
able Iron with the new Magic Miss
Control, regular value $8.75, Crie
Hardware Co. is offering free an
'electric Tourist Iron with every
Panel-M atic sold at $5.95.—adv.
Headquarters for Downy Flake
Doughnuts at Munro’s Restaurant,
8 Park street. We also sell toasted
sandwiches.—adv.
95-97

E X T R A SPECIAL
T o the first customer, each day o f sale, making
$ 5 .0 0 purchase, w e w ill sell one of these clocks at the
ridiculously low price of—

S T :,

S ale price $ 6 .9 8

1930 Ford Roadster
1928 Erskine Coach
1930 Oldsmobile Sedan
1928 Durant Coupe
1929 Dodge Sedan
1929 Chevrolet Coach
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
1927 Nash Sedan
1 9 2 8 ‘Oldsmobile Sedan
1928 Chevrolet Sedan

POCKET W ATCH ES A T COST

S T .,

R O C K L A N D

............... $ 1 .5 9

__________O U R STOCK IS COMPLETE__________

HAMILTON W ATCHES
A T REDUCED PRICES

M en’s W rist, w as 5 2 .0 0 . S a l e ___ $ 4 2 .9 5
12 Size P ock et, w a s 5 5 .0 0 . Sale . . 4 2 .9 5

Regular price $67.25
(The price of plated ware)

A G uaranteed Sport Strap W atch.
Sale p r i c e .................................... $ 6 .1 5
Regular price $7.50
ENTIRE STOCK OF

2 6 -P ie c e Set Plated F lat W are. Sale $ 9 .9 8
Regular price $12.50
W e have a good stock of the popular Newport Pat
tern in Plated Ware at Slaughter Prices to close out
(discontinued).

C om m unity China and F lat W are A re
C heaper

W ALTHAM , ELGIN, ILLINOIS, LADIES’,
AND MEN’S W RIST W ATCHES
A t B ottom Prices
$45.00

Sale

40.00

Sale

37.50

Sale

25.00

Sale

$24.85

WESTFIELD
22.50 $19.75. Sale
$14.95
17.75. Sale
13.75
19*95
9.75
12.75. Sale
16.50
7.75
9.75. Sale

Buy N o w for C hristm as at S ale Prices. A D eposit W ill H old A n y A rticle U ntil
W a n ted . E very P ie c e of M erchandise G uaranteed.

E
R A N K IN

$14.85
12.85
12.50
27.50
7.45

JUST A FE W — PLENTY M ORE

W e Do Our O w n
Financing

27

You trade in your old car for a new one. W hy not
your old watch? It will surprise you the trade in
value of your old watch (regardless of style, make
or condition) as part payment for any of the New
Beautiful

_____________PLENTY OF OTHERS_____________

Sale Price

Large Mahogany Banjo,
$ 2 2 .5 0
8-D ay Strike Banjo,
16.50
Electric Mantle,
2 5 .0 0
Seth Thomas W estm inster Chime, 4 5 .0 0
Electric Boudoir,
9.75

$ 2 .5 0 A larm C lock s

$ 1 .0 0 G ift N ovelties a t ........................... 79
$ 1 .0 0 to $ 1 .5 0 Costum e Jew elry . . . .79
$ 3 .5 0 M esh or P arty B a g s .......... ... 2 .4 8
$ 3 .0 0 to $ 5 .0 0 Gold and Silver Ever
S harp P e n c ils ............................... 1.48
B eautiful 3 2 -P iece S et S terling Flat
w a re in tray. S a l e ................... $ 5 2 .5 0

R egular price $1 1.00

W as

FEW ITEMS A T RANDOM

B U L O V A W A TC H ES

BULOVA W RIST W ATCHES

FULL SIZE 8 -D A Y , 2-T O N E STRIKE

Can’t blame her much for feel
ing that way about it. You can
have a car immediately—a good
looking ear at a buy-now price.

CLUSTER RINGS

JU ST A

R O C K L A N D

As C ut.

REAL VA LU ES IN SINGLE A N D FANCY

P rices from 25% to 40% Off

CLOCKS
R A N K IN

“TRADE-IN
SALE”

Sale p rice $ 1 .8 9

9 8 C ents

Maynard Condon entertained a
sailing party on board the yacht)
Karluk recently. His guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Condon and family'.
Mr. and 'Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Miss
Esther Nickerson, Miss Virginia Con
don, Almon Cooper, Jr., James Frye
and George B. Wood, Jr. A sail was
taken to Frenchboro and through'
Eggemoggin Reach. At Frenchboro
they were joined by Miss Nickerson’s
brother Ernest, who came to Rockland
for a week's visit with her.
Full of revenge from the Wallop
ing they received at Soldiers' Field ,
last Sunday, these long-haired, bewhiskered baseballists from the
House of David will play a return
game with Togus Sunday. Nobody
will dispute the validity of their j
claim to being the most unique a t
traction in baseball today. The
novelty of men looking like fit sub- t
jects for an undertaker scampering1
around a baseball diamond like k id i’
doesn’t seem to wear off. As a m at- '
ter of fact many of the players are !
not ancient, in spite of their deceptive
appearance. Every member of the
squad is a real baseball player, al- .
though camouflaged by h irsu te,
adornments. Many of them often
have chances to enter organized
baseball, shaven, but religion as
taught to them, forbids and the
leagues are the losers. Jimmy Fitz- j
Patrick will pitch for Togus.

Beautiful Electric Kitchen Wall
Clocks, green or ivory
Regular price $3.00

C H A R L E S

W .

P R O C T O R ,

P r o p r ie to r

Page Four
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TheHome oniflW Roy ofVouhS
By F. H. CHELEV

/

REAL D IS C IP L IN E
NOTHER point' at which we, as • really need is a sympathetic Intel
parents, are often in great er ligent understanding of the mistake
ror Is the matter of discipline. En
and a co-operative evaluation of it.
forced obedience, through fear, is the There is no truer statement in all
shallowest sort of control. By it, it modern boy training than that the
Is possible to gain a temporary ob more we know about child nature
jective, but nothing permanent is and child nurture, the less often
ever accomplished. It is like trying must we use corporal punishment.
to keep a house up by props in
To forever “whale'’ a boy for
stead of a good foundation. As long unfortunate conduct is simply to
as the props are kept In place, acknowledge that we neither un
there Is enforced discipline, but we derstand him or his needs or the
all know too well that there In situation which produces the bad
evitably comes a day when all conduct. Corporal punishment, ex
“props" fall and then, instead of a cept in extreme cases which are so
self controlled personality oper involved that an arbitrary position
ated from within, we have a per of the less of two evils must be
sonality rudely thrown into chaos, taken, Is rarely if ever justifiable.
compelled to make Important de
We should not punish because
cisions but utterly unfitted to—re
the hoy has done vs rung hut pun
sult, fears, uncertainty, inferiority,
ish when we must, in order to
Insecurity.
help him grow into something bet
One outstanding mental hygienist
ter. Discipline is much too com
says, “You may compel a boy to
monly pure revenge and a letting
say ‘yes sir,’ and snap his heels
off of our own emotional steam.
Beaten hoys are all too often
together, In the home. It may look
beaten hoys!
pretty but It does not imply that
he respect's you or that he carries
Discipline in its finest conception
any ‘yes, sir’ spirit into his activi Is not abject obedience to adult de
ties outside the home. Ileal dis sires, commands or whims at all—
cipline in the home comes because that kind of discipline is easy to
the parents are capable of leading get ami is very expensive to all par
and are looked to naturally for ties concerned—the discipline which
their leadership. Out of such lead makes for fine character is the con
ership grows discipline.
scious self control growing out of
The newer point of view of the reason and confidence and desire to
parent concerning boys and boy- do right in any given circumstances.
life Is largely responsible for radi
The utter folly of persistently
cal changes In our ideas of disci
slapping the investigative hands of
pline. Just why should every mis
take in conduct be punished, any a curious child is a sample. That
way? Mistakes Invariably carry is the old she-bear method of raining cubs!
their own punishment. What boys
(© . 1932. W estern N ew spaper U nion.)

A

WASHINGTON
DURING THE BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
t,

Make your reservations now at the Capitol Park. O ne block
from Union Station and Capitol, facing beautiful park. The
large comfortable rooms and homelike meals will assure you
a memorable visit.

C A P IT O L
PA RK
H O T E L

Very reasonable rates.
C. L Hutchinson. Manager.

T he Ideal Hotel for Y ou in BOSTON
Is T he N ew

H o te l M A N G E R
George T. Cavanaugh, Mgr.

A t North S tation
DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B. & M. STATION

A ll Transit Facilities

500

at Door

R oom s

X
™
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Shower - - Built-In
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) - - Tickless Electric
Clock — Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water - - French
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.
New England's Most Modernly Equipped
and Perfectly Appointed H otel...................
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar, and Soda
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4.00 up
Write for Descriptive Literature
H o te l

M a n g e r,

N o rth

S ta tio n ,

B o s to n ,

M a ss.

53*137

CARE OF FLO W ERS

Mrs. A. F. Sleeper who has been Som e H ints F or the G arden
attending the summer school at
Gorham Normal School for the past
Clubs an d A ll O thers
six weeks returned home Friday night
Interested
and will try to have South Thomas
ton items appear regularly from now
The right kind of flowers in the
on. She will appreciate it if people
knowing of such will notify her, as right kind of a container, plus the
there are many out of State readers observation of a few simple rules and
who look forward to hearing from , a little originality thrown in, is
about all there is to the tasteful ar-1
the 'Keag.
The village is full of summer peo- I range ment of cut flowers, says Edna
pie. Pleasant Beach has its usual M. Cobb, home management spe
summer colony and many new ones. cialist at the University of Maine
seem to have a natural .
Mr. and Mrs. George Green and J Some people
for it and follow the rules i
their daughters, grandchildren, and , knack
without knowing it, she continues, i
in-laws are here for the summer. ' Others have to be more conscious
Mrs Green entertained at a delight- ; about it, but everyone with a little
ful "mother and daughter party" study and a great deal of practice f
Tuesday when there were 20 guests.
can arrange
flowers
tastefully.)
Mrs. H. B. Goodenough of Brigh beautifully, and even with some dis
ton, Mass., and Mrs. David Mason of tinction.
Boston are guests for the summer of
One bouquet in the house well ar
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Sleeper. Master ranged is better than a dozen care
Bradford Sleeper and his nurse are lessly done. The receptacle used for I
also guests of his grandparents while the flowers is of first importance.
his mother Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper This should be subordinate to the
Jr., visits her mother in Norway, Me. flowers; the flowers are the princi
Mrs. Frank Meader (Florence Wig- pals in the composition and the re
gin) of Hampton. N. H„ is a guest at ceptacle serves only as the right set
Wessaweskeag Inn for a week while ting for the flowers; therefore it !
renewing old friends.
should be simple and inconspicuous
Joshua Thorndyke and Mrs. Lizzie in design, color, and decoration. E x -'
Piersons of St. Petersburg, are at I pensive vases or bowls are not al-1
Wessaweskeag Inn for the summer I ways the most appropriate. ManyI
Miss Ethel Holbrook is spending a ' times it is the little green mixing
week's vacation from her duties at bowl, the marmalade jar, the tall I
The Lobster Pot in Friendship, here ofive bottle, and even the brown
earthen bean pot th a t is just the
with her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis left right container for the flowers
Wednesday for Massachusetts after chosen. Dull tones of green, brown,
spending a week here looking up old and very dull red are pleasing colors
for flower receptacles. Gray is ex
friends.
Mrs. Mabel Felch and Mr. and Mrs. ceptionally good for almost any
Carl Brown all of Whitinsville, Mass ) flowers. For certain kind of flowers,
were guests Thursday of their aunt light tints of blue and yellow are ef
Mrs. Fannie Wade. Mr. Wade is in fective. Bright colored vases should
never be used. With strong colored
very poor health.
Mrs. Lizzie May Whittemore of flowers, black makes a striking con
| New York is the guest of her cousin trast. Glass and silver can be used
with any flowers.
Miss Louise Butler.
The annual midsummer fair of the
Don't Crowd Flowers
Ladies' Aid was held Thursday in
The flower container should be
spite of unfavorable weather and a large enough to hold the flowers
neat sum was netted. The entertain- | without crowding the stems, and
ment in the evening was wholly of a deep enough so th at the water can
musical nature and presented several come well up on the stems. It should
budding musicians to fine advantage also be stable enough in the base so ]
Many complimentary remarks were I it will not tip over.
heard concerning Master Spalding ! Some kind of a flower holder is
Hodsdon’s violin playing which was necessary to hold the stems in a nat
considered quite remarkable for a boy ural position. Blocks of glass with
so young. All the numbers were en holes in them are used or still bet- i
thusiastically received but as usual ter blocks of heavy wire which per- I
the littlest performers got the big mit a greater freedom in arrange- |
gest applause. Little Misses Norton. ment. An inverted household strain
Wiggin, Jackson and Gillchrest with er or one-half of a wire soap shaker
their songs and piano playing made a often works well.
And now for a few “do’s and
big hit.
Mrs. W. C. Clement of Everett. dont’s” in the arrangement of the
Mass, is the guest of her son William flowers themselves. Above all, avoid
Clement, making the trip here last crowding or having all the flowers at
week with her daughter and husband the same height. They do not grow !
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Luscomb who that way naturally. A few sprays of
foliage add a great deal to the a t - !
spent the weekend here.
Miss Celia Crowley entertained 18 , tractiveness of the arrangement. A
friends and classmates in observance j small number of different kinds of
of her 14th birthday Thursday a ft flowers is to be preferred to a great
ernoon. The usual games, music and ' er number. When flowers of the ;
luncheon of fruit punch, birthday same species and color are used, the
cake, fancy cookies, sandwiches, and i larger and more fully opened ones
fudge well entertained the group In should be placed below and the part- .
opened ones or buds above.
spite of the weather which obliged ) ly Also
if variously colored flowers j
them to stay indoors.
are used, the darker should be placed
Mrs. H. C. Crowley entertained the below and the lighter colored ones
Night Hawks at bridge Thursday eve above.
ning.
The beauty of the flower arrange
Miss Mary Sleeper who has been ment depends a good deal on its
at Friendship working for Mrs. C. A. freshness, therefore use no wilted
Stenger since June spent Sunday at foliage and change the water in the
her home here.
receptacle daily.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Deane and
son Lawrence of Portland are at their
R O C K V ILLE
home here for the summer.
Misses Susie and Helen Sleeper are
Mrs. Chester Marshall of Swamp
enjoying an automobile trip to the
Adirondacks. Canada and points of scott, Mass., who is summering at
interest enroute. The tour will cover Port Clyde visited Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
several weeks. Cards received by >Perry this week.
Kenneth Thurston is taking vio
friends here tell of delightful weather
and much of Interest being enjoyed, lin lessons of Gabriel Winchenbaugh
Saratoga, N. Y., being the point last in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sherer were a t
heard from.
Eastern Music Camp, Lake MessaMiss Lillian Rowell who has em lonskee, Oakland, yesterday calling
ployment in the Tenant’s Harbor ! on Mr. and Mrs F. L. Lobdell. Miss
telephone office visited her parents I
H. Theresa Lawrie who has been the
here Thursday.
guest of Mrs. Sherer this week ac
Next Thursday Is the big day for companied them and will visit Mr.
well wishers of the ball team to and Mrs. Lobdell for a short time.
rally to the cause when the boys are
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jaseph are en .
to put on a supper and dance. The tertaining Mr. Jaseph's granddaugh
supper will consist of lobster stew and ter, Priscilla J. Hall of Swampscott,
all the usual fixings. Everyone will Mass., for the remainder of the sum
show his loyalty to the team by a t mer.
tending the supper and dance. This
Alma McDermott of Camden has
team is leading In the league and been visiting her grandparents, Mr.
everyone should support them in and Mrs. F. W. Robbins.
their efforts. If the ball games
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hunter and son
should be discontinued it woyld be a Vernon, Mrs.- Ida Barrows and Mrs.
distinct loss to the community where T. J. Hunter of The Highlands, Rock
nearly everyone enjoys this clean, land, spent last weekend with Mr.
healthful outdoor sport and can feel and Mrs. E irl Tasker in Bradford.
a Just pride in our team.
Rev. Philip Tolman of Leominster,
Mass., called on his father C. P Tol
man here this week.

A P P L E T O N R ID G E

YOU TOO
W IL L LIK E THE L IN C O L N
GLE

This m odem hotel m eets ev ery
possible requ irem ent fo r on e n 
jo y a b le visit
Every one o f its 1 4 0 0 R O O M S con
ta in s

a

R A D IO ,

P R IV A T E

BATH

(t a b a n d sh ow er) a n d S E R V ID O R .
A fe w minutes to th e a tre s , shops,
business centersond a ll R.R.Tenninals.

Spacious Sample Booms

z J U

got MOUIIOSS
Manager

NEW HOTEL

LINCOLN
4 4 th -4 5 th ST.of 8th AVE. N .Y .C .

Ju st a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
and shopping centers
Jbmi watt**/ b*A 9 i j o *P;

both, 93.90 up.

Csmpiste Ruiauronl and Cafotoria S in i* .

• H o te l B e lle v u e

B O S T O N , M ASS.

Raphael Taylor and son of West
boro, Mass., are guests of his sister,
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman and family.
Mr. and Mrs. S T. Constantine of
Rockland were Tuesday and Wednes
day guests of Mrs. H. C. Stanley and
daughter.
Misses Ruth and Gladys Sprague of
Jamaica Plain, Mass., who have been
guests at L. N. Moody's for several
weeks, are now at Elmer Sprague's.
Hattie E. Hatch of Abington, Mass.,
is a guest of the Stanleys.
Winnifred Keating has returned to
her home in Reading, Mass., after six
weeks spent at A. G. Pitman’s.
A. C. Cross was a guest at Mrs. Ella
McLaughlin’s a few days this week.

UNION

SPRUCE HEAD
Prof, and Mrs. C. W. Snow attend
ed the Dodge-Hubbard wedding in
Camden Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Tinney of
Quincy, Mass., are occupying the
Annie Burton house during two
weeks' vacation.
Mrs. Roland Crockett and two
daughters pf Rockport were guests
Thursday of Mrs. Clarence Carr.
Mrs. Helen Wilson entertained at
luncheon Sunday night Mrs. Annie
Leach of Hyde Park, Mass., Mrs. Cal
lie Morrill of Thomaston and Mrs.
Eugenie Godfrey.
Mrs. Willis Leach entertained at
two tables of bridge Thursday eve
ning. Her guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Leach and Mrs. Lillian Vinton
of Hyde Park, Mr. and Mrs. L. R.
Tinney of Quincy and Mrs. Eugenie
I Godfrey. Lunch was served.
Mrs. George Snow has returned
from a short visit with her daughter
Mrs. Elwell on White Head.

Zone Therapist, Scientific Swedish
Massage, Herbert Edson Messer,
graduate masseur, Union, Me. Office
at my home. Treatments given in
your home by appointment, consulta
tion free. Charge for treatments
very reasonable. Try it and be con
vinced. Perfect health through cir
M A R TIN SV ILLE
culation. Why suffer with pains,
At the Ridge Church, Rev. Milton
J lameness, sore nerves and muscles
I when relief can be obtained with R. Kerr, pastor, Sunday services are:
Therapy and Scientific Swedish Mas 10.45, “The Church Militant;" 11.45,
sage. What massage will do for you I church school; evening service at
—Improves the function of the skin, Port Clyde, subject, “I Know That
soothes the nerves, stimulates diges My Redeemer Liveth.” Everyone is
tion, circulation and elimination, in invited to these services.
creases intestinal action, constipa
Teeth are those white things you
tion, piles, stomach troubles, heart,
stitch in back or neck, headache a have pulled just before the doctor
specialty. If the Joints are stiff with says; "Well it must be the tonsils,
Inflamed muscles, rheumatism and j then.”
such ailments, Therapy and Massage
would be very beneficial. It is better
1855
19SS
and easier to keep in good health than
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
it is to be sick, and it costs less. Tes
W a ld o b o r o
a n d
R o c k la n d
timonials from patients in the South
H ig h la n d s
and in Union as to benefits received
A r tis tic
M e m o r ia ls
In
S to n e
from these treatments are available.
—adv.
97’ l t
1223-tf

F.very-Other-Day

MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS PROTECTS SOURCE
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-W ORD PUZZLE
TACKLE HARD TASK OF PEARL BUTTONS
I

1

S eek to Scale L ofty Sum*
mit* of Nanga Parbat.

Science I* Taking Care of
Fresh W ater Clam.

Washington.—Nanga Parbat is to
be attacked this summer.
This means thut the world's
eighth highest mountain will be
stormed by climbers intent on eonperiug heights greater than any
ever before attained by man. The
party of mountaineers, consisting of
Uermaus and Americans recently
arrived in India, where local guides
will be added. A bulletin from the
National Geographic society tells of
this mountain.that has lured climb
ers half abound the world.'
Eighth Highest Mountain.
‘‘Although Nuuga Parbat with an
altitude of 26,629 feet, Is eighth
among the world's peaks,” says the
bulletin, “If probably ranks much
closer to the top of the list when
difficulty In climbing Is considered.
It rises from a relatively low base,
is furrowed by tremendous glaciers,
and Is surrounded by numerous
large boulder-covered moraines on
the lower slopes that must be
clambered over before the real
climb starts. The top mile consists
largely of sheer precipices. Glaciers
can be followed to a certain point;
but above the glaciers on the south
side there is 15,000 feet still to go,
and on the north side, 12,000 feet.

Washington,—Science Is saving
the mussel, or fresh water clam. Re
ports from the upper Mississippi val
ley indicate that the pluctd mollusk,
whose shell Is the chief source of
“pearl” buttons, has been propagat
ing rapidly, thus checking fears that
stream pollution has marked its
doom.
“ 'Pearl' buttons bring to mind
palm-fringed lagoons In the tropics,
with swarthy natives diving into
shark-infested waters for precious
'mother-of-pearl' shells. But unromantic buyers of buttons look to the
mud banks of American Inland wa
ters for three-quarters of America’s
‘pearl’ button needs,” says a Na
tional Geographic society bulletin.
’ “Arkansas, Illinois, Tennessee,
Indiana, Michigan and Iowa, In the
order named, are the most impor
tant breeding grounds of the musI sel, or fresh water clam. The mus
sel also can be found In other re
gions, principally Texas, but no
where Is it as numerous as in the
Mississippi, and Its far-flung tribu
taries.
“More than 15,433,600 pounds of
‘pearl’ buttons were made from
fresh water mussels In 1930, where
as marine shells, practically all of
which were Imported from Australia
and the Philippines, produced only
4,500,000 pounds of buttons.
Is Hitch-Hiker.
“Saving the fresh water mussel
requires a round-about approach.
The mussel has an unusual method
of hatching Its young. First the na
tive fish of the Mississippi basin
had to be saved, because, at one
stage in Its growth, the Infant mus
sel must hitch-hike to the gills of
any fish that happens to swim by,
attaching itself with tiny hooks. In
this position It becomes overgrown
by skin or mucous membrane of the
fish, riding along for about ten
weeks, and then dropping to the
muddy bottom of the river to begin
| Its normal life as a mussel.
“Fish rescue stations established
• by the bureau of fisheries along the
Mississippi river send out men to
, scoop up fish stranded by receding
, flood waters in pools which would
| otherwise dry up. One fish may
) carry as many as 2,500 tiny mussels.
! In one year some 300,000,000 fresh
i water mussels were thus ‘restored
to circulation.’ The mussel requires
about five years to grow to a good
commercial size.

In Western K ash m ir.

“Nanga Parbat Is a Himalaya
peak, and therefore probably Is
bracketed In the minds of many
with Mount Everest, highest point
on earth. But such is the magni
tude of the Himalaya range that
the two peaks are more than 900
miles apart. Everest Is almost In
the longitude of the eastern edge
of India, while Nanga Parbat Is in
the extreme western portion of
Kashmir.
“Nanga Parbat, In fact, is a lone
eagle among the loftiest peaks. It
towers nearly a mile and threequarters above all peaks within a
radius of 120 miles. This lack of
nearDy competitors accentuates the
huge scale on which the mountain
is built.
“Although this mountain is prob
ably as difficult to scale as any, save
one or two, In Asia, It has one ad
vantage In the accessibility of its
base. The Gllglt trail, from Srina
gar, capital of Kashmir, to Gilgit
and on to Chinese Turkestan, runs
close to the base of Nanga Parbat
near the hill town of Astor. The
existence of this trade trail, and
along it numerous villages, simpli
fies the food problems of those at
tempting to scale the peak.
One Attempt Fatal.
“The only serious attempt to climb
Nanga Parbat was made In the
summer of 1895 by a party of Eng
lishmen led by A. F. Mummery.
While the main party shifted Its
base camp, Mr. Mummery and two
Gurkha assistants attempted a
climb above 20,000 feet and lost
their lives, presumably In an Ice
avalanche. Falls of both Ice and
rocks are frequent on the mountain
slopes In summer.
"The only named peaks higher
than Nanga Parbat are Everest,
29,002 feet; Klnchlnjunga, 28,295;
Godwin Austen, 28,250; Makalu,
27,790; and Dhaulagiri, 26,795. Two
other peaks, denominated T45 and
XXX In the Great Trigometrical
Survey of India, are also higher,
having altitudes of 26,867 and 26,658 feet, respectively. All of these
world 'top notchers' are In the
ranges of northern India."

Pearla, “ E x tra Dividend*."

!
I
i
!
j
j
|
'
j

I
j

"Mussels are valued at riverbank prices, which range from $20
to $130 per ton. But often there are
‘extra dividends,’ in the form of real
pearls, which are found In ntusesls
of Inland waters as well as in the
oyster shells of the ocean. One
Illinois digger sold a pearl to a
Mount Carmel jeweler for $500. The
Jeweler took it to New York, where
It brought $2,000. Then It returned
to Illinois by way of Paris, and its
price in the necklace of a Chicago
bride was $25,000.
“Although mussels are edible they
are not highly valued as a food. The
American Indians, however, appar
ently were fond of them, because
great piles of unchlpped mussel
shells can be found around their en
campments.”

School Meal* in Porto
Rico Cost Only a Penny

Washington—A penny a meal Is
all the school children of Porto Itlco
G iant W indm ill Towers, ! pay for their fare. If they haven't
this pittance, they may pay In pro
Berlin Engineer’s Plan duce.
Theodore Roosevelt, in his last
Berlin.—Hermann Honnef, build
written review of education In Porto
er of the giant towers of Germany’s
Rico before being appointed gov
largest broadcasting station, Koeernor general of the Philippines, de
nlgswusterhausen, has developed an
idea for a series of mammoth wind scribes the schooling of the native.
The cheap meals are prepared and
mills, which he claims. If followed
served by girl pupils as part of their
out, would supply enough electric
training in lines with government
power for all of Germany at a cost
methods to disseminate “practical
of one pfennig per kilowatt hour.
knowledge."
Honnef got his Idea during con
Porto Rican schools are built on
struction of the 256-meter radio
small farms of from 5 to 15 acres.
tower. According to his design, a
These the schoolboys cultivate and
tower 270 meters high would be
built, like a radio tower. Cross receive for themselves one-third of
bars at the top would support hori the proceeds. The remainder Is
either sold for school funds, or used
zontally three giant wind wheels,
In school lunchrooms. The young
each with a diameter of 160 meters.
farmers are likewise encouraged to
He declares that 60 such towers,
cultivate their own truck gardens
strategically placed
throughout
and receive practical prizes for
Germany, could, In connection with
meritorious work. Manual training
the existing water power plants,
also plays an Important part In
supply the entire country.
their education.
Girls are taught home economies
H ungry Bossie M akes
an<$ sewing, as well as being put to
M eal of 78 Baby Chick* serving meals.
Kerrville, Texas.—A Jersey cow
ate 78 baby chicks and part of the
V et W ant* Compensation
box they were In, according to C.
for Corn* W ar Gave Him
F. Freeman, vocational agriculture
New Orleans.—Claiming that rig
Instructor In the high school here.
orous wartime drilling gave him
Freeman owns a poultry farm
“incurable corns" on the bottom of
near here. He had placed 84 baby
chicks from an Incubator In a card his feet, Willie Lee Johnson, World
war veteran, appeared in Federal
board box and placed it In the sun.
court here and asked full disability
When he returned a few hours later,
payment under provisions of the
the cow, probably suffering from diet
war risk Insurance act. Johnson, a
deficiencies, had nosed the covering
railway brakeman by trade, said
off and eaten 78 of the chicks and
he had been unable to follow his
part of the box, he declared.
profession since his discharge.
Skeleton Blocked Road

El Dorado, Okla.—Highway con
struction laborers had to remove
the skeleton of a huge mastodon be
fore they could continue work on a
highway Dear here. The remains
are being given to the University of
Oklahoma.

Patience

G rief
P e o p le
th a n
th e m

th e y
fro m

w ill

te n d

r e a lly
th e ir

to

d o ,
tr u e

Picks 2 4 0 Types of Grass

Durham, N. C.—Though North
Carolina Is not one of the so-called
grassy states, Dr. H. L. Blomqulst,
Duke university botanist, has col
lected 240 specimens of grasses
from this state.

g r ie v e

a n d

m o re

th a t ta k e s

g r ie f .— S w ift.

Record Elephant Tusk

The longest elephant tusk on rec
ord Is II feet 5% inches.

It Is hard! But what ennnot be
removed becomes lighter through
patience.—Horace.

AU

C olors in S unlight

Sunlight Is white light composed
of all colors of the spectrum.
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
V E R T IC A L (C o n t.)
43- Country of Asia
9-F am o u s
1-To happen again
(abbr.)
11 -P re fix . T h re e
5-Outrageous
i3 -P la n t th a t produces
10- A diminutive suffix 44 - Loose
45- Simple single-celled
aniseed
11- A habitual
organism
1 6 -R a th e r th an
drunkard
47- L y ric poem
19- Pocsessive pronoun
12-T roubles
48- lnsect (p i.)
20- H ig h est note in
14- Royal Navy (abbr.) 50- Negative
Guido's scale
15- A vegetable
51- Rub out
23-A bit o r f r a g m e n t
17- Poetic name of
53-Coverned
25-Mingled with
India
55- Consume
27-Symbol f o r t a n t a l u m
56- Forme
18- To rebuke
3 1 - lnto
57- Tab!es for writing 32- Precedes
21- Exist
22- Musical note
34- Edge of anything
VERTICAL
23- T o plead
35 - Expiates
•Jf
24- Raised the spirit* of
36-Chinese beverage
37- 1n fa ct
1 - To relate
26-A book of the
2- A string of several 38- Drills (Scot.)
Old Testament
39- A set or kin d
28- To batter
strands
3- A diminutive suffix 40- H u rrie d
29- Part of the head
41- Additional
30- To lubricate
4- To save
5- To marvel
46- To incline t h e h e a d
33-Time period
6- Prefix. A form of 47- A cereal (p i.)
36-Covered with tin
49-To sip
ad
39-To believe
52-A roe (Scot)
7- Beak of a bird
42-Country of Europe
(abbr.)
8- To give remedies to 54-French for the
(S olution to Previous Puzzle)

CA M DEN
Albert Gould of Thomaston and
Newton, Douglas ta lk e r of Thomas
ton and Amos Mills Jr., of Lexington,
Mass., are enjoying a week’s cruise
on board the Gould sailing yacht The
Curlew.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins of
Montpelier, Vt„ are guests of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Hopkins
Knowlton street.
Camden plays St. George in the
Knox County League game at the
Trotting Park grounds this altcrr
noon.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Gill have
teturned to their home in Malden,
Mass., after spending a vacation at
Lincolnville Beach.
Warren Godfrey has returned to
Boston, having been a guest at Hotel
Edwards the past week.
The Comique Theatre attraction
for today, Walter Huston in “Law
and Order;" Monday. Greta Garbo in
“As You Desire Me;" also short sub
jects and Fox News.
Mrs. Harold Harney of Framing
ham, Mass., who has been occupying
the Hansen cottage. Hosmer Pond, re
turned home yesterday.
Paul Mellon of Pittsburgh has re
turned home after attending the
Dodge-Hubbard wedding.
Mrs. Percy Luce entertained the
members of Maiden Cliff Rebekah
Lodge Thursday afternoon at her
home on Spring street. A good time
was enjoyed by all. There were nine
teen members present.
Jenness Young and family of Bos
ton were in town today calling on
friends. Miss Ruth Young who has
been away at school returned with
them.
August 15 at 6 p. m. the House of
David baseball team plays the Cam
den AC. a t the Trotting Park grounds.
This game should attract a large
crowd as it is a unique team and
boasts such players as "Tiny" Lewis,
Ben Friedman, Shorty Schaudt and
Grover Cleveland Alexander.
Rebecca Walker of New York city is
the guest of Bertha French at hef
cottage a t Hosmer Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Allen of Phila
delphia are occupying Pointed Fir$
on Dillingham Point.
The Baptist Sunday School held
their annual picnic at Belfast Cjty
Park Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Brown and
son Wayne returned to Boston Thurs.'
day night after spending a vacation
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
W. Brown, Cobb road. Miss Ruth
Arey returned with them after two
weeks' visit with her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Brown. Miss Abbie
Brown is with her parents for the re
mainder of the summer.
____________
f.i
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Americans haven’t changed. It was
an effort to dodge taxes th a t made us
a nation.

MODERN

W OMEN

NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Chi-ches-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold
all druggists for over 45 yean . Aofcfoo—jT

CHICHESTERS PILLS
”JHB DIAMOND

BRAND**

THE WHITE LINE, Inc.

TO BOSTON
One Wav r»v p . , c Round Trip
$5.25
151 D U O
$9.45
Express Service
Running Time, 7 hrs. 45 min.
Buses leave 7.50 A. M. 12.00 Noon
National Connections
Connections in Augusta for Water,
ville, Lewiston, Romford, Farm 
ington, Berlin and Portland. For
information call—
T h e T h o rn d ik e

and

Hotel Rockland

91-tf

V IN ALH A VEN A N D
ROCKLAND
STEAM BO A T CO.
B O A T S

Between
R O C K L A N D
V in a lh a v e n , N o r t h

H a v e n ,

S w a n 's
S U M M E R

A R R A N G E M E N T
J U N E

S u b je c t

T o

20

C h a n g e

E a s te rn
D A IL Y ,

S t o n in g t o n ,

Is la n d

W

it h o u t

S ta n d a rd

S U N D A Y S

V IN A L H A V E N

N o tic e

T im e

E X C E P T E D
L IN E

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex
cept Sunday at 7.00 A. M and 1.00 P. M.
Arriving at Rockland at 820 A M. and
2 20 P. M. Returning leaves Rockland St
9 30 A. M. and 3 30 P M direct for Vinal
haven, arriving at 10,50 A. M. and 4 50
P. M.
S T O N IN G T O N

&

S W A N ’S

IS L A N D

L IN E

Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
cept Sundays at 6 00 A. M . Stonington
6.55, North Haven 7.50; due at Rockland
about 9 00 A. M Returning, leave*
Rockland at 2 00 P M; North Haven
3.r0; Stonington at 4 00; due to arrive at
Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
B. H STINSON. General Agent.
74-tf

The church fair was held on the
lawn Wednesday afternoon. With
a beautiful day and many attrac
tive booths and tables, a goodly sum
was realized. In the near future a
« /(» /(/
supper will be served in the Library
Community room for the benefit of
the church activities.
Mrs. Ford and daughter Virginia
of Boston, Mass., are visiting her
Since 1840 this firm has falthfw'iv
parents Capt. and Mrs. C. F.
served the families of Knox County
Chester.
LADY ATTENDANT
Recent guests at Ye Anchor Inn
Day Telephone 450—781-1
have been Mrs. Soper, family and
friends, Miss Clartton, Miss Sarah
BURPEE’S
Mullin, Miss Hawthorn of Haddon
R O C K L A N D , M E .
field, Pa., Dr. Phorfky of New York,
Mrs. Wrenn and iss Esther Sjoblom
of Norfolk ,Va., and Mr .nad Mrs.
Fritz of Swathmore, Pa.
Mrs. Flora Speed of Boston has
EDWIN L. SCARLOTT
arrived at her cottage to spend the
remainder of the season,
Osteopathic Physician
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. S. Heavenor of
T e L
136
Waltham, Mass., and two children
Opp. P o s t o f f l e e
are at the Merriam home for a few 35 Limerock St.
63-tI
weeks.
Charles Flaherty of Waltham.
■
Mass., was in town Friday.

►EMBALMIN G l
MOTOR AMBUIANC1

RECTAL DISEASES
JAMES KENT, D. O.
T E L .

R O C K L A N D

1076

122Stf

WILLIAM E. DO RNAN
& SON, Inc.
C em etery Memorial*
*
E A S T

U N IO N ,

M A IN E

«-tf
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herwin illiams
Alden Watts is employed i t the
Mr. and Mrs. William Dalton of
R e c r e a tio n R o o m in th e B a s e m e n t
mill.
.
Amherst, Mass., who have been visit
P A IN T H E A D Q U A R T E R S
Dr. A. H. St. Clair Chase of New
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
H e lp s to K e e p t h e F a m ily a t H o m e
ton Centre, Mass., is spending this
Jesse Wentworth, are now at Vinal
month at his summer home, Hills
haven for a few days. They made
— And The —
View.
the trip with Arthur O tt in the lat
B e a u tifu l F lo o r s
ter's boat.
Irville Spear returned to Woburn
Monday after visiting relatives for a
Miss Hortense Bohndell was
week. Mrs. Spear and daughter Helen
hostess Monday evening to the TryA r e E a sy to H a v e
remained for a longer stay and arc
fohelp Club a t hft- home on Beech
guests
this
week
of
her
aunt,
Mrs.
street. At the meeting next week at
Alton Wincapaw at Glencove.
A g r ic u ltu r a l
I her kitchen. The cupboards have the vestry the time will be devoted
W i t h T h is F a s tMr. and Mrs. Oscar Siarrett and
tc
tacking
a
quilt.
been
rebuilt
at
the
left
of
the
sink
Harry Richardson, poultry special
Mrs. Angeline Greenough visited Bar
Rev. Philip Tolman of the Congre
ist, and County Agent Wentworth and extended to the celling. New
Harbor Sunday.
made calls In the county the past ivory paint and light wall paper gational Church at Leominster, Mass.,
D r y in g V a r n i s h
Recent guests at Mrs. Flora Pea
week on men who are doing progeny makes the kitchen lighter and more is guest for the month of August of
cheerful.
Mrs.
Wotton
has
a
drop
body’s Crescent Beach cottage were
his sister, Mrs. Leola Maun.
testing of their flocks. The records
Mrs. Benjamin Starrett, daughters
Y o u d o n ’t n e e d to b e afraid
were gone over and suggestions made shelf at the left of her sink which
Mrs. Carrie Grey has returned
can
be
raised
to
stack
dishes
on.
Pauline and Ruth, and Miss Laura
to use and e n jo y a flo o r when
for the testing of the pullets this
from Searsport where she has been
Since
her
sink
is
too
low
a
rack
has
Wallace of Union.
fall. The men doing this work are:
it’s m ade b e autifu l w ith M A R visiting her daughter Mrs. Evelyn
The lecture scheduled for Aug. 2
Barred
Rocks,
Luther Carney, been built which raises her dish pan Seely.
N O T . Scuffing d o e s n ’t ruin the
to
the
right
height
for
dish
washing.
will be given at Town hall, Aug. 16 at
Sheepscott; Rhode Island Reds, P.
• • • •
The midsummer fair of the Ladies’
finish. M a r -n o t k e e p s th e floor
8 daylight, to the members of the
M. Piper, Rockland and Henry
A flower arrangement training Aid held Wednesday afternoon and
p ro tected as lo n g as the thinnest film remains.
Woman's Club. Mrs. Ada Morse Grose
Keller, West Rockport. Maynard
to be the speaker and her, subject
Kinney of St. Georgp lost his records class will be held at the Central evening at the Methodist Church
P er G a llo n ...........................................
proved
very
successful.
Practically
Maine
Power
Company
assembly
"Travel Sketches of the Orient." It
In the recent fire which destroyed
will be remembered that much pleas
his residence. He expects to start room Aug. 17, a t 1.30 standard. every article was sold and as a result
F R E E “ J o y o f C o lo r ” d e c o r a t iv e b o o k le t as
Miss Edna Cobb home management a neat sum will be added to the treas
ure was felt last season by all who
again next year.
o
ffe r e d in S h e r w ln -W illia m w p r o g r a m “ K e e p specialist, will conduct the meeting. ury, The committees in charge were:
• • *•
heard Mrs. Grose speak and it is
in f* I ' p W i l l i D a u g h t e r ” o v e r N B C r e d n e t w o r k
Friday, Aug. 19, the home demon Aprons, Cora Morrill; fancy -work,
hoped that all members may attend.
At the State egg laying contest at
T h is cushioned wood-block floor helped convert an o rd in a ry basement
N t a llo iiN e v e r y W e d n e s d a y m o r n i n g .
Bertram Blackington has been
Highmoor Farms for the month of stration agent, Miss Lawrence, will Annie Spear; Viola Spear; cooked
Into an attra ctiv e recreation room.
driving the Warren express truck for
July Joseph Kratschmer & Son’s hold a training class at Wiscasset food, Medora Berry, Gertrude Hav
pen of White L e ^ s won first ‘n the Masonic hall on this same ener, Lou Richards; ice cream, LinChester Wallace while the latter has
S o ft C o lo rfu l W a lls w ith this W a s h a b le W a l l Paint
HE American home is coming a very important item, as the usual
thel Lane, Gwendolyn Buzzell; candy,
I been raking blueberries.
place with 227 eggs and 233 points, subject.
concrete
floor
is
unsatisfactory,
into its own once more as a
Amy
Miller,
Mrs.
Rebecca
Fowle;
hot
A
pleasant
surprise
party
was
tend
L. E. Carney's pen of Barred Rocks,
FLAT-TONE dresses your walls in a soft, pleasing colorful finish, lastingly beau
Montsweag is giving .Nobleboro a dogs, Nana Wentworth, O rra Burns;
place to spend more than the esthetically and practically. It does
ered Wednesday evening to Mr. and
from Sheepscott, won first place in
tiful. Finger marks and soil can be removed with soap and water.
q*
not harmonize with any decorative
close
_
race
in
the^
square
meals
for
j
myS(ery
table,
Mrs.
Carrie
Grey;
toys,
necessary
hours
for
eating
and
Mrs.
Percy
Jones
(Lena
Poland)
at
its class and fourth place in the con
Sixteen intriguing colors, per quart.......................................................
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health
contest.
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is
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way
the
scheme,
is
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and
uninviting
and
.x,.
.
.
Vellle
Simmons.
During
the
their
St
George
home.
Sandwiches,
test, with 209 eggs and 221 points
sleeping. A sign, or perhaps, even,
Is a poor surface on which to stand
The past week two pens from Knox c0111**1 stands as to number of meals evening the Harmonizers furnished
fruit,
cake
andcoffee
were
provided
U S B S I B R W I X ’ W I U J A M S <JJ A L IT Y B H I S H K S
a cause of this satisfying tendency or walk.
,d Lincoln Counties won honors. ^ 7 . X t ’ u X ^ .
V music which was much enjoyed
by the guests. A high spot of the
H I H I tE S T F A IN T IN G R E SU L T S
and
to
stay
at
home
is
the
game
room
A
new
flooring
recently
developed
evening was the presenting to the
Mr. and Mrs. George McFarland
The Carney pen tied for second place Hope 9, Montsweag 16, Nobleboro 16,
which
is
becoming
so
popular
that
is perfectly adapted to the needs
bride of a casserole and silver sand
of Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mr. and
with a pen of Reds owned by River
A R a p i d - D r y i n g E n a m e l fo r F u r n it u r e
blueprints for new houses contain of such a room. Made of pressed
wich tray, Frank Kerswell of S*.
Mrs. Lee McFarland of Whitinsville,
side Poultry Farms, South Eliot, Sheepscott 6, Union 7.
plans for it, while old homes are wood and quarterboard in three
Oeorge doing the job most satisfac
with 51 points. F. M. Johnson pen
Mass.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Benjamin
Carver
A demonstration on bread making
Don’t put off the fun of doing your kitchen set in your favorjt* color
torily. Those present were Mr. and
being remodeled to house the table layers, two hard and tempered and
of White Leghorns from Waldoboro which,
will include variations of rolls and family of Monmouth, Mr. and
scheme with E N A M E L O ID , the rapid drying Decorative Enamel. It’l <?
Mrs. Maynard Creamer, Mrs. Annie
was in fifth place with 42 points. as Parker House, cinnamon and four Mrs. Raymond P itts of Boothbay
tennis, card tables and other para the inner one resilient. It offers in
Watts, Mrs. Edith Kappler, Miss
so easy to apply. You’ll say it’s magical. 14 colors. Per p in t...........«P .I V
The contest has two more months to leaf clover will be given to the Union Harbor are in town, called here by
phernalia which makes for pleasant effect an inbuilt shock-absorber
Adelle Feyler, William Stanford. Mrs.
go. Already applications are being 4-H Club girls at Mrs. Ida Goss’ the death of Mrs. Alice Pitts.
hours.
which minimizes fatigue, especially
Elizabeth Leach, Mrs. A. D. Broadsent in for next year by many poulMiss Lucy Lundell, a former teach
A room in the basement, once the while playing, and does not show
Tuesday, Aug. 16.
man, all of Warren, and Mr. and Mrs.
trymen.
er
in
Rockport
High
School
was
in
the
dents
and
marks
left
by
furni
last
resting
place
for
odds
and
ends,
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Frank Kerswell of St. George.
town Thursday calling on friends.
ture
or
sharp
heels.
It
can
be
easily
is
the
spot
usually
reclaimed
for
FR IE N D SH IP
Maynard Creamer and Harry Gor
Plans were made this week for the
Miss Lundell will teach the coming
the game room. The celling and laid over a concrete or other old
don are doing shingling on the Craw
construction of several septic tanks
year
at
Laconia,
N.
H.,
where
she
has
beams can be stained, and the walls floor, and arranged in aark and light
Joseph Y. Houghton has returned
ford house on Union street.
in the county. Clesson Turner, agri
been since leaving here.
painted or replastered to give a blocks, gives the room a rich, club
Mr. and Mrs. Seth W. Wyatt (Ar
cultural engineer, made several calls to Washington, D. C., after spending
Miss Eleanor G riffith is guest this
neat attractive room. The floor is like appearance.
lene Tracy) of Durham, N. C., have
with- the county agent. The first a vacation with his family here. Mrs.
ROCKLAND
453 M AIN STREET
been recent guests of Miss Edna F.
tank will be constructed at George Houghton accompanied him as far as week of Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou and
Mrs.
Annie
Deane.
TEL.
14
Warren,
R.
I.,
returning
by
train.
Boggs.
Cameron’s, Union, Aug. 30. A call
T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R
N O R T H H A V EN
Don Leigh, master magician, enter
***•
Mrs. Thomas Hodgens of Grinnell,
will be made to look the tank over
tained
in
Bossa’s
hall
Thursday
eve
on the auto tour the following day.
Iowa is at The Manns for the month
Miss Susan Porter of Evansville,
J . F r a n k
M c N e il
„ «♦r
Phyllis Duncan, Lucy Quinn, Made
ning under auspices of the Methodist of August.
Wis„ has re-opened her summer
line Levin and Marjorie Huse have
The executive committee of the Church.
J. Frank McNeil, formerly of this
Chester L. Pascal entertained 25 of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Evans of Wa- his friends Thursday evening at din been camping for a few days at the place, died Sunday at his home in home at the Monument for a time.
Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau will hold
The Woman’s Club of Warren has
its semi-annual meeting at Drift ban, Mass., are spending the weekend ner at Community Sweet Shop after Duncan cottage.
Thomaston after a long illness, dur
received an invitation from the Rock
Inn, Martinsville, Thursday, Aug. 18. with Mrs. Andreas Hartel, Jr.
ing
which
time
he
was
a
severe
suf
Wednesday
afternoon
Dr.
and
Mrs.
which adjournment was made to his
Harry Mason of Philadelphia is va home on Union street where bridge Frohock of Rockland, Mrs., Ruth ferer. Funeral services were held at land Garden Club to attend its sec
Plans for the membership campaign
and annual meeting will be made. cationing with his family at Mar was enjoyed until midnight. Those Eddy and daughter Ruth of Provi the home on Wadsworth street Tues ond annual flower show, to be held
Aug. 18 at the Universalist vestry at
George Lord of Orono, county agent tin's Point.
dence were callers upon Mr. and Mrs. day afternoon, Rev. H. F. Leach of
Over $40 was realized at the food in the party were Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Irving Simpson and Rev. and Mrs. the Federated Church officiating and Rockland from 2.30 to 9.
leader, will be present.
For the morning service Sunday the
• • *•
It's surprising right now bow cheaply you can buy good mer
sale held by the Baptist Circle in the Thurston, Mrs. Joseph Thurston, Miss H. F. Huse. Mrs. Eddy and Mrs. burial was in the McNeil lot in Sea
Florence Thurston, Miss Annabel
chandise. Never have we seen first class good; sidd at such ex
A caponizing demonstration was brick schoolhouse Tuesday.
side cemetery in this towli. T he Baptist Church will unite'w ith the
Huse
were
classmates
a
t
Brown
Uni
as athe
tremely low prices. You are going to be agreeably surprised when
held last week at Edward Penni
H. C. Winans made a business trip Thurston, Wilbur Thurston and versity, Class of ’97. Miss Eddy bearers
Alpheus uunca,
Jones, Irving
oearers were nipncub
living Congregational
, X
... ,Church,
,
, .pasyou have to stock up.
man’s, New Harbor, 25 cockerels to New York Tuesday, returning Fri- young Joseph Thurston of South graduated from Pembroke in June. Copeland, Levi Clark and Nathan | tor ®e'‘. Mr. Welch will preM:h at t
Union,
Capt.
and
Mrs.
W.
P.
Richardbeing used in the demonstration.
day.
Copeland. There were many beau- F ‘^ t Baptist Church at Brewer on
She
has
a
fellowship
at
Bryn
Mawr
Dress Shirts in wonderful patterns and of fine broadcloth at $1 00
th
a
t
date.
Bible
school
will
sbe
at
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"When a Feller Needs a Friend" with son. Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Wood,
tiful flowers.
for the coming year.
These sold last year at $1.50
The price of testing hens for pul- Chic Sales and Jackie Cooper will be Mrs. Mary Gurney, Miss Jessie Da
Deceased was the son of the late the Baptist vestry at the regular time
On account of the rain the church Roderick J. and Mary J. McNeil, and and the evening meeting at 7 o'clock
Work Shirts al .................................................................. 50c, 75c, R5c
lorum disease has been reduced this the feature picture at the Playhouse vie, Miss Ann Boynton, Mrs. Annie
Hodgman, Miss Bertha Clason, Miss fair was postponed until Friday.
year from 9 cents to 8 cents. Ap tonight.
Khaki Pants or Pant Overall::—heavy materia's
$1.00
was born in Rockland May 16, 1858. will be led by Chester Wyilie.
Dr. and Mrs. Woodman are away He was a ship carpenter by trade and
M :y Wesley Cook and daughter
plication^ may be obtained from the
Miss Barbara Leach of Newton, Jessie Hosmer, of Camden, Mr. and
Work
Pants
in
good
patterns
$1.00,
$1.25,
S1.50
county agent or at the Farm Bureau Mass., is visiting Miss Eleanore Har Mrs. Ralph Buzzell, Miss Margaret on a week’s vacation in Boston and in early life also followed the sea, his Eleanor returned 'Sunday to their
Men's Union Suits ......................................................... 50e, 75c, $1.00
home
at
Mansfield,
Mass.,
after
being
Simonds, Miss Nellie Thorndike, Miss Yarmouth.
office, Rockland.
tel.
last years of employment being spent
• • • •
Having received acceptances from at the St. George quarries until two guests of friends here for several
Men's Fancy Sweaters ......................................................... $2.00, $3.00
Word was received in town Tuesday Ruth Simonds, Mrs. Josephine
Boys’ Fancy Sweaters .............................................. $1.00, $1.60, $1.98
The Farm Bureau and Extension of the death of Ray Leonard, brother Wooster, Miss Minnie Shepherd, Ro each one, the committee created by years ago when ill health intervened. weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Halberg and
Service auto tour will be held Aug. of Dr. Ralph Leonard, a summer resi land Crockett and Mrs. Mabel the Improvement Society as an inter Mr. McNeil was thrice married, his
Boys' School Pant: ............................................................. $1.00, $1.50
Withee. The trip was made in mediary committee betw’een island first wife being Miss Liljian Long. Of sons Harold and Raymond, and Miss
31. Towns visited will be Union, Ap dent here.
Boys’ Shorts—Khaki, Linen, Crash ............................ 59c, 79c, $1.00
Rosella
Sjobtrg
of
Worcester
are
people
and
summer
residents
is
an

Crockett’s
bus.
pleton, Hope and Camden.
.this union one son Joseph L. was born,
Addison E. Mulliken of Baltimore is
Boys' Wash Suits ......................................................... 59c, S1.00, $1.50
• ***
spending
the
week
with
Mr.
and
Mrs
nounced
as
follows:
John
E.
Zimmer
who survives him. Mr. McNeil’s sec
visiting Dr. Anna Platt and Miss
Miss Arlene Ingraham returned
S m a ll W o o d
L o ts
O ffe r
P r o f it
Charles Erickson.
Hoys' School Stockings .................................................................... 25c
Maya Bamford at Greystones.
Tuesday from a visit with her aunt man of Philadelphia, Thomas S. La ond wife was Miss Ida Gould, also
Joseph Stickney and A. D. BroadRobert Beddow Lisle of Troy, N. Y., Mrs. B. Harold Cates a t East Vassal- mont of New York City, Mrs. Eller- deceased, and his third marriage was
People like the ‘‘woods’’ but many
Remember, we specialize in all kinds of Boys’ Clothing and Fur
ton James of Boston, Mrs. Sumner to Mrs. Lucretia Brasier of Thom- man are rebuilding part of the cellar
are not physically able to reach the has been visiting Richard Wilder for boro.
nishings. In fitting out the hoys for fall, why not drop in and see
Pingree of Boston, and Rev. John I as[on wh0 survives him. Other im- wall at the place owned by Mrs.
“big woods" in Maine. This leads a week.
Cards postmarked Monte Carlo
the goods—and notice the prices.
Travis Ingham of the Boston Her-" have been received from Clarence Crocker of Princeton, N. J. This mediate relatives are two sisters, Mrs. Katharine Wade.
Albert D. Nutting, extension forestry
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Cannon re
specialist a t the University of Maine, aid staff is spending the weekend with Richards, son of Capt. and Mrs. Huse committee will serve as an agency for Emma N. Torrey of Tenant's Harbor
understanding
and who was a great comfort to her turned Sunday to Brockton, Mass.,
to suggest that many farm wood lot his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Ing Richards, who is employed on the sympathetic
|
co-operation on the part of all who brother in his declining years, and after spending the past week at The
owners could make their tracts a bit ham on Morse Island.
Arthur Spear, Jr., has returned to Fleischmann yacht, now making a have a t heart the welfare of North between whom there was a strong Oaks cottage at Crawford Lake owned
more accessible and with a profit,
bond of affection; and Mrs. Hattie by Mr. and Mrs. William Cunningham
Brookline, Mass., after spending sev world tour. He states th a t many in Haven.
too. He says;
teresting places have been visited and
Harold Gregory was in Rockland A. Mont of West Hartford, Conn., who of Shrub Oaks, N. Y
"Roads used for hauling firewood eral weeks with his family here.
Mt. Vesuvius in action is one of the Monday night. Mrs. Gregory and was unable to be present at the serv
Mrs. Susie Heald of Somerville,
and logs make good trails for travel
sights which he has witnessed.
her young son born Sunday are doing ices; also several nieces and nephews. Maos., spent Wednesday with Mrs. Pinkerton, Mary Roberts Rinehart;
Friend—“Why are you so jubilant?’’
th at are easily accessible from the
P O R I CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Ingraham finely.
Master Charles Briggs of Lincoln, Alice Cook. Mrs. Heald has also been 100 Worlds’ Best Novels, Edwin Grohighway. Many farmers could en
County
Editor—“I Just received
and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Deane
Joseph H. Amsbury and-family of Mass., is the guest of Virginia Rear the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Judson gier; Here Comes the Sun, Emilie another fine contribution from
courage interest in their wood lots
Rev. Nelson Davis of Newton High were in Waldoboro Friday to attend Scituate, Mass., have arrived in town don of Elmore.
Benner and Mrs. Charles Young dur Loring; Silver Lining, Josephine Mc
by making these roads a little more
Farmer Brown's pen."
lands, Mass., is guest of his mother the funeral services of, Mr. Ingra and until the first of September will
ing her stay here.
conspicuous so that they can be Mrs.
Cord; The House of the Opal, JackElden Davis.
Guests of Miss Fannie Thomas this son Gregory; Happiness Hill, Grace Friend—"Hub—what was it?”
ham’s sister Mrs. Helen Ingraham occupy the place which they recently
easily found by the passer by. The
W ALDOBORO
Henley Day, assistant light keeper Greenlaw.
week are Mr and Mrs. Fred Rollins Livingstone Hill: Spawn of the North,
Country Editor—“A fine fat pig on
bought at Amsbury’s Point. It is inwood lot th a t is made accessible to
on
Mt.
Desert
Rock,
is
a
guest
of
his
of Springfield, Mass., and sister, Mrs Barrett Willoughby.
subscription.”—Florida Times-Union.
those who like the woods will become
teresting-to
note
th
a
t
this
was
the
The
Twentieth
Century
Club
pro
The
Lions
Club
was
entertained
a
t
Walter Sawyer and two children of
well advertised by those who visit it. parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Day.
birthplace of Mr. Amsbury’s grand
Miss Phyllis Simmons of this place grams for the season of 1932-33 have father, Capt. Joseph Otis Amsbury. the Weston Camp in Bremen Wed Portland.
The more people attracted to the
this
week
been
distributed
to
the
nesday
night.
Rev.
C.
F.
W.
Meyer
Howaid Batchelder returned Mon
woods for recreation, the greater will and Albert Sutherland of Eastport members and judging from the con in 1823.
of Rutherford, N. J., was the speaker. day to Weymouth, Mass., after spend,
were married Aug. 3. Congratulations
be the sale of camp sites and farm are
Emery
Wooster
feels
deeply
grate
tents
there
are
interesting
meetings
Clams' and lobsters were on the menu ing two weeks with Mr. and Mrs. A.
extended.
produce for the camper.
Mrs. Lizzie Boyles of Cambridge, ahead. The subjects are of a miscel ful to those who fought and checked and a fine time is reported.
O. Spear. Mrs. Batchelder and family
‘‘The value of the wood lot for rec
the
fire
in
his
home
Tuesday
night.
laneous
nature
with
two
papers
to
be
John Harrison and son, Lewis Rines
reation Is becoming more evident Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs. Walter given at each meeting. The officers The loss is being adjusted by Foy and Miss Dorothy McDonald of Ev remain for a longer visit.
Mrs. Carl Meisner and daughter
each year. Our records of tourists Simmons last week.
Mrs. Clara F. Clark visited in Wil- are: President, Mrs. Maud Walker; Brown, and repairs made by O. D. erett, Mass., have been guests of Mrs. Hope who have been guests of her
entering Maine and the great in
LermdUd.
Mrs.
Wooster
and
Ida
re
vice president, Mrs. Mildred Putnam;
Jessie Achorn.
mother Mrs. Elsie Copeland, returned
crease of people going to the Adiron lardham Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glidden are Friday to South Weymouth, Mass.
Mrs. Leah Davis entertained the secretary and treasurer, Mrs. Minetta turned to North Haven Wednesday
dacks in New York State are proofs
afternoon.
Harold
Wooster
is
visit
Paul; executive committee, Mrs.
entertaining guests at their Martin's
The trustees of the Academy at
of this. Our farmers in Maine with Willing Workers Tuesday evening. Elizabeth Spear, Mrs. Eleanor Patter ing his Darents on a two weeks' fur Point camp this week.
their business meeting Thursday eve
wood lot areas should consider this Twenty-three members were present son, Mrs. Rena Carroll: entertain lough from the Naval Hospital at
Mrs. Anna Crooks and Mrs. John ning decided to buy
new seats for
fact and develop their wood roads and a pleasant evening spent.
The Willing Workers will hold their ment Miss Marion Weidman, Mrs. Portsmouth. Friends are glad to wel Crother of Haddon Heights, N. J., the high school, removing the old
for trails as well as for hauling pur
come him and find him looking so are at their summer home here.
seats from the high school to the
poses. In other words, let us open annual summer sale next Tuesday at Nellie Magune, Mrs. Christine Cur fit.
Dudley Hovey has returned to grammar school.
rier; picnic, Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs.
the woodlot to the public who appre Mrs. K. F. Marshall’s store.
At the church service Sunday night Newton, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Romkey of Bel Marie Bisbee, Mrs. Effie Veazie.
ciates it,”
Reddington Shuman of Portland
mont, Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs Open meetings are scheduled for Dec. a treat is in store for people of North
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Haskell, Jr., ac
9 and Feb. 10 and a social afternoon Haven, to hear Miss Avis Johnson ol has been at his home here for a few companied by their daughters Made
Walter Simmons recently.
N e w s
O f 4 -H
C lu b s
days.
Sanford.
Miss
Johnson
is
one
of
the
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Davis en on March 3.
The Simonton Ayrshire Dairy tertained a party of Rockland friends
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Perkins of Mon- line and Gloria and Mrs. S. F. Has
The weekly meeting of the Carnival promising younger singers of Maine.
kell, Sr., motored to Auburn Sunday,
Club met a t the home of local leader, Sunday.
Because
of
her
exceptional
talent
she
hegan
have been in town.
Committee will be held Monday eve
the latter returning to her home after
Cecil Annis for their 29th session.
The
Star
Club
held
a
bridge
party
was
awarded
after
the
Atwater
Kent
Mrs. Fannie Jones and children
The five boys in this club are: Ches- have returned to Cambridge after two ning at 7.30 at the High School build audition a year’s study in Philadel at the home of Mrs. S. H. Weston a visit with her son here.
The list of new books entered in the
ley Cripps, Edwin Annis. John Annis, weeks' visit with Mr. and Mrs. Charles ing. A full attendance is urged as phia. Services Sunday as usual, at Tuesday afternoon with five tables.
several important m atters are to be
free public library follows: South
George Morton and Walter Annis. Jones.
Punch and cookies were served.
the
old
church
a
t
10.30,
and
the
new
discussed.
of the Law, Hamilton Craigie;
George Morton is the only boy not
Mrs. I. S. Bailey is passing the week west Grape,
The library tea given last Satur
Louise Platt Hauk; Head
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Call of Lynn, church 7.30.
taking the dairy project, but has a day was well attended. The reading
with Miss Dora Gay at M artin’s Wild
The
North
Haven
free
bed
fund
at
pig. Walter Annis is taking four by Miss Ruth Barter, piano selections Mass., are spending two weeks at the Knox Hospital has been a great boon Point. Miss Frances Harding and Tide, Joseph Lincoln; Big Pink, Hugh
projects, chick raising, garden, pig by Miss Alvalene Piersons and sing home of Mr. and Mrs. Chester P. to many local people. Just at pres Miss Mary Harding who have been McNair Kahler; Captain Archer’s
Daughter, Margaret Deland; Man’s
and dairy. He is doing splendid ing by Master Malcolm Piersons were Wentworth.
Miss Gay’s guests, returned to Aina Cwn
Country, Kathleen Burt; Black
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mann and ent the fund has been overdrawn so Frjday.
work in all four projects.
all much enjoyed.
th
at
there
is
no
credit
until
Nov.
2.
William Raine; Waters Under
Herbert and Laurie spent
The club is going to exhibit its
Miss Mary Burns of Boston Is Tolts,
Miss Virginia Oondon visited in sons
If
in
the
present
need
there
are
North
the Earth, Martha Ostcnso, Hidden
Thursday in Portland.
cows, heifers and pig at the Union Rockland last week.
visiting her mother Mrs. Fannie City,
Haven
people
who
can
help
the
hos
Philip Gibbs; Silver Fountain,
• • • •
Fair, Sept. 27-29.
Monday evening a party of young
pital in its appeal for $10 subscrip Burns.
Jane Abbott; Girl Into Woman, So
The -boys went to the Ayrshire people gave a shower to Mr. and Mrs.
C h u rc h
N o te s
The Garden Club was entertained phie Kerr; Sands of the River, Green
tions
it
will
not
only
help
the
Hospital
Breeders meeting outside of Augusta, Albert Sutherland who were married
Baptist, G. F. Currier, minister: but North Haven also. If these sums by Mrs. Russell Cooney at her sum  Archer, The Man At the Carlton, The
Wednesday. They took part in a last week. The affair took place in
Sunday at 11 o'clock, Rav. Warren E. can go to the interest credit of the mer home, The Meadows, Tuesday Colossus, Edgar Wallace; Robbers
judging contest for dairy cattle be
community room at the library. Mesler of Morrill will be the guest Fund subscriptions will do double afternoon. Plans were made for the Roost, Zane Grey; Take It Crooked,
sides being able to listen to helpful the
flower show to be held in the Haskell Frances Beeding; Pirates of the
newljrweds received many gifts. speaker; special music by choir; Sun duty.
talks along that line given by spe The
At the Baptist Chapel, Rev. Milton day School at 10 o’clock. At 7.30 the
Misses Shirley G rant and Edna House next Tuesday. Fourteen mem. Shoals, Ralph Barton; He Upset the
cialists.
bers were present. Refreshments
A demonstration on how to Judge R. Kerr, pastor, Sunday services will pastor will speak from the subject Waterman are registered to enter were served and a visit to the gardens World, Bruce Barton; These Chang
ing Years, Elizabeth Payne; Lost
dairy cattle will take place Sept. 3 be: 8 45 a. m., church school; 9.30 "Scarecrows and Religion.” Tryto- Nasson Institute at Springvale in enjoyed.
“The Church M ilitant;’’ 7.30 p. m„ help Club will meet Monday evening September. This is Maine's voca
Canyon, Clinton Dangerfleld; Rock
a t the Simonton Fair.
ing Arrow, B. M. Bowers; Valley Vul
Chesley Cripps, an outstanding “I Know That My Redeemer Liveth. at the vestry; Thursday evening tional school for young women who
“Doesn't
th
a
t
soprano
have
a
are high school graduates. It is p at
tures, Max Brand; Little Girl Lost,
club member, is to attend Camp Vail Thursday, 8 p. m. midweek service prayer service at 7.30.
large
repertoire?”
Temple Bailey; Long Rifle, Stewart
at Springfield in September and Ed and annual business meeting. The
Methodist, F. F. Fowle, minister: terned after Simmons College, Bos
“Yes,
and
th
a
t
dress
she
has
on
win Annis is to attend State Camp public Is cordially invited to attend Regular Sunday services, church ton. s Established in 1912 its record inalces it look worse."—Capper’s Edward White; Fly Blood, Thomson
Burtis; Black Swan, Rafael Sabatlni;
at Lewiston. Money to send Edwin irrespective of denomination or creed. school at 10 a. m.; morning worship has become an enviable one in the Weekly.
Death Comes For the Archbishop,
to the State Camp is being raised by
at 11; evening service at 8 o’clock; successful training of young women
Wiila Cather; Mary’s Neck, Booth
CLARK ISLAND
the club.
Ladies’ Aid on Wednesday; Thursday in secretarial subjects and household
» • • •
Tarkington; What We Live By, E r
economics. Last June it graduated
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Hakala have evening prayer service at 7.30.
nest Dunnct; Way Back Home, Seth
W it h
th e
H o m e s
40. Its attendance is from 80 towns
moved from this place to Glenmere,
Parker; Cut Battery, Ralph Barbour;
A HAPPY THOUGHT
from Maine and other New England
Mrs. Susan Wotton of Friendship to the property they recently bought
Bomba; Ray Rockwood; Popular
States. Nasson aims to give knowl
has been making some changes in of Everett Cook.
|Por The Courier-Gazette)
Stories For Girts, Ruth Fielding;
Barge 704 is loading paving from
edge th at may be made useful to
A happy thought, a greeting to send.
Shuttle and Sword, Daniel Haw
John Meehan's plant for New York. Words
of praise to an unknown friend others as well as one’s self. It de
. . . that hit the target in
The Meyer
thorne; Belle-Mere, Kathleen Nor
Arthur Page of East Belfast was Appreciation, needed by all.
velops in its students a sense of wom
Warm weather is the time to eliminate guest of Mr. and Mrs. William Davis In every endeavor, by great and small.
ris; Debby Barnes Trader, Constance
your aims to get atten
anly honor, good taste, good manners
Both Service
Skinner; Jerry, Captain S P. Meek;
and Albert Davis for the week.
and a true sense of culture and re
tion and pull sales
Many a soul In this world of care
Pure Gold, O. E. Robraag; Sea Lord
Mr. and “Mrs. James Harrison have Is uplifted by a song or prayer.
finement, so th a t whether the career
for August
through your advertis
Francis Drake, Attkin Lempers;
moved from the William Harrison Or a kindly word from a gladsome heart of the Nasson graduate is to be in the
Double Cross Ranch, Charles A
TAKE
house to the Charles Johnson house May help another to do his part
home or the business world she may
FREE
ing.
“ B a x to n ’s ’’, A
S p e c ia l C o m p o u n d
Seltzer; Younger Sister, Kathleen
recently vacated by Nicholas Hakala. And lead him along by an unseen hand. become a woman worthy of adm ira
For sale a t all drug stores. Let us
Norris; Wet Parade, Upton Sinclair;
finds the place where he may tion and respect.
Mrs. Charles Butler, Mrs. Elmer TUI hestand.
SIM O N K. HART
send you a booklet. Buxton Rheumatic Carlson, son Carl and daughter Alice
Young Mrs. Meigs, Elizabeth Corbett;
help another along the way.
Advertising Dept.
Medicine Co., Abbot Village, Maine. May motored to South Hope Tuesday And
Static, Rupert Hughes; Wrong Wife,
Prom
the
shades
of
night
to
a
sunnier
We may not be so stuck on foreign 5 3 P l e a s a n t MONUMENTS
7 3 S tf
S t.
T e L 9 1 1 -M
R o c k la n d
Arthur
Roche;
When
D’Artagnan
day.
afternoon to call on Mrs. Butler's
countries but we’re stuck on a lot of
Delora E. Morrill.
3 1 S g
Was Young, Lucein Pempeau; Miss
brother, Charles Childs.
their bonds.—Atlanta Constitution.
Rockport, Me.
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THE WAYTO (URE PROFITS

Mrs. John Stackpole. Mrs. Frank
Clark of Rockland, Waldo Oilchrest
of Washington, D. C., and Fred B.
Waldo have returned after spending
several days at the Stackpole cot
tage at Spruce Head.
Miss Frances Bourne. Miss Helen
PLA Y IN G T E N N IS
Probate Notices
Stetson, Miss Frances Colpitts and
I
STATE OF MAINE
Miss Ina Corrigan of Boston leave j
----------------------D - 4
Advertisements In this column not to 4
To all persons Interested In either of T he First T o u rn am en t A t the
today on a ,notor trip to Lakewood.
H « ••« ••♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ •» •*
exceed three lines inserted once for 25 • •f-*--****-**-******-^-***^-^*** **•■•■•••*
the estates hereinafter named;
Quebec, arid the White Mountains.
COTTAGE
to
let
at
Ingraham
Hill,
C ountry C lub H as G ot
TWO apartments to let at 7 Granite ' At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
Mrs. L. Bliss Gilchrest is spend cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi furnished, after Aug 15. MRS. PATTER
St., all modern. Apply A. S. PETERSON. in and for the County of Knox, on the
tional
lines
five
cents
each
for
one
time.
SON
Tel
784-J.
95-97
19th
day
of
July
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
ing se reral davs in New York city.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis
89-tf
W ell U nder W ay
cents for three times. Six words
one thousand nine hundred and thirty- I
TWO desirable cottages at Crescent
T'.iomaston friends of Miss Nan 10
I THREE room furnished apartment to | two and by adjournm ent from day to
make a l’ne.
Beach for sale. Both In excellent loca
let.
gas
stove,
toilet,
newly
decorated.
$5
I ouise "Mahoney will be interested to
day from the 19th day of said July the ’ As the result of three rounds’ play
tions. price reasonable. EDWIN V. SHEA
1 week. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St Tel following matters having been presented
know of her marriage to George
South Thomaston. Tel. 354-11.
92-tf
1080
96-tf im ‘\h V ‘V ttoh'the™ upo5 K T e l K ^ l o f the Country Club tennis tournaArthur Graham in Washington
FOR SALE or to let. by day or season,
, ment, three of the four semi-final
DESIRABLE rents In good locations. dlcated it is hereby Ordered:
several cottages at Waterman's Beach.
D. C., Aug. 6. Mr. and Mrs. Graham ♦
ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fuller-CobbT hat notice thereof be given to all peru.. n
$. n
Excellent
locations, prtces teas.,nable. E
Davls.____________________
97-99 sons interested, by causing a copy of this brackets are filled by R. McCarty, R
will live in Long Branch, N. J.
♦
V. SHEA. South Thomaston. Tel. 354-11
order
to
be
published
three
weeks
suep
i
r
d
and
W
W
asgatt*
tb
o
fourth
Mrs. Harriet P. Whitney enter
FIVE rooms and oath to let. all mod cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a news- KIrG’ anQ W
92-tf
W aSgaU’ th e lourlft
ern. Barter apartment. H B BARTER
tained the Rug Club at her home r ■
paper published at Rockland in said bracket yet to be completed.
Tel
25.___________________________96-tf
Wednesday evening.
Her guests
rimmed spectacles lost In
County that they may appear at a Pro- I T
,,
_ A•
w
Maine Centra, yard. Return to 76 PARK
ROOMY Garage on Grace St., central. bate Court to be held at said Rockland, '
*he firstround M. Arico of
were Mrs. Allyne W Peabody. Mis §t . Tei. 242-J.
96-98
$3.50 per month. Apply mornings or by Hgh\heo?clohr k a.n°the” & o ' o m in d ’ Se Camden beat A. McCarty of RockHelen Hahn and Mr,3. Donald P.
mall WM P. BURPEE 43 Park St.
CAMEO pin set in platinum lost some
v
97*99thereon if they see cause.
Whitney.
where in Rockland. MRS. HAROLD
heard
land 6-2, 6-4; W. Wasgatt defeated
95-97
Mis. Donald P. Whitney enter GLIDDEN. Waldoboro.
MUNROS Clear Store to let 6 Park
WINTHROP P. GREENLAW, late of . Ijevensaier 6.o c . i . j C reiirh’on
Vinalhaven.
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
,
A DCVCIlsaier b
b-1. J. Creign.on
St. Apply MUNROS RESTAURANT.
tained the Sewing Club at dinner
for Probate thereof, asking th a t the same \ of Thomaston outlasted Clifford
___________________________95-97
Tuesday at her home on Gleason
be proved and allowed, and that
REVOLVING FAN also pair Standard
FIVE ROOM, first floor apartment with j may
le tte rs Testamentary Issue to Owen L. 1Ladd of Rockland 6-1, 1-5; R. Mcstreet.
scales for sale. DAN MUNRO, 8 Park
heat to let. all modern. Janitor service i Balcom and Carrie E Balcom. both of C a rty drew a bye; R B jrd tQok oyc;.
St.
_______________
96-98
Miss Virginia Ann Van Renssalaer ♦
MRS WM WALKER Tel 552-W 96-98 South Lynnfield. Mass., they being the
has returned to Tonawanda at ♦
BLUEBERRY winnower, improved, for
CENTRAL location, attractive rents, Executors named in said Will, without E. Wendell 8-6, 6-0, in a match re
sale; one Overland one-half ton truck, a
Crescent Beach after spending two
lour, six or ten rooms, with or without bond.
plete with long rallies and hard
blueberry crates, all for $50. In 
garage. DR. R, W. BICKFORD
87-tf j ADDIE E CARVER late of North
REFINED young woman (and child* few
days with her cousin Mrs. Harriet P.
fought points; and G. Wendell edged
wishes position as working housekeeper quire 31 ELM ST________________ 97-99
FOUR ROOM house at 72 Crescent St . Haven, deceased. Will and Petition for Hayden Leon of Charlotte, N. C. 6-4
Whitney.
in motherless or working couples home.
to let. cellar, lights, toilet. In good con Probate thereof, asking that the same
TWO new milch cows for sale. FRED
Miss Frances Bourne is having a M
R . care The Courier-Gazette
95*97 M. BUTLER Warren______________ 97»lt
dition $3 week A M FULLER 92*97 mav be proved and allowed, and that 6-3.
Letters Testamentary issue to Perley L.
week's vacation from the A. C. McIn the second round Wasgatt de
AT 17 Warren St., seven room rent, Carver, of Vinalhaven. he being the
TO BUY victrola with records. Price
TWENTY-THREE ft. boat with 4 h. p
Loon Co. office. Rockland.
conveniently
arranged,
connecting
shed,
must be cheap. Write L . care CourierExecutor named in said Will, without feated Arico to go into one semi-final
_
engine, also 37 lobster traps; cheap for
garage
If
desired,
rent
reasonable.
TEL
Mr. and Mrs. William Roberts Gazette
bond.
97*99, cash P A RACKLIFF. Head-of-the-Bav.
bracket. In the second set, trailing
577.
94-tf
have returned to Dorchester after a
NANCY M BABBIDGE. late of Rock love five, the Camden boy made a
97*99
LIVE poultry wanted
prices Rockland
FOUR
furnished
rooms
and
bath;
also
land.
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
visit with Mrs. Roberts' sister, Mrs. paid at your dbor. Tel. Highest
Belfast 379-M
GUERNSEY cow for sale, just freshone single furnished room to let MRS Probate thereof, asking th at the same great come-back to take four games
W A GOWER Belfast Webster Live ened 22 BEECHWOODS ST.. ThomasE... .P.__________
Starrett.
W. S KENNISTON, 176 Main St. Tel may be proved and allowed, and that in a row. but Wasgatt’s chops and
97‘108 ton.
95*97
Mrs. Clifford Pillsbury and daugh- Poultry Co. ._________
874-W._______________________
92-tf Letters Testamentary issue to John O. sharply angled back hand shots won
100
ACRE
farm
for
sale,
good
build
of Rockland, he being the
ter Shirley are visiting Mrs. Annie j delivery route man with car to
APARTMENT to let, five rooms and i Stevens,
named in said Will, without for him to the tune of 6-2, 6-4. In
supply
fam
ous'line
of
’‘household
"goods
ln«s
and
large
orchard.
H.
C.
BUBER,
bath,
hot
water
heat,
nice
garden.
Ref- Executor
Robbins, Beechwoods street.
bond.
i to steady customers Must he ‘intisfieri Warren. Me. Tel. 6-31.
96*98
the second quarter final match Bob
erences required. 18 SHAW AVE Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hoffses of White
$2750 a week at start. Write ALtwo HUNDRED R. I R pullets, five
CELESTIA
J HARRIS, late of St McCarty outplayed John Creighton
1001____________________________ 92-tf ,
George,
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Plains. N. Y., Mr. and Mis. Leti BERT MILLS. Route Mgr., 4330 Moll- months old. for sale. Just starting to
STORE TO LET. corner Main and !
thereof, asking th at the same to win handily 6-2, 6-2. Bob was as
Seavey and Mrs. Sidney Ames Of j mouth, Cincinnati. O._____________ 97*lt lay. JACK HAAVISTO. Box 56 R 1. WarSum m er Sts. Apply FRED A. CARTER Probate
be proved and allowed, and that much at home in flannels as he is
Tel 696______________________
91-tf may
Rockland motored to Augusta Tueswill keep house for one or two busi- — _____________________________97,99
Letters Testamentary issue to S. Emma in a baseball uniform and Creighton
dav for the day.
ness people, or parent with child of
MOTOR BOAT. open. 27 ft.. Morse
EIGHT room house with double garage Keene of St. George, she being the
W
nlfpr btackpoie
qtacknole nas
has the io b to af,h° o1 a8e
Reliable In
bulItgoodtworunning
cylinderorder.
Hartford
June Brides— H oneymoons— the H om e
AU modern, to let. SAMUEL RUBEN Executrix named in said Will., without was never quite able to solve Mac's
w aiter
m e JOO IO Wages adustedPleasant
R Y home.
care Courler.
$275. engine,
Apply all
G.
STEIN Tel 916-W_______________ 91-tf bond.
southpaw offerings.
move and remodel into a dwelling Gazette.
97.,, R MANN. Pleasant Point. Cushing.
ESTATE EDNA ADELL HOUGHTON,
The feature match of the tourna
GOOD DRY STORAGE for furniture
C om ing— and then the joy of the “at
house the building which Walter
4MRrrir.T’=
______________________________ 94-96
KENT’S. 65 Limerock St.
88-tf late of Rockland, deceased.. Petition for ment was the quarter final, bringing
Hastings recently purchased at the j wanted immediately to take an’d 'd ’e hv,
DRY fitted hard wood and Junks. $10;
Administration, asking th a t Carroll L.
ngalc
Houghton, of Malden, Mass., or some together Dick Bird and George Wencorner of Green ana Hyler streets.
Rockland Earnings will aver fitted soft wood and slabs. $6; lumber $25
hom es” in a HOM E of their very ow n . .
near Main. Thomaston.
omas
ELSTON LUCE other suitable person be appointed dell— the only match to go the three
$25 weekly to start Training given. per M. All under cover. T. J. CARROLL
The cellar is being excavated, the age
Tel. 118. Thomaston.
86-tf
Tel.
263-21
or
739-M
Rockland
92-tf
1
Admr. without bond.
I
n c c o
Write J. R WATKINS COMPANY. 231
t
^ t .i t f ANNA
amma w
PAcr late
t ♦ off Rockv ! set
crew being in charge of B. H. Cope Johnson Ave., Newark. N. J.
FIVE ROOM flat, all modern, 23
95*97
ESTATE
W. CASE,
Q c distance. Bird won out 0-6, 6-2,
MILL WOOD, four foot lengths $6.
N ever was home ownership opportunity
F ulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESOOTT ’.and, deceased. Petition for Admlnlstra- ' 8-6, Which score does not begin to
land.
stove length $7, Junks and fitted hard
240 Broadway.
92-tf tton. asking that Charles F Case, o f ! show the closeness of the match.
wood at market prices. L. A. PACKARD.
Mrs. Ava Colwell of Lynn is visit
R. F. D Thomaston. _____________ 92-tf
or some other suitable person Fflcb nnint wa®? h a rd foiiffht and
greater than at present. For proof look
FOUR room apartm ent to let. sun- Rockland,
ing her mother and brother at their
be appointed Admr. w ithout bond
P °lI\
, naFQ Jo u *m
porch.
toilet,
heater,
good
closets,
pleas
DRY HARD- WOO6 for stove or fu r
home on Georges street.
ESTATE
ANTILLA cassens . late of brlIllant «ets °f seemingly unreacha n t yard. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W.
nace. $10; soft wood for stove or furnace.
over the real estate section of
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Gray and
92-tf Camden. deceased. Petition for Admin able drives brought applause from the
$6; mill wood. $6. HARRY A SWIFT
istration. d. b. n„ asking that T. J.
Tel. Thomaston 191-4.
89*100
daughter Eleanor Howard have a r
APARTMENT to let In Bicknell Block French, of Camden, or some other suit sidelines.
In the finals will appear the win
MRS. B B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel. 264 able person be appointed Administrator
rived from (Baltimoie and opened
tm TTvcxz.t
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
92-tf of the estate, not already administered. ner of the McCarty-Bird match opFARM
°! I5? a£res • $10. Junks $10. W L. OXTON. West
their house on Hyler street.
modern buildings, pasture land, hay Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
92-tf
Frenchb°of1Comdenn,ed bY Mllton H Posed to the winner of the match be» Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hanly and apple orchards, lumber and fire wood
FOR SALE or exchange. Essex coach.
daughter Gertrude. George A. H an MRS H P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain 1929.
estate ANTILLA cassens . late of ^ e e n Wasgatt and an opponent from
in
first
class
condition
and
other
92-tf
ly. and Miss Genevieve Bradlee St., Camden. Tel. 2597
Camden, deceased. Petition for Admin- th e group composed of Carl Ladd. Dr.
cars, time payment. E. D. LINSCOTT.
73
Crescent
St..
Rockland.
95*97
SEVEN
Room
story
and
a
half
house,
tstratlon,
d b n . asking th at Edward Fopplestone and R. Marshall, W
’ho
have come home from a second visit
K Gould. Of Rockland, or some other i havo not finichod the f ir .t tan
BEAUTIFUL Gladiolas your own se
to Mrs. George Gillchrest’s cottage J?AI5?mden St • for sale M E MET*
suitable
person
be
appointed
Admlnls-1
**ave
nca
finished
th
e
first
two
97*99 lection 35 cents per dozen at farm.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock trator of the estate, not already admin- rounds.
in Cushing.
These Will be played tOland Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orderi istered, with bond. Presented by Emma , morrow’
AT GRANITE ISLAND Vinalhaven. MRS. J. F. CALDERWOOD. Union Me
Willis Spear and family are hav
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
one dwelling house of four rooms, th ree , ________________________________ 97*99
L.
French,
of
Lincolnville.
)
ing an outing at their cottage on fish h o u se d good garden lot. plenty of
92-tf
ANYONE who would like to buy a
ESTATE JAMES L. YEYKAL. late of '
Hathorne’s Point.
berries, one small rowboat.
House hen pen CALL 1067-W __________ 97*99
WHEN you are planning to sell your Rockland, deceased. Petition for Distri
beautifully
located
for
summer
resibroilers arid fowl, call PETER EDWARDS bution. presented by Edward K Gould,
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Baker of Boston
Notices of A p p o in tm en t
BANTAff CORN, cucumbers, spinach,
Tel. 806-J. Rockland
95-tf of Rockland. Admr.
who are visiting their daughter. Mrs. &
ndPrice $20° Inqulre 31
swlss chard and beet greens, beans of
I.
Charles L Veazie. Reclster of Pro
all
kinds
and
other
fresh
vegetables.
H.
I
HAVE
some
fine
barred
rock
cocker
ESTATE
WALTER
J
McLAIN,
late
of
BROWN mare for sale five years old. i ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
Bowdoin Grafton, are spending t h e ------------------------------------------------ E BOWDEN. Lake Ave. Tel. 1183-R
els. fine birds for breeders Will sell 900 lbs., clever. sounB. nice saddler and Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO Warren deceased. Petition for License to bate for the County of Knox, in the
wppkpnd
in KOCKiana.
Rncklanri guests
mipsts oi
nf Air.
M r South
SMALLWarren
seven room
for sale,
at
State
of Maine, hereby certify that In
weekend in
Hghtshouse
bath
electric
97-102 right. L C MORTON. Friendship.
driver. JAMES SOUTAR. Wiley's C or. :
92-tf sell certain Real Estate, situated in War the following
estates the persons were
and Mrs. E. OB. Goma.
water system, never falling spring, barn
__________
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy ren. and fully described in said petition appointed
PEDIGREED _____
Scotch ____
Collie puppies ________________________________ 92*97 St. George.---------------------------------- 93’98
Administrators.
Executors.
by Agnes L. McLain, of Thom
Mr. and Mrs. George York and i attached; also small building suitable for sale. also two new milch heifers. | ABOUT three acres land at The High
ROCKLAND Body and Fender Shop copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the presented
Guardians and Conservators and on the
aston.
Admx.
sons Charles and Bernard of Quincy ,or garage, one acre land. Inquire MRS four years and five years old J. L. Me- , lands with barn and cellar thereon, foi Body. wood, top and glass work, welding, home news, at Central News Co., 66 Condates
herelnater
nam
ed:
M ot
loovVnf toriav for th e ir ' M P JORDAN. Brooklyn Heights. Thom- 1 MANUS. Atlantic Highway. Warren. Me. sale. Nice building spot. TEL. 217-W.
ESTATE THOMAS J. SWEENEY and
spraying and fender work. TEL. 466-M , gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 3811b ConEDWARD M BENNER, late of Rock
Mass., aie leaving today for their aston Tel 57.4
92.97 TeI 5 rlng 6
B
94,991
MILDRED E SWEENEY, of Rockland.
92-t;
92-tf Kress 8t.
Petition for License to fell certain Real land. deceased. June 28, 1932. Bessie R
home after a visit with their aunt _____ ______
&trite”“
sltuatedvm
'
ItocklandTand
fuHv:
?5nner
°£ Ro,<* ’a.,n<i ’ * as appointed
Miss Eliza Whitney.
described in said petition, presented b y '
aad qualified by filing bond July
Mr. and Mrs. F. Crockett Brown Risteen. chairman. Mrs. Leola Ris- party at her home Thursday evening
R
O
C
K
P
O
R
T
H
A
R
B
O
R
I Patrick F. Sweeney, of Rockland. Gdn. ’ [ 5‘ 1932
and daughter Jean have gone to teen. Mrs. Maude Grafton, Mrs. Lilia in honor of her cousin. Miss Helen
ESTATE MARION H PACKARD, of „ WILLIAM S THOMPSON iate of West
hot dogs; Mrs. Matie Keating of Worcester. Mass. Bridge
Rockland. Petition for License to sell I Rockport, deceased. April 20. 1932. James
Boston to spend a week with Mrs. Williams;
T
o
Be
Scene
of
M
any
W
ater
Spaulding,
chairman.
Mrs.
Eva
Wil
|
certain
Real Estate, situated In Rock- i F Carver, of Rockland, was appointed
Brown's aunt before returning to liamson, Mrs Ora Woodcock. Mrs. was played. Miss Adelaide Trafton
t land, and fully described In said petition.!
and qualified by filing bond July
winning
highest
score.
Refreshments
Rye. N. Y.
E vents D uring the T ow n's j presented by Mlda H Packard, of Rock- i 5‘ 1932'
Reporter Couldn’t Find A unt Het, But Learns About
I land. Gdn.
ELLA M ACHORN. of Rockland. June
Mrs. Clara Williams is having a Leola Spaulding, Miss Elizabeth were served. The party was made up
ESTATE ROSCOE S. STAPLES late of ‘ 21- 1932 Mlnnle E Cross, of Rockland.
Big C arnival
Thomaston Fair From Si.
portion of the front wall to her Woodcock; hot dogs: Mrs. Susie of the hostess. Miss Keating, the
Rockland, deceased. Petition to Deter- was appointed Conservator, and qualified
Newbert, chairman Mrs. Mildred guest of honor. Miss Alcada Hall. [
garage rebuilt.
mine
Inheritance Tax. presented by j
filing bond July 5, 1932.
Miss Ruth Flye; grabs, Mrs. Miss Alice Collamore. Mrs Herman
Entries for the water events of Minnie C. Smith, of Rockland. Exx.
Rev. and Mrs. H S. Kilborn a r Closson.
CLARA
...........ELLINGSEN.
........ ..............late of Thomas
Edith
Clark.
Carr.
Miss
Winifred
Coughlin.
Miss
ton.
deceased. June 21. 1932. B. Eric
rived home Thursday night from
ESTATE EVERIN G. DAVIS, late of
Our reporter went over to Meet- And if she has time Hetty is going to ‘Rockport's outdoor carnival and reMarie
Corgan.
Miss
Myrtle
Wolf,
7
Services
at
the
Federated
Church
Greenberg,
of Boston, was appointed
Friendship,
deceased.
Petition
to
Deter
Ocean Park where they have been
ing House Hill in Thomaston to in- fry a batch of doughnuts. Mis' Cur g atta, Aug. 25-27, should be made by mine Inheritance Tax, presented by Admr. without bond Rosa E Teele. of
attending the meetings. Mr. Kil Sunday will be Sunday school at 9.45 Miss Alberta Copeland of Pawtucket terview Aunt Hetty further about the rier and Mis' Ristegn wants to sell
Thomaston,
appointed
Agent In Maine.
Merle
D.
Flies,
of
Gorham.
Admx.
born will leave again to finish his va a. m.; morning service at 11 o'clock, R. I.. Miss Adelaide Trafton, Miss Legion Fair, her remarks in the pa- 'em with their coffee and sandwiches, Aug 24, to Huse N. Tibbetts.
SUSAN L STROUT. late of Thomas
ESTATE MARILLA J. ARMSTRONG,
Estelle
Hall,
Dr.
Ethel
Crie,
Mrs.
Al
subject,
'Tension."
The
choir
will
.
The
canoeing
competition
will
be
ton.
deceased.
July
19.
1932, J. Walter
late of Winchester. Mass., deceased. Pe
cation in Canada, but Mrs. Kilborn
per reminding him of their friendly Our next-door neighbor here she
tition for Confirmation of Trustee, pre Strout. of Thomaston, was appointed
will remain in town to entertain her render “I Will Bless the Lord.” fred Strout. Mrs Edwin Lynch. Mrs. acquaintance in the days of the can't fry good and wants Hetty to fry j ‘held from 1.30 to 2.30 p. m. daylight sented
Robert W. Armstrong, of Win- I ®xr * without bond.
Aug. 25 and will consist of these Chester, byMass.,
sister Miss Elaine Wing of Cohasset, Adams. There will be no evening Robert Libby. Miss Ruth Pillsbury,, County-Fair-for-the- School house, for her.
Exr.
HENRIETTA M. LONG lato of ThomMiss Katherine Beattie.
service.
events:
______________
Mass.
Uncle
Si
was
in
the
barn
doing
the
"O,
Hetty
she’s
a
great
worker
She
ESTATE
MELVIN__
H._______
JONES,_late of St aston. deceased. July 19. 1932, Gladys
Mr.
and
Mrs
Frank
Lunt,
Barbara
Canoeing
doubles
250
yds.,
(Senior),
Miss
Nanina
Comstock
has
returned
j George, deceased. Petition for Widow’s !
Harding, of Auburndale. Mass., was
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Whitehouse
Gillchrest. Miss Adelyn Petrie of Bel- chores and remarked that right after helped 'em finish the quilt Mis' Susan •men.
allowance, presented by Fannie Jose appointed Exx . without bond. E C.
(Olive Mitchell) who have been re to her employment in Boston.
Payson.of Rockland, appointed, Agent in
phine
Jones,
of
St.
George,
widow.
fa-t left Saturday afternoon by auto supper he had taken Aunt Hetty up Strout gave the Auxiliary last ArmisCanoeing doubles 150 yds. (Senior)
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Newell
The W.C.T.U. accepted the invita mobile for Boston and New’ York to the Upper Comer w’here she had tice Day too. I guess probably that’s
ESTATE ROSCOE S STAPLES late of Maine.
MARY E FRENCH, late of Rockland.
McLain have returned to their home tion of Mrs. Luther Clark and Mrs. Miss Barbara will remain in Boston to go to a committee meeting
Rockland, deceased. First and Final acsome of the last patchwork Mis' women.
Canoeing doubles 200 yds. (Inter- count presented for allowance by Minnie 1 deceased. July 19. 1932. Alan L. Bird, and
in Kansas City. Mo.
Anna Clark to hold a picnic at Ki-Ora for*a yisjt wRh M r and Mrs. Clarence
Asked how the Fair is coming along, strout pieced. A nice woman she
C. Smith, of Rockland. Exx.
| Lottie M Post, both of Rockland, were
Mrs. W. A. Newcombe, Mr. and cottage, Lermond Pond. South Hope
was. Hetty misses her a lot. The m«*latel boys.
ESTATE JAMES L YEYKAL. late of I
Tn'sa™ da’ " 1* qUa“fled
the others going to New York Uncle Si said:
Mrs. Edward B. Newcombe and guest Wednesday. Twenty-eight sat down Lunt,
"Well, I tell you. I just been think, other quilt the Baptist Circle give,! Canoe tu»ng.
Rockland, deceased. Second and Pinal |
city
account presented for allowance by EdWALTER J. McLAIN, late of Warren,
Mrs. Lydia Grant. William G. Wash to dinner and with vigorous appetites
ing
about
what
my
niece
that
teaches
j
and
that's
going
to
be
in,
the
Gift
I
The
swlmming
events
will
start
at
Mrs. Frank Turner is quite ill at
K. Gould, of Rockland. Admr.
' deceased. July 19. 1932. Agnes L. McLain.
burn, Miss Elizabeth Washburn. Mrs. attacked the supply of good things her home on Booker street.
school in New York said one time Shop, and Ed. Weston's girl that mar- ,'2-30 p m- and the competition will ward
pot atf VTXPWANco ’tjpq't’a into r\t i
Thomaston, was appointed Admx., and
Marie Singer and Mrs. Frank D. which had teen brought, so great in
R o S ™ d V S r “ stT“ ? F lia ie acM <1U,^ d
bond °n
datf
Mrs. George Cross is visiting Mrs when she was down here a spell back, ried the Benner boy (they live over icomprehend the following:
Elliot, motored to Bar Harbor Wed quantity that 23 found an abundance Forrest Maynard at her Spruce Head She was talking about a fellow by [ to the Shore Village), she's runnin' ' 25
dash Midgets, Girls,
count presented for allowance by Lillie j STEPHEN S. LEWIS, late of Vlnal25 yd. dash. Midgets, Boys.
Tcsta, of Rockland. Admx.
haven, deceased. July 19. 1932. Leslte B
nesday. Mr. Washburn's party re- for their supper. Swimming, boating, cottage.
the name of Shaw, an Irishman I ‘ that, and she's got a lace tablecloth
ESTATE RHODA F AMES, late of ' K " ' ° f.,
W“
aPP° ,nt<'d
turned the same night, the others fishing, horse-shoe pitching and
Miss Dorothy Kendall of Harris think she said he was. and how he I there that the Williams girl give and i 25 yd. breast stroke, Juniors, Girls. Vinalhaven. deceased. First and Final ac- Admr without bond,
remaining until the next dav.
.swinging made a pleasing variety to burg. Pa., who has been guest of Miss said folks th a t don’t do their bit be- all the women folks is coveting. It j 25 yd. back stroke. Intermediates, count presented for allowance by Edith
LOIS A. BARTLETT, late of Appleton,
The sale on the Episcopal lawn for the recreation. Special guests were Helen Carr and Miss Blanche Raysor. cause it's only a little and they ain't come from Senter Crane's and Hettv Girls.
deceased. July 19. 1932. Ray W Bartlett,
M Poole, of Vinalhaven. Admx
Appleton was appointed Admr. and
the benefit of the St. John the Bap Mr. and Mrs. Robert Collins of Cam returned Wednesday.
able to do a lot right then, they don't j says it’s awful hartdsome. A girl
25 ydbreast stroke. Juniors, Boys,
ESTATE EVERIN G. DAVIS, late Of of
qualified by filing bond on same date.
Friendship,
deceased.
First
account
pre
tist Church had the liberal patron den. Others present were Rev. and
Miss Anna Fessenden and house help none and maybe hender. Them 1from up Boston way stopping down to ; 25 yd. back stroke. Intermediates, sented for allowanfe by Merle D Files,
IRVIN L. HIBBERT, late of Washing
Mrs. H F. Leach, children Olive, Ed guest Miss Annie Curry of Somerville. ain't his words, but that's the idea. I Tenant's Harbor some place w/s here j'Boys.
age of $60.
ton. deceased. July 19. 1932. Ralph I.
of Gorham. Admx.
Mrs. Joshua Mitchell of Quebec. ward and Alma: Mrs. Richard Webb Mass., returned Wednesday from a Well,, sir, the folks over here if they ' the other day on her way from Mont- 1 50 yd. dash, Juniors, Girls,
of Washington, was appointed
ESTATE HARRIET A MORTON, late Hibbert,
Admr. and qualified by filing bond oil
Mrs. Charles Tibbetts of Rockland. and son Richard of Rochester. N Y.; motor trip to Bar Harbor and up can't do everything they'd like to for pelier, and she said she was expecting
50 yd. dash. Juniors, Boys,
of St. George, deceased. Petition asking same
date.
th
a
t
the
Court
determine
the
amount
Mrs. James Fales and Miss Ellen Mrs. Eugene Closson and daughters the mountain drive to Deer Isle the Fair they do what they can, and to buy a lot of bridge prizes at that
50 yd. breast stroke, Intermediates,
GEORGE F. ADAMS, late of Rockland,
of money which the Administrator d. b
Sullivan were dinner guests of Miss Adaline and Arline, Mrs. Ralph Car- where they visijed Miss Eva Churchill, between you and me and the gate- Gift Shop, she heard they was to be Girls.
n c. t. a of the said estate may pay deceased. July 19. 1932 Philip Roblshaw
Edith A. Lenfest Wednesday.
roll. Lawrence Carroll. Charles Lin- also a teacher in Needham High post I think they’re going to have a j real reasonable.
j 50 yd. back stroke, Seniors, Men.
for the erection of a suitable monument of Rockland was appointed Admr and
• ««■
upon the lot in which the body of said qualified by filing bond on same date.
scott, Mrs. Eunice Tillson, Mrs. Lena School; and to Lakewood. Miss Curry good Fair, and that's the reason.
! "Hetty give some stuff for holders | 5 0 yd. dash. Intermediates, Girls.
Harriet A Morton is burled, presented
CHARLES C. SKINNER late of War
"Well,
how,
I
can't
afford
probably
]
too,
she
saw
the
ad
in
your
paper,
and
;
50
yd.
breast
stroke,
Intermediates,
Merry.
Mrs.
Ina
Partridge.
Miss
Marreft
Friday“for
her'home.
by Albert Sllngsby. of St. George, Admr.. ren, deceased. July 19. 1932. Herbert L.
Many Willing Workers
garet Crandon, Miss Cora Fogerty,
d. b. n. c. t a.
to guess on everything they’re going i guess everybody else did too, for !Boys.
Skinner
of Framingham Mass, was ap
Here is the complete list of com Mrs. Rossie Roundy, Mrs Charles
ESTATE MARY E. THOMAS, late of pointed Exr. and qualified bv filing bond
Send aprons now for marking to to have to give away, and I swan to they've got a pile of ’em nigh as high { 50 yd. back stroke. Seniors, Girls,
mittees for the American Legion Webster. Mrs. Herbert Newbert. Mr.
July
20.
1932.
Charles A Webb, of War
Rockport, deceased. First and Final ac
I don't know how to pick. There's as the boulder in the middle of the
50 yd. dash. Intermediates Boys
count presented for allowance by May ren. appointed Agent in Maine.
Fair Aug. 17: Gift shop: Mrs. and Mrs. Aaron Clark. Mrs. Lilia Eula Burnham or any of committee. aman
kid's
wheelbarrow,
good-sized
one
j
Mall.
50 yd. breast stroke, Seniors. Girls. nard E. Thomas, of Rockport, Exr.
WILLIAM J. PERRY, late of Rockland,
Maryon W. Benner, chairman. Mrs. Clark. Oscar Gould. Mrs. Shields. The —adv.
too, that a Kalloch fellow is making.
T m callating to get one of them
50 yd. dash. Seniors. Men.
ESTATE ROBERT G. CROUSE, of deceased, July 19, 1932. Addle G. Perry, of
Leona Starrett. Mrs. Frank D. Elliot, Union extended a vote of thanks for
Rockland,
was appointed Exx. without
Rockland,
First
and
Final
account
pre
Now one of my nephew's young ones c00k books from Olive McPhail if they
50 yd. breast stroke. Seniors. Men.
Mrs. Fred Overlock, Miss Eliza the use of the five automobiles loaned
T E N A N T 'S H A R B O R
sented for allowance by Jane T. Crouse bond.
would be awful tickled with that, and j ain't all gone; I got a sister that lives J 50 yd. dash. Seniors, Women.
of
Rockland.
Gdn.
Whitney, Miss Rebecca Robertson, them for the occasion, and to those
ELBRIDGE G. PERRY, late of AppleThe Sunday morning subject at the I'd like to get it for him Then 1 out W£St an(j i reckon it'd be like a !
200 yd. jwim. Seniors. Men.
ESTATE LEANDER G. MORTON, late ton. deceased. July 19. 1932, Perley D
Mrs. Laura Loucks; children's table: who served as chauffeurs.
Baptist Church will be "That G reat there's the doll and doll's bed. letter from home for her to get it with
[ of St. George, deceased. Petition asking Perry of Appleton was appointed Exr
100
yd.
swim,
Seniors,
Women.
Mrs. Anna Brasier, chairman. Mrs.
th a t the Court determine the amount of and qualified by filing bond July 26. 1932
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rollins of er Reward." There will be special There's a little girl next door that
them folks' names she used to
Women’s fancy dives.
Grace Andrews. Mrs. Lura Libby. Camden are house guests of Mrs. Lilia music consisting cf trios. "Jesus. comes over here a lot and I think all
money which the Admr. of the said
ALICE DALAND CHANDLER, late Of
know.
Men's
fancy
dives.
estate may pay for the erection of a Boston. Mass, deceased. July 19. 1932
Mrs. Emma Kalloch. Mrs. Dorothy Clark.
Name AU Names Above" and "Thou the world of her, and if I could just
"Yes,
sir,
I
hope
them
boys'll
do
___
wvuku
»
icdives for women are suitable monument upon the lot In Henry Daland Chandler of Boston, and
The
required
Cain, Mrs. Carrie Carroll, Mrs.
Frank W. Robinson of Buffalo, N. Great Jehovah," Nevin, by Misses
which the body of said Leander G Mor
W. Rice, of Worcester. Mass., were
Dorothy Hastings, Mrs. Mary Crie, Y.. and two nephews, Jack and Theo- Mabel and Josephine Lane and Mrs. get either of 'em for her it'd please well on their Fair. Folks think they're ' piain front plain back front jack- ton Is burled, presented by Albert Albert
appointed Executors, and qualified by
me
more'n
it
would
her
even
doing
about
right
this
year
to
be
run,'knife
and
ODti0nal,
and
for
men
plain
Sllngsby, of St. George, Admr.
Mrs. Doris Spear. Miss Hortense dore of Flushing. N. Y., are expected F W. Barton. Bible School at 11.45.
filing bond July 26. 1932. Charles L.
And the guess cake that Miss Mary ning the Fair for their general work , f, ont plain back front iack-knife
ESTATE FAIRFIELD F. WILLIAMS, Veazie. of Rockport, appointed Agent In
Wilson; fir pillows: Mrs. Edna guests of Mrs. Abbie F Rice for fair There will be no 7.30 evening service Jane
Watts is going to give and M is', instead of the Library building th a t' back jack-knife '
J
“ “
late of Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Maine.
Smith, chairman, Mrs. Charlotte week.
as Mr. Barton will be at Wiley's Cor- Kitty Creighton is going to make, ] they been working for right along, for ; Entry blanks mav be obtained at Widow s allowance, presented by Marian
HATTIE A BROWN, late of Rockport,
D. Williams, of Thomaston, widow.
Gray; Mrs. Martha Cogan. Mrs.
deceased. July 19. 1932. Philip T Ulmer,
Mrs. Earl Starrett and Miss Doro- ner. but all are invited to attend the that’ll be some cake; and the Cush- maybe' they'll be called on to lend a The Courier-Gaz^te office
ESTATE GEORGIA E. WARDWELI. of St. Paul. Minnesota, was appointed
Mabel Achorn; aprons: Mrs. Eula thy Starrett motored to Spruce Head 6.30 Christian Endeavor service man Baking folks are giving a cake helping hand here and there come
! late of Camden, deceased. First and Final Admr. d. b. n. c. t. a. and qualified by
Burnham, chairman. Mrs. Margaret Thursday to visit Mrs. Stanley May- when Prof. Albert Robinson will de- too. same as they always do. And winter, and this'll give ’em some
; account presented for allowance by Ed- filing bond on same date. Frank H. In
Stewart. Mrs. Ella Edgett, Mrs. Eve nard.
) ward J. Wardwell, Louis E. Wardwell of graham. of Rockland, appointed Agent
liver an address on “The Old Spanish they're having a braided rug to sell thing to do with-, and when times get
Camden, and Ensign Otis of Rockland. In Maine.
lyn Snow. Mrs. Katie Webster. Mrs.
Miss Nellie Gardiner went to Cas- Missions of California.”
guesses on. Hetty saw it up to the better they'll go on with the LibraryExrs.
A ttest:
Louise Hall; candy: Mrs. Katherine tine Friday to spend a week in busimeeting the night they picked it out fund.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
ESTATE GRANVILLE a . MILLER, late
Crawford, chairman, Mrs. Leila ness matters,
91-S-97
and she came home here crazy about
of Union, deceased. First and Final ac“I hear Fred Burnham's having
K e y s
m a d e
to
o rd e r.
K e y s
m a d e
Smalley. Miss Lena Shorey; cooked
I
count
presented
for
allowance
by
Ralph
LONG
C
O
V
E
Mrs. George Lermond who has been
it, said she never saw a prettier rug real good luck with his parade, and
to
f i t lo c k s w h e n
o r ig in a l k e y s a re
A. Miller, of Warren. Exr.
food: Mrs. Ella Dunn, chairman, a visitor in the home of Mrs. Aleatha
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
' in all her born days. They had four getting floats and cars from all
lo s t.
H o u s e . O f f ic e
o r C a r.
C o d e
ESTATE CHARLES W. WOTTON. late
Whereas. Karl Emil Lelno, now de
Mrs. Kate F. Linnell, Mrs. Annie Thompson has gone to Port Clyde to
St. George's Church (Episcopal) ■ or five up there to pick from and this round. Friendship and Camden and
of
Friendship,
deceased.
Petition
to
De
ceased.
and Lydia Auroora Lelno. both of
b o o k s
p r o v id e
k e y s
fo r
a ll
lo c k s
Willey, Mrs. Lutie Weston. Mrs. Har visit her mother. Mrs. Morse.
term ine Inheritance Tax, presented by Warren, in the County of Knox and
Evensong and sermon at 4 p. m. j was the one she liked the best. A re South Warren and quite a good lot of
w ith o u t
b o th e r.
S c is s o r s
a n d
riet Hastings. Mrs. Letitia Starrett.
Rodney
S.
Davis,
of
St.
George.
Admr.
State
of
Maine, by their mortgage deed
Mrs. Harold Arnold who has been Everyone is welcome.
lation to Sadie Morse that married ’em from your Shore Village over
K n iv e s
S h a rp e n e d .
Mrs. Clara Williams.
ESTATE CHARLES W. WOTTON. late dated May 10th, 1929. and recorded in
visiting Mrs. Howard. Green street,
the Chaples fellow braids 'em. Hetty there. And then he has two girls
Knox
Registry'of
Deeds. Book 221, Page
of Friendship, deceased. Petition for DlsP r o m p t S e r v ic e , R e a a o i.a b le P r ic e s
Ice cream: Miss Edith Lenfest. will leave Sunday for her home.
hooks but she don't braid.
taking care of the children's parade,
| trlbutlon. presented by Rodnev S. Davis. 188. conveyed to the undersigned. John
BIG
FIV
E
L
E
A
G
U
E
chairman. Mrs. Amy Brewer. Mrs.
A.
Hendrickson
of
Rockport in said
| of St. George. Admr.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Stempt of
"The Elliot boys are giving a ton school teachers both of '6m, Will
and State, certain lots or parcels
H attie Tillson, Miss .Carrie Stack- New York city, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ESTATE CHARLES W WOTTON. late County
,
of coal for guesses too; they do that Robertson's girl and Frank Colla.
of
land,
with
the
buildings
situ
pole, Mrs. Rena Wotton, Mrs. Addie Enoch Clark the past week, are reI of Friendship, deceased. First and Final ated in said Warren andthereon,
The Dragons smothered the Rock ' as regular as a Fair comes round. more's girl, they did a good job be
Thomaston,
408
M A IN
S T .
R u C K L A N D
account presented for allowance by Rod- and fully described in warranty
Libby, Mrs. Edna Young; vegetables: turning home today.
deed
of
'lU^ b^ypickers Wednesday night 9 And there's two quilts, and mighty fore, and if there's one thing people
1 ney S. Davis, of St. Oeorge. Admr.
T e le p h o n e
791
Emma Alice Wooster et als. to these
Mrs. Adelaide Hanly, chairman,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Rowland.' to 3' Ful1 reP°rt next Usue’
pretty ones too, I heard them telling. like it's a children's parade.
Witness.
MELZER
T.
CRAWFORD.
EsGrantors,
dated
September
2nd.
1921.
and
M -t.f
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds.
Mrs. Sadie Morse Chaples, Mrs. Ada Gerald Rowland and Ruth Rowland.) Tf
.
s t „„ I “Hetty »**“
n
„ c u , on,
m ggetting
e n in g along
and me, we can't give aan
“Well,
sir, iI'm
along m
in
County, Rockland, Maine.
Book 193. Page 190, and deed of Emma
io?rS' r-EVle ?'!chards’ coId guesfc for a week of Mr. and Mrs. i
“ 5 "le"lber of the imperial eco- awfuJ j t either but j got some gar. j years but l n say j do lik th
/ (
A ttest:
Alice Wooster. Guardian of Willis E.
l ™ kS; “ IS' xH*™
KPoch M. Clark, return to their home '
Sd=n sass for Addie Hanly, she that and I often think what a good thing
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Wooster, to these Grantors, dated Janu
man, Mrs. Hildred McLeod; cook n New Y o rk c itv to n ie h t
'
I to doubt the importance of the U.S.A. was Addie McDonald and taught that Schoolhouse Committee started
ary 12th. 1922. and recorded in Knox
Services at the Baptist Church >n the scheme of thjngs. all he has to
books: Mrs. Olive McPhail: coffee
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy Registry of Deeds. Book 193. Page 211.
school here quite a spell ago. Anti I
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the which deeds and the records thereof are
and sandwiches: Mrs. Cora Currier, Sunday: Sunday school at 9.45 a. m : do is to step to the curb and count been hunting up some grabs too. And back 11 or 12 years ago when they
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con hereby made a part of this description as
had the first one, and fm glad the
chairm an, Mrs. Minnie Ludwig, 11 a. m. no service; 7 p. m„ social
Yankee tourists' auto licenses- Hetty has an apron ready for 'em, Legion boys are keeping it up. There’s
gress St.; or Rosa News-stand. 381>/a Con fully as though given in detail.
gress St.
And whereas the condition of said
Mrs. Lucy Clark, Mrs. Georgia Rob- service in the vestry.
ON TH E MALL
j Cbica8° News.
she always makes one or two, and nothing like doing a little job of work
mortgage has been broken.
inson$ Mrs. Margaret Felt.; coffee
Mrs. Levi Jones has returned from [------------------------------------------------- j she’s going to m ake a couple of apple to keep folks neighborly.
Now. therefore, by reason of the breach
and sandwiches: Mrs. Katherine the hospital at Damariscotta after a
of the condition thereof. I claim a fore
pies for Edith Lenfest, for we got
"Wish you could stay until Hetty
closure
of said mortgage.
minor operation!. Her sisteir Mrs.
some early apples that won't keop gets back, she always has some news
Dated at Rockland. Maine, Julv 28
B
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D
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Clara
Donelson
of
Bath
is
with
her.
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anyway,
and
Edith
says
ever
since
to bring home from them committee
Strout Insurance A gency
Friends were greatly shocked by
JOHN A. HENDRICKSON.
Portland, Maine
: she advertised apple pie with ice meetings of hers. Well, come again
The
scientific
trea
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e
nt
o
f
feet.
P
A
R
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D
E
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AY
Rockland. July 28th. 1932
17 G R E E N
S T .
THOMASTON, ME. the sudden death iast night of Mrs.
cream a couple years ago they've been when she's here and she'll give you a
Q uality Work,
F am ily Washing*
Day and evening classes.
Personally appeared the above named
James Watts. Funeral services will
In s u r a n c e
in
a ll its
b ra n c h e s
John A Hendrickson, and made oath
coming for it and she can't get column in no time if you want it.
Send fo r in fo rm a tio n .
Called For and Delivere**
th a t the foregoing foreclosure notice by
be held Monday at 2 o’clock from the
enough apple pies to save her lile, Glad to see you, and you tell your
Parcel Dalivary 8ervice
BEACON INSTITUTE OF PODIATRY ! and
him signed. Is true.
Notary Public heme.
Probate Bonds
she takes It to heart awful to folks about the Fair, won't you? So
9 1 4 B e a c o n S t.
B o s to n , M a s s .
Before me.
Walter
Dorgan,
Tei.
106R
J . W a lt e r S tro u t
Alfred M . S tro u t
Miss Rebecca Robertson gave aj
GILFORD B BUTLER
j have to tell ’em there ain’t none left. long!”
92-94
91-S-97
Justice of the Peace.

In E verybody’s Column

Summer C ottages

TO LET

LOST AND FO UND

FOR SALE

•

WANTED

•IN A HOME
OF THEIR OWN

4•

REAL ESTATE

!
4

T H E CO URIER-G AZETTE

W A N T ADS

MISCELLANEOUS

UNCLE SI. INTERVIEWED

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

C rie H ard w are Co.

LEGION FAIR
THOM ASTON

Study Chiropody

AUGUST 17

i-

Mrs. Augustus Huntley entertained
at candlelight luncheon and bridge
Wednesday evening at her home at
The Highlands. There were two
tables and honors were won by Mrs.
Elizabeth French, Miss Eva Rogers
and Mrs. Bertha Higgins. Other
guests were Mrs. Adelma Mullen.
Mrs. Velma Marsh, Mrs. Katherine
Hall and Misses Ruth and Madlene
Rogers.
,

Society
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
m ent especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .................................. 770 or 794

The Methebesec Club is to have
another outing Tuesday at Birch
Knoll, the summer home of Mrs.
Maud Blodgett at Jefferson Lake.
Transportation may be arranged by
calling Mrs. Julia Murray, tel. 506-R.
Take basket lunch.
Priscilla Lovejoy celebrated her
11th birthday Wednesday by enter
taining several friends at a wienie
roast and swimming party at Craw
ford's Lake, where her parents, Mr.
and Mrs M. F. Lovejoy are occupying
their cottage for the summer.
Miss Martha Gorrie who has been
the guest of Dr. and Mrs. Rupert L.
Stratton, North Main street, for the
week, returns today, accompanied by
Mrs. Stratton and son for a visit at
her former home in Westbrook.

Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair
had as guests last evening at Cres
cent Beach Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Burpee,
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland L. Sleeper
and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard
for supper and contract.
Robert Tweedie arrives Sunday
from Brooklyn to rpend three weeks'
vacation with his parents, Dr. and
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, North Main
street. He will be accompanied by
Douglas Ammon, also of Brooklyn, a
classmate of Mr. Tweedie's when he
was at Wesleyan.
Mrs. Bruce Love and daughter,
Miss Helen Love, who have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Pickett,
Rankin street, for several weeks r e 
turned to Boston yesterday.
Harris Stackpole Shaw of Boston
who has been visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry B Shaw, Thom
aston, was in the city Wednesday
calling on friends. Mr. Shaw expects
to make another Thomaston visit
later in August.

Mrs. A. J. Crockett has returned
Mrs. Frank Parker has returned
from Bayside where she was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Roberts. to Cooper's Beach after a few days
spent at her home in Cambridge.
Mrs. Henry H. Randall and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Russell and
Edith Dunn, of Portland, are guests
of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Britt, Summer daughter Jane who have been at the
Luce Homestead. Camden road, for
street.
two weeks, returned to Newton
Centre, Mass., Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Dunmore ot
Washington, D. C., are expected to
Mrs. Eva Lowell of Castine is guest
morrow or Monday to be guests of of Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Stinson, T
Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord.
1street.
Mrs. John M. Richardson enter
Miss Mabel Seavey has returned
tained a t bridge Thursday evening fr^
vUU with her sister, Mrs
at her home on Granite street. Pawiey at phillins Lake, Lucerne-inThere were two tables.
! ^ alne
Clarence Young of Matinicus. Mrs.
Ruth Larson of Rockland and Mrs
George W. Vinal of Boston were recent guests of Mrs. Sarah F. Lufkin
Glencove.
Mrs. Sidney Hupper of Rockland
and Miss Florence Shibles of New
York have been guests a t Pleasant
View Farm, and Roxmont Lodge,
Glencove.
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Every-Other-Baf

, Miss Florence
was the re.
‘ nt
st of Mr and Mrs Phillp
chestnut street, on her wav
from North Haven to her home in
Melrose, Mass.

Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles Mac
Donald and daughter Miss Gwendo
lyn MacDonald, who have been oc
cupying the Dr. C. F. French cot
tage at Ash Point for a few days
went yesterday to Portland where Mr.
Leigh Mayo is home from Akron,, MacEtonald preaches on Sunday at
Ohio, on a short visit.
the First Church. Miss MacEtonald
will spend the weekend with friends
Mr. and Mrs. John Leo who have in Auburn. Early in the week Mr.
been visiting Mr. Leo's former Rock MacDonald and family will motor
land home, left for Philadelphia last ]
to Arnv Bav, Cape Breton Island, his
night. One week of their vacation former home, to be away until the la t
was spent at Pitcher's Pond. Mrs ter part of the month. Miss Emily
Leo, who is a New Jersey girl was MacEtonald who graduated from
frankly delighted with Rockland and Wheaton (111.) College in June is
its environments, and would not be visiting relatives in New York be
at all vexed if Mr. Leo should sug fore returning home.
gest coming back to Rockland to live.
His important duties with the LuckMrs. Leola Rose was hostess to the
enbachs, would scarcely permit this Official Contract Club Thursday a ft
luxury, however.
ernoon at the Thorndike cottage at
Ingraham Hill.
Mrs. Edward Witham of Charles
------\
town, Mass., is visiting friends at Ash
Capt and Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw
Point.
and son William have returned from
New Bedford, Mass., where Capt.
Mrs. A. L. Miles has gone to Port- | Wincapaw was engaged in flying.
land to spend the weekend with her
husband, who is there on legal busi
Mrs. Maud Blodgett will be (host
ness.
ess to Chapin Class Tuesday evening
at Birch Knoll, her summer home in
Harold L. Haskell of Wilmington. Jefferson, at a picnic supper. Take
Del., has joined Mrs. Haskell at basket lunch. Mrs. Blodgett will
Pleasant Beach. The former judge furnish hot coffee. Members are
of the Brookline Municipal Court asked to arrange their own trans
counts,as the best part of the year portation.
th a t portion which he is able to spend
at th a t resort, whither he has been
A. W. McCurdy who has been
coming many years.
critically ill, is able to receive callers
and would be glad to see friends at
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales, Wll 34 Orange street.
liam Seavey, Miss Norma Seavey and j
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover accom
Miss Alice Hall motored to Bar Har
bor Wednesday. On their return panied by Dr. and Mrs. John Smith
they visited relatives at “Lucerne-in- Lowe of Boston motored to Bar H ar
Maine.” Mrs. Fales and Miss Norma bor yesterday. They return today.
Seavey remained there, and will be
Twenty-three members of Ralph
joined today by Mr. Fales. They will
Ulmer Camp, U.S.W.V. and Auxili
return Sunday.
ary enjoyed a delightful outing Sun
Miss Ida Lee of Salem, Mass., is day at the cottage of Mrs. Hattie
visiting her sister, Mrs. Clarence Davies at Ash Point, with Mr. and
Cline, on a motor trip to Canada and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike as hosts.
Basket lunch was augmented by fish
New York State.
chowder, hot coffee and soft drinks.
Mrs. JoseDhine Baker and niece. A rousing vote of thanks was ten
Mrs. Josephine Bayson returned dered Mrs. Davies and Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday from a short visit with Thorndike for their fine hospitality.
friends, at McKinley. Mrs. Bayson
Emma Pierce is spending a few
has also been a visitor at Matinicus
days with Bernice Lindsey in South
this week. She returns to her home Thomaston.
in Cambridge, Mass., today.
Mrs. E. F. Glover of Claremont
Prof, and Mrs. Edwin Rollins of street gave a luncheon bridge Thurs
Somerville. Mass., entertained Kal day. honoring Mrs. Edward Robinson
loch Class., Wednesday a t their of Cambridge, and Misses Alida and
summer home. Mechanic street. Host Amy Robinson of Winchester. Mass.
and hostess, seemed to be everywhere Favors were won by Mrs. J. E.
present, looking after the pleasure Walker of Thomaston. Mrs. Fred W.
and comfort of all. Wild flowers— Glover of Charlotte, N. C., and Miss
golden rod. Joepye weed, queen Anne Everett of Syracuse. N. Y Other
Lace, and the evergreens, pine, spruce guests were Mrs. Richard Elkins and
and fir. etc., composed the decora Mrs. Frederic Brummitt of Waldo
tions, both in the house and barn, boro. Mrs. Albert K. Glover of Char
the latter being made very attractive lotte, N. C., and Mrs. John I. Snow
with lighted candles. Games of vari and Mrs. J. Fred Knight of Rock
ous kinds were indulged in. The land.
•hunt for the kisses occasioned much
mirth. The persistency of the highMr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike are
liners E. and S. was really funny and spending a month with Mrs. Hattie
“The Farmer Rings the Bell," was Davies at her cottage at Ash Point.
hilarious. Including the men present.
Mrs. E. E. Smith, Broadway, has
34 sat down to the bountifully laid
tables, which were set up in the barn. as guests her sisters, Mrs. Elmer
The bonfire furnished a chance for Jennison of Waltham; Mass., and
toasting marshmallows. After retir Mrs. Charles Fairbanks of Hudson,
ing to the house Mr. Rollins favored Mass.
with piano selections which were
George M. Friese Jr. son of Mr
greatly enjoyed. Brain teasers in the
form of charades were enacted to and Mrs. G. Milton Friese of Plainround out the evening. The ladies field, N. J„ sails on the S.S. I$bw
always carrv away pleasant memories York, Aug. 18. from Cherbourg,
of the Rollins’ as entertainers. France , after two months’ > trip
Among those present were Miss Alice through England. Holland, Germany.
E. Rollins of Lochmere, N. H„ Mrs. Italy and France. He went as a
Crcoker of New York and Miss Susan member of the World “Y” tours of
the International Y.M.G.A.. These
Yeaton of Scdgewick.
tours are a part of the movement for
To Introduce the sensational Sam international cooperation and are
son Panel-Matic 1000-Watt Adjust planned to promote good will and un
able Iron with the new Magic Miss derstanding among the young people
Control, regular value $8.75, Crie of the world. Aside from the iisinl
Hardware Co. is offering free an sightseeing, the boys have been en
electric Tourist Iron with every tertained by YMC.A. boys of the
countries they have visited. An out
Panel-Matic sold at $5.95.—adv.
standing feature of the trip was a
Don't take chances witnout automo week spent with French boys at
bile insurance. Insure your automo Camp Domino on Oberon Island, off
bile today with Roberts & Veazie, the west coast of France. George will
Inc., M. F. Lovejoy, manager, Masonic go from New York directly to his,
Temple, Rockland.
40-S-tf
home in Plainfield.

Mrs. Sumner Whitney entertained
at lobster dinner Tuesday a t her cot
tage in Friendship, her guests being
Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw, Mrs. Harry
H. Brown, Mrs. Benjamin Philbroox,
Mrs. Maynard L. Marston. Mrs. R.
S. Sherman and Mrs. Charles Star!iett and Mrs. Rodney Feyler, of
Thomastcn.

V ic to r
B I-A C O U STIC

The Thursday Auction Club met
with Mrs. A. R. Havener.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cables are at
the Seavey camp, Orne's Point for
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gonia ac
a few days.
companied by Mr. and Mrs. F. J.
Baker of Boston, were guests Wed
Mr. and Mrs. George Stephens of nesday and Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
Bridgewater, Mass., were in the city Houston Richards of the Lakewood
Friday calling on Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Players a t their bungalow at LakeMcInnis and Mr. and Mrs. S. D. wood. Mr. Gonia took advantage ot
Crosby.
the opportunity to attend the field
day of the Past Officers' Association
Mr and Mrs. Henry P. White, 'Masons), and the party attended "A
Robert F. White, Jr., and Miss Vir Perfect Marriage" at Lakewood The
ginia Trumbull were recent guests atre Wednesday evening.
of Mr. and Mr$. A. T. Thurston.
I
Maurice Pitt was tendered a birth
Donald Small an:ves today from day surprise party We dm day evening
New York to spend a week with his at the home of Miss Barbara Karl,
parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Small Granite street, with Mervyn Harri
a t The Highlands.
man and Miss Kathleen Nosworthy
as the other guests. Games were en
The bridge party given by the joyed, and ice cream and birthday
BPW Club Thursday evening at the cake were served, Mr. P itt cutting
Country Club had seven tables. Prize and serving his cake.
winners were Miss Margaret Hannegan. R.N., Mrs. Lucius York, Mrs.
Mrs. W. H. Day of Dubuque. Iowa,
i i ; i-;
Austin Brewer, O. G. Kalloch, Mrs. arrived Thursday and is the guest of
John Thompson, Miss Mary Sylves Hon. and Mrs. William T. Cobb.
ter and Mrs. Albert Hayes.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J Baker of Boston
Irving E. Gray of Sailors’ Snug
Ha-.bor. formerly of Bucksport ,is are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Everett B. Gonia at Crescent Beach.
Gray at 12 Willow street where he
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee and daughter
will be glad to see his old friends.
Emmy Lou are visiting friends in
Mrs. A. J. Huston of Portland is a Salem, Mass., for 10 days.
guest of Mrs. Flank Berry, Broad
Virginia, daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
Ruth Blodgett’s Third Book Deals With Folks and Scenes way.
Pliny A. Allen, is to tje married at
Percy A Clark who has been visit the church at Hope Corner Monday
Familiar To All of Us
ing his brother Ralph, Limerock at 7 p. m. The Allen family would
street and other relatives, has re be glad to greet old friends there.
We have be'en enjoying Ruth upon its printed page, its hemes ar.d turned to Swampscott, Mass.
Milton Weymouth and fam iy of
Blodgrtt's latest book. "Home Is the business places, its sense of older,
Mrs. Leroy Meservey of Tenant's Sebago are at Crescent Beach for a
Sailor’—which is a corking good title, times of maritime glory, give to the
week or more.
taken we may guess out of a line ot hook an engaging atmosphere quite Harbor, her daughter and son-in-law
Stevenson’s epitaph that he wrote for familiar to those of us who are were visitors in the city Friday.
Mr. and Mis. Alvin Met calf cf
himself—a title thrilling with sug to the manner born. Here is a tale
Rockland visited Mrs. M. A. Bend at
William
Ulmer
and
family
of
Ar
gestions of ships and cargoes and of Maine coast scenes and people
Spruce Head last week.
such as numerous writers have sought lington Mass., who are at the Lucia
sailormen.
Burpee
cottage.
Lucia
Beach,
were
It is a Maine coast story. Miss to produce, but without equalling the hosts at a family reunion Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. C-brcgon of
Blodgett’s traditions are all sea-far success of it. We quote out of a letter
Mount Vernon, N. Y.. who have been
ing ones on her mother's side. Her jfiom the publishers to the editor of
Mrs. Lizzie Boyles of Cambridge, visiting Mrs. Obregon's mothef, Mrs
grandfather ran a packet betwen I this paper, written him, as a friend Mass., who is at the Boyles home Eva Singhi and friends returned
Boston and Le Havre, went around of the author, in advance of the stead, Tenant’s Harbor, with her son. home Wednesday.
the Horn several times, and traded .book's appearance:
Byron M. Boyles, is guest of Mrs.
“Is is also the answer to much ot Alice Russell.
in the Far East. Three of her aunts
Mrs. R L. Esslinger (Joanna P at
married sea-captains. Many of the the modern literature about New
terson) of Valley Stream, Long Island
stories in the book she heard her own England that emphasizes ’stiff-neck
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Christofferson, Miss Madeleine Esslinger and Val
grandmother tell. There is one in earjess and ln-growingness.’ It.
Mrs. Rhama E. Philbrick and tyfrS. Deveaux arc visiting Mrs. Essparticular about an aunt whose baity Miss Blodgett's belief that New Eng Lillian Perry motored to Bar Harbor linger’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
was born at sea, died immediately, ! land is alive and healthy, much more ind Northeast Harbor recently, tak
and whose little body was preserved so than people give it credit for being ing the famous Cadillac Mountain Patterson.
in a keg of whiskey till landing! As }and she has written a thoroughly drive, and visiting several of the
a child Miss Blodgett and her cousins I modern story of a new kind of adven beauty spots in both towns.
used to ransack the barn-chamber ture, in a town where the old spirit
for old bills of lading and clearance of daring still lingers. We hope that
Miss Mary Lawrence is visiting
certificates, and plunder the stamps you enjoyed reading it.”
Miss Mercina Larrabee in Belfast.
We certainly did. We perceived in
for their albums. She says she grew
The Chummy Club met Tuesday
np close to Maine traditions, but like it among other things a marked
so many of us, didn’t realize the growth in the author, since her two evening with Mrs. Adelma Mullen.
heritage th at lay before her. She preceding books—“Birds Got To Fly' High honors in bridge were won by
once asked Louis Bromfield why he and "Wind From the Sea"—a deptn Mrs. Pearl Look and Mrs. Bertha
didn't put some of the ribald, salty of observation, enlarged capacity for Higgins.
flavor into his New England charac characterization and more of the
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Obregon (Caro
ters that belonged there—why he charm of her own personality, quali
didn’t present the vigorous side of tieg that set her a long way forward Rhodes) returning Wednesday to Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.. were accompanied as
the picture instead of the decadent. upon her taken road of authorship
“Heme Is the Sailor” comes from far as Portland by Mrs. Adelbert L.
And Mr. Bromfield replied, “Why
don’t you?” “Home Is the Sailor" is ' the well-known house of Harcourt Miles.
Brace & Co., publishers of Miss
the answer.
\
Mrs. Herbert Hall of Summer
Those of us who live in these Blodgett’s former stories. The book
regions of the coast find upon every is handsomely printed and jacketed, street has as guest Miss Iva Rollins
page of the book evidence that"'the with an enchanting sketch of a coast of Pittston.
roots of its writer are lodged here and hamlet, followed by Dorothy CanMrs. E. S. Bird, her guest. Mrs
through her long summer visits to ’ field's tribute: “A real addition to Delia
Sullivan of Orono, and Mrs.
Thomaston are kept undisturbed. It ; our American regional literature Ella S. Bird leave today for a motor
is in the town of “Mattamiskeag.” Miss Blodgett writes as one of her trip through Aroostook County.
locally known as “The Gig," that the Maine people, not as an outsider
scenes of the story are laid, and its studying the customs of a strange
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs were
depicted people in gross, and the tribe, and hence her (touch is sure, her hosts at a jolly picnic party last eve
individualized characters that move 1detail authentic."
ning at their cottage at Lucia Beach.
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TWICE THE POWER
TWICE THE TONE QUALITY
■ TWICE THE TONE RANGE

C o m e in a n d h e a r it!

E asy ter m s.

T r a d e - in s o n o l d s e t s .

MAINE MUSIC STORE
Rockland, Maine

“ HOME IS THE SAILOR”

Mrs. George W. Leadbetter has re
Mr. and Mrs. Stanford Luce and
turned to her home in Augusta after children have returned to Quincy.
an extended sojourn in California. Mass., after being at the Luce home
On her way to the Pacific Coast she stead, Camden road, for a time.
stopped off for a day at Grand Can
yon, and while in California weekend
trips to all parts of the Pacific slope
were taken.

S T 0 5 A N ID ,.

Mrs Henry H. Randall and Miss
Shows a t 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Edith Dunn of Portland, who are
Continuous Saturdays 2.15 to 10.45
guests of Mr and Mrs. R. H? Britt,
Summer street, are being shown
M ON.-TUES.
numerous social attentions during
their visit. Thursday evening Mrs.
Britt entertained at bridge and last
evening Mrs. Ray E. Eatori. Mrs.
Walter C. Ladd and Mrs. A. R. Hav- i
ener had three tables of bridge a t '
Mrs. Eaton's home.
Albert K. Glover returns to Char
lotte, N. C„ today after spending
ten days with his family, whiih Is
making an extended visit with Mrs.
Glover's parents. Mr. and Mrs. John
I. Snow, Masonic street.

Mrs. Frank Magune of Worcester,
Mass., and Crescent Beach enter
tained at luncheon arid one table of
cards yesterday afternoon.

Philip Howard arrived Thursday
from New York and is spending his
vacation at Crescent Beach. Con
rad Howard comes in a week or so.
Miss Helen York returns home
from Knox Hospital tonight, having
made steady recovery since her recent
severe accident.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Bramhall
of Friendship announce the engage
ment of their daughter Beatrice Alice,
to Charles Lewis G rant of Brewer.
ROBINSON FAMILY
The annual reunion of the Robin
son family will be held in the South
Warren Grange hall. Thurs., Aug. 25.
Ella Robinson, Sec.
97-99

\

You can tell th e difference
b etw een Olympic d iv e rs and
th e kind th a t h it th e sp rin g
b o ard and splash r ig h t in.
S ta r divers h av e p e rfe c t
fo rm . '. . from th e m om ent
o f th e take-off till th e y e n te r
th e
w ater, cleanly
and
silen tly .

Rev. and Mrs. Mark H. Wakefield
and daughter Louise of Westfield
were guests recently of Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Post at Ingraham Hill.

p e rfe c t dive.

Everett Kalloch is visiting Rev. P.
J. Clifford in Vinalhaven.
Richard Marston of Portland has
been visiting his grandfather, John
T. Lothrop, Lisle street, this week.
*
4

&

/ /

Mr. and Mrs. William Locklin of
Boston and Misses Charlotte and
Helen Clark of Vassalboro. are guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Post at In 
graham Hill.

Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence have
as guests at their summer home
Rose Cliffs," upper Beech street
Mrs: Pauline W. Holme and her sec
H. A. Yates of Garden City, Long
retary. Miss Evelyn Smith of Balti
Island. N. Y., arrived yesterday to
more. Mrs. Holme entered Vassar
spend the weekend with his family
College on the opening day in 1865
at their Owl’s Head cottage.
and graduated in its first class four
years later. At the age of 84 Mrs
Mrs. N. F. Cobb and Mrs. A. H.
Holme still has a keen zest for life
Jones were hostesses to the Outing
She made the trip from Baltimore to
Club Wednesday at the Thorndike
in h i s F ir s t
j Rockland without fatigue, declaring
cottage, Ingraham Hill.
great d ra 
I she felt fresher on arrival than when
Midshipman Fenelon A. Brock,
starting. She still carries on many
m a of lo v e
first-class. U. S. Naval Academy, a r
public activities with the aid of her
a n d s in ! ...
|
very efficient secretary. Miss Holme
rived yesterday to spend several
weeks with his aunt, Mrs. A. U. Bird.
! joined the Religious Society of
Friends early in life and is still a
Limerock street.
devoted member. She is a recog
Mrs. C. A. Packard of Pleasant j
nized minister of the faith. She
street, was hostess to the Corner
I joined the W.C.T.U. three years after
Club yesterday afternoon.
the
National
organization was
founded. She has served in the
Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Mrs. G. A. NEWS
COMEDY State organization as vice president
Lawrence, Miss Ruth Lawrence and
and as superintendent of various de
NOW
PLAYING
their house gfiests Mrs. R. P.
partments of the work. At present
EDMUND
LOWE
Champney and daughter of Dear
she is superintendent of anti-nar
RICHARD
ARLEN
born. Mich., motored to Bar Harbor
cotics, and never loses an oppor
»
In
Wednesday for a trip over the Cadil
tunity to plead with women and
“ G U IL T Y
A S
H E L L ”
lac Mountain road.
girls to avoid the cigarette.

W ith Purple PA N -A M you
g e t e x tra an ti-k n o ck pow er
fo r th e hills, w ith o u t pay in g
a penny e x tra . A nd P u rp le
PAN-AM b u rn s clean. Saves
you m oney by g u a rd in g y o u r
m o to r, keeping it clean and
a t th e peak of efficiency.
T ry Purple PA N -A M and
see fo r y o u rself its e x tra
d riv in g fe a tu re s. M ake y o u r
m o to r your p ro v in g g ro u n d .
C om pare it w ith o rd in a ry
b ra n d s, com pare it w ith p re 
m ium g asolines t h a t cost
m o re m oney.

Mr. and Mrs. 'R. E. Eaton were re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. Fred
Eatbn at Stonington.

The emotional experi
ence millions of
women have awaited!

With the death Friday of Clarence
Coffin, 50. from ptomaine poisoning,
due, it is believed to eating homecanned clams, the opinion was ex
pressed that the death of Mrs. George
Greenleaf, a neighbor, late Wednes
day night, was from the same caqse,
as their symptoms were alike. Both
were members of a picnic party at
which the clams were served. Oth
ers in the party apparently suffered
no ill effects. Mr. Coffin, his wife
and Mrs. Greenlaw went on a picnic
to Auburn, the clams forming a part
of their lunch, and Coffin and Mrs.
Greenlaw became violently ill Tues
day. .

Olympic Divers
Make Every
Point Count

-

Mr. and Mrs. Huse N. Tibbetts arc
spending the week in Houlton, climb
ing Mt. Katahdin.

‘*

W ALDOBORO

I t ’s ju s t as e asy fo r you
to tell th e difference betw een
P u rp le PAN-AM G asoline
and th e “ju s t a v e ra g e ” kind.
W atch Purple PA N -A M ’s
“ take-off” . . . a g etaw ay
th a t sweeps you o u t ahead
of traffic. You feel th e d if
feren ce in pow er . . . pow er
as silen t as th e end of a

Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence, Mrs
Addie Small, Miss Mary Small and
Mrs. Pauline W. Holme, and Miss
Evelyn Smith of Baltimore, motored
to Cadillac Mountain yesterday.

Mrs. Helen Collins and Mr. and
Mrs. Israel Porter, of Salem. Mass..
Miss Fanny Welch and Mrs. Stin
son, of Belfast, visited Mrs. Robert
W. Messer Wednesday.
Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord and sons
Herbert and Kenneth expect to leave
by motor Aug. 16 enroute to their
home in Washington. D. C. They
will be joined in New London. Conn.,
by the wife of Congressman Carroll
L. Beedy.

Mr .and Mrs. Clinton Bowley en
'ertained a jolly party at a wienie
.oast at their cottage at Lermond’s
Pond Wednesday- evening. Their
guests were Mrs. George Dunton,
Robert Dunton, Margaret Dunton,
C. E. Gilley, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
M. Hart. Mrs. Hattie Hart, Miss Ina
Hunter of Providence, Hilda Spear,
Virginia Bowley and Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Payson.

RCA V icto r. . . Standard of Quality for 3 0 Years

D riv e to a n e a rb y P A N AM sta tio n . T h e frie n d ly
PA N -A M m en w ill fill y o u r
ta n k w ith P u rp le PA N -A M ,
look a f te r a ir a n d oil and
w a te r and h a v e y o u on y o u r
w ay in d o uble-quick tim e.

EDW. C

ROBINSON

N otice these perform ance
p oints o f Purple PA N -A M :
It’s A nti-K nock
Quick S ta rtin g
Fast Pick-up
Clean Burning
' N o E xtra Cost

SECOND!

F IL L

UP

W IT H

M O T O R -T E S T E D

P A N -A M

M OTOR

O IL

R. E. T H U R ST O N , A g en t, R ockland , M aine
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difficult for the second, while the
ELECTRIFY LIGHTHOUSES
DRIV IN G TO U R IST S
third, little more than a length behind the first, actually did roll oyer
Under the above caption there apThose were doing something better pears in the Boston Transcript a W hat Form er Rockland M an
communication th at will interest all
than 40 miles an hour.
Said In B angor Broadcast
the Guardians of Our Coast. It is
here
reprinted:
F ra n k lin Island
Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Sherborne Carter To the Editor of the Transcript:
During a recent weekend visit to
“Maine people are deliberately
went to Round Pond one day last
Watch Hill, th a t famous seashore driving summer tourists from the
week.
Mr. Peaccik and family have a r summer resort of Rhode Island, I was State," declared Maurice C. Orbeton
rived at Loudville for the rest of the desirous of studying the internal in the weekly Chamber of Commerce
mechanism of the lighthouse.
, summer.
The promontory is superior in the broadcast at Bangor Monday noon,
Mrs. C. N. Rcbinson, son Millard
beauty
of its marine scenery. The ' "through the present policy of conand daughter Mabel were calling on urroundings
of the house and the (ducting road construction and repair
friends at Round Pond recently.
tower are kept immaculately clean, programs during July and August, the
Net much Is passing here at the Every visible object, even the stones two months in which the tourist
station, only small boats There has
scattered around are whitewashed. I trade reaches its peak.
been a little fog
"Business men do notplace obstacles
Miss Mary D. Robinson, daughtc: met the second officer in charge on in the paths of customers," went on
' ol Keeper and Mrs. C. N. Robinson, the lawn, who kindly promised to ex Mr Orbeton, “and neither should wo
was married to Amos Loud of Loud plain the intricacies of the lamp.
He alertly and I laboriously climbed who inhabit the State, which is the
ville last Saturday evening at the
the
steep flight of steps up to the vacation-land of thousands of people,
Baptist parsonage, Damariscotta.
top of the tower. What a panorama place obstacles in the way of ■cus
over Long Island Sound! The offi tomers' by rendering some of our
Above is a photograph of a pulp receiving the
advantage which
W H IT E H E A D
wood grinder.
During 1931 the comet from their installation at a
cer minutely explained the workings roads almost impassable and at best
uncomfortable.
The
tourist
trade
Mrs. Guy Crowley, daughter and of the lamp, the continuous process
Montague Machine Company of time when the cost of manufacture
son and Mr. Crowley and friend o! of its turning around, its reflecting brings into the State one hundred
Turners
Falls,
Massachusetts, Is of great importance, due to the
built several of these grinders for low price at which news print pa
Pcpham Beach visited Mrs. Crowley's red
______
and_______________
white colors and the way of million dollars annually, or for every
the
Great
Northern
Paper Com per is selling.
husband at the coast guard station jjs being replenished by kerosene oil ■nar which stops in a Maine town b 1pany, and these have been installed
Saturday.
All this time I was under the impres- tween $8 and $10 is left on an averThe grinder has large capacity,
in the Great Northern M ill at East
-roduces an excellent quality of
Mrs Noyes Aliev and son Jamc sjon that our lighthouses were illum i-, a&e- We lnl=tit say. They stop a , Millinocket, where they are i
roundwood pulp, and is easy and
i of Beals who have been visiting Mrs nate(j by electricity
It was a dis- the SaraSe or the road-side stand;
successful operation Sim ilar grind
conomical to operate. We are InE. M. Mills at her cottage here have appointment to find that Uncle Sam's what
era are now bei-g installed in th
does 11 d o ™e?' ..?er!’0™ 1
ormed
that the principle upon
mill of the Great Northern Papr
returned home.
house was still lighted by kerosene prosperity cannot be had without the
zhich these machines operate hat
Company at Millinocket, Maine.
J. W. Kellev of the coast guard L- fluid, while the residences of millions prosperity of the community, so every
been protected by patents, both in
on ten-day furlough.
It is interesting to observe the
of even poor citizens are enjoying dollar taken in b* y°ur neighborhood
he United States and Canada, the
these now machines have bee,
G Lester Alley, assistant keeper at the fruits of th e labors of the great business man benefits you in some
leslgn having been worked out
manufactured
in
Massachusetti
vithin
the organisation of the
i the lighthouse has been called home inventor. Shades of Tom E d is o n ! '* ^ - Every line of business is affectduring the present business de- jreat Northern Paper Company.
to Jonesport on account of the seri I exclaimed to myself. I asked the «i during the tourist rush,
-ression, and also that Maine is
—adv.
ous illness of his father.
officer as to why' they did not use
am " ot criticising the State
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Goff and sot' electricity. He modesfly answered Highway Commission or the governof Westbrook were weekend guests of that the Government was slow m j ‘r J bodies, but the habit of tearing trade. If out-of-State people come i head of the school is Miss Eliza C.
; Mr and Mrs. A. J. Beale at the light- j adopting new contrivances, but thal rp Maine roads during the summer to Maine and find traveling condi Hannegan who conducted classes in
should be stopped.
With this tions uncomfortable, they certainly the local Speech Readers Club for
! house.
it would come some time.
Mrs. L. O. Goff and son of WestElectrification of the United States thought in mind, the Bangor Cham won’t have a good word for the State two or three seasons. Miss Hannegan
brook who have been guests of her lighthouses would greatly increase ber of Commerce sets forth the fol on their return home; and they may is teacher of lip reading in the Port
parents at the lighthouse the pas' ti,eir efficiency. It would do awav lowing resolutions: (1) All road con be responsible for discouraging four land evening school and a graduate
week were joined by Mr, Goff for the . wl[b
cumbersome kerosene tank struction contracts should be award or five other tourists from coming." of the normal department of the
Here Mr. Orbeton cited several ex New England School of Speech
weekend, returning home Tbesday
an(j the m ante) iarnp which is liable ed by Sept. 1st, with the stipulation
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Beale, daughter tG be consumed any moment an<t that work will begin by the 15th of amples of people discouraging others Reading, Boston. She had special
Eleanor and house guest Miss Blanche
t the elaborate ,
out of com. the month; (2) All heavy work, ditch from coming to Maine this summer.
normal training in children's work
ing, blasting, etc, should be done in
[ Beale of Jonesport motored to West- mjQSjon
"Anyone who feels in sympathy at the New England Summer School
a normally good August, we had a re brook and return Tuesday.
the
fall;
(3)
Work
shall
be
resumed
with the resolutions is urged to mail in Burlington, Vt. She was recently
By aU meaRS p, tr,f Qur u h
markably good July.
on the following April, not later than an endorsement to the Bangor elected by the board of managers of
Donald Smith of West Jonesport is h r l'
It is interesting to note that ac the guest of his aunt Mrs. Ethel
the 15th; (4) All work shall be comThe second interesting object i pleted by June 15th and between the Chamber of Commerce, and the co- the American Federation of Organicording to a local paper, in the boat Faulkingham.
operation of other Chambers of zations for the Hard of Hearing as
across
the
lawn
is
the
foghorn,
which
races to be held Aug. 11, entries in ! Mr. and Mrs. Thurlow Gould and c u r b u ^ i T ^Derated ^ v e^ctricUv i Period of June 15 t0 SePtember 15« no Commerce and organizations is also Ichairman of the teachers’ committee,
curiouuy
is
operates
oj
electricity.
wnrV
PYrpnt
in
pmerffenrv
solicited.”
• and <
work except in case of emergency,
the big State of Maine race are limit- child of Beals, were guests of his slsiso also one of the visitors to the
It is hard to understand why one should be done on Maine highways;
ed to craft capable of 85 miles an 1ter, Mrs. Noyes Alley Saturday,
|
Maine
School for the Deaf. Ten
hour or "better." Most likely this is
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley attended branch of th e service is operated by (6) All necessary tarring operations
TEACHES LIP READING
.teachers from the Portland public
kerosene
and
the
other
by
electricity.
a misprint, and 85 miles an hour or the birthday party at the Country
should be commenced early and com------Jschools are attending classes. These
Dr. H. S. Jelalian | pleted prior to th e tourist rush.
"under" was intended. But that fast Club in Rockland Friday evening for
Unique in the summer schools is teachers work with children from
Watertown.
Mass.
"Through adoption of such a pro- that of the SchoolDepartment
race is some affair. As the writer i Mrs. Albert Hayes. Mrs. Hayes leaves
of Grades 3 to 8, children who have a
! gram, Maine men, usually unem- Portland which is the first in the i slight hearing loss which is an’ imsees it, it ought to be held off this j for her new home in New York durlight, where there is plenty of room ing the month. Capt. and Mrs. E. M.
“What! A nother new dress? How j ployed during the fall and early country to inaugurate courses of i pediment in their school life.
____________
for turns. Last year in making one Mills of the coast guard and L. B ever do you think I can find the 1spring, will have employment. I methods in lip reading for teachers j
| feel that the adoption of these re- of hard of hearing children. The ] The worst of it is that when conturn with three boats closely bunched, Beale were also among the guests.
money to pay for it?’”
the first nearly rolled over. It threw
"Darling, you know I'm not in- j solves would bring about an ulti- | school was made possible by Dr. H. H .! fidence returns, the confidence men
Guy Crowley spent his liberty at
up a wave which made it even more his home in Popham Beach Sunday quisitive."—Tid-Bits.
mate increase in Maine's tourist Cleveland. The instructor at the will return.—Arizona Producer.

Guardians of Oar Coast

T h e Cuckolds

Keeper Elliot and daughter Mrs.
Winifred Fisher and Basil Lunt
spent Saturday afternoon at Boothbay Haibor.
Mr. Lunt left Wednesday for Ram
land lig h t s ta tio n fo r repair work
Island
Mrs. Clarence Fisher has returned
to her home in Manchester, leaving
little Miss Muriel for a few weeks
longer visit.
The Seavev family attended the
carnival at Bcothbay Harbor Satur
day.
Jack Elliot has accepted a position
as clerk at Newagen Inn for the re
mainder of the season. The latest
reports from the Inn are that they
have a large number of guests and
are very busy.

| spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Everett W atts at the Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Watts and
son were at the light Tuesday after
noon.
wJ
J ™

/ I *

L

has had a Ford mptor installed by
Dewey Thompson.
»• *•
Little River
The two-masted schooner Leonka
from Nova Scotia loaded with pulp
wood is in this harbor waiting for
clear weather so she can sail west.
Florence Corbett spent Saturday
and Sunday with friends ashore.
Several have visited the light this
week.
Mrs. Corbett having spent the ;
weekend with her mother returned
home last Sunday afternoon accom
panied by relatives, x
Fort Point
Government Machinist Fred Mo
Hay is all cut and stored away in
the barn. A few leaves already ron? is at Libby Island.
Myron Corbett will spend the hay
turned to lovely colors tell us that
fall is just around the corner. Sum ing season with his uncle Mr. Dins- !
mer passes all too quickly for folks more.
***•
on the Point. A good supply of gar
Hendricks
Head
den “sass” is being canned for the
The keeper's family was pleased to
long winter months.
Our garden was damaged some in receive a visit from Mr. and Mrs. W
Wednesday night’s gale. Other evi J. Brown and son Gerald of Auburn,
dence of its severity was seen when
the Schooner Ida passed in by with but unfortunately they were not able
part of her deckload of pulpwood to stay long. Leaving here, they were
washed away. The Steamer Cam bound for Manchester. N. H.. to cal!
den reported a very rough passage on Will's brother Walter, and return
from Boston.
Etta Marie Mitchell returned home ing to Auburn would call, if plans ,
Sunday from Kennebunkport where worked out right, on Mr. and Mrs
she visited Miss Dorothy M. Emery E. L. Coleman, of Cape Neddick.
Will and Walter Brown were boy- J
The two girls were roommates at
hood companions of the keeper, and
Gorham Normal school.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Costillo together we have climbed Moun' ■
spent Monday evening with the Katahdin and tramped over the ;
Mitchells a t the light. This week Presidential Range of the White '
they are on a business trip to their Mountains In fact. Will was alone
i the time our party came so near to ;
home in New Canaan, Conn.
Mrs. Alden P. Webster entertained ; being exterminated in a -storm in
a groin of 30 friends from Orono last King's Ravine, having perhaps the
Saturday. A basket lunch was en- Iclosest call of any of cur party «.f
joved at the shore
five. Yet unlike the keeper, and
Postmaster and Mrs. George H. .Ralph Junkirs. of Portsmouth, he
Hopkins were among callers at the didn't have to lie out under the rocks
that night through the ensuing snow
light Sunday.
Etta Marie Mitchell. Delta Harvey, storm.
During Will’s visit to this station
Virginia and Bunny Munroe, and Al
den Whitney motored to Swan Lake we made a landing upon and tramped
over the outer Five Islands. This
Tuesday.
F. F. Munroe of Waban, Mass., islet, about 200 yards long bv 75 wide.
visited his family a t the Webster i is particularly interesting in that it
j has three broad seams or chasms
cottage recently.
Members of the Ladies' Aid of the about 6 feet wide extending below the
Universalist Church in Stockton sea for its entire breadth—or did
Springs gave a lawn party Friday of have, they having filled in with debris
last week. A neat sum was realized in places. This is evidence that in
some prehistoric day this section was
for the benefit of church work.
Mrs. Mitchell, Mrs. Prudence Whit- visited by an earthquake of unusual
ney and Delta Harfey attended serv- ' severity. The walls of one of these
ices at the Universalist Church Sun- i chasms are as sheer as though sliced
day
| with an enormous knife. As one
All are sorry to hear of Keeper | stands on its loftiest rock, it is diffiPowers' accident at Matinicus Rock cult to imagine that in severe southand hope to hear soon that he is back casters the waves from the sea leap
'above its highest treetops, as the
on the job.
j keeper has seen it do. At the outer
extremity of this island what used to
Burnt Island
' be a giant stairway leads down to a
Keeper and Mrs. Staples called j kind of landing at the sea’s edge.
Saturday on Miss Grace Cupfer This is still there, but the stairs have
been much worn, and are not as clear
at Pine Cliffs.
Basil Lunt who is doing repair work as of yore.
On a recent trip to Boothbay Har
on Ram Island light station was an
bor, the keeper walked nearly four
overnight guest Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Eames of miles coming back. Incidentally it
Boothbay Harbor were overnight was a sultry day, and for once he
didn't fully enjoy his walk. He had
guests Sunday.
Edgar Weeber and Mr. Alley of rather climb Mount Washington car
Southport were here to dinner Tues riage road in the autumn. But it
v/as interesting to note the registra
day.
Mrs. Farris and daughter of Juni tions of the cars passing. Excluding
per Point called on Mrs. Staples trucks and some few cars which
passed so quickly he could not note
Wednesday.
Keeper and Mrs. Elliott of the their native States, he found that
six were from Maine, six from New
Cuckolds called one day recently.
Many summer visitors call at tht York, six from Massachusetts, two
station and are attracted by our from Connecticut, two from New Jer
'beautiful gardens of flowers and sey, one from South Carolina, one
from Florida, and one from Califor
vegetables.
Mackerel are still plenty around the nia. There seemed to be plenty of
people in Boothbay Harbor and many
island.
parked cars. It was reported at the
stores th a t not as much purchasing
Tenant's Harbor
was done through July as has been
Visitors a t the light Sunday of customary in the past, but that this
last week were Elmer Sabins. How was picking up somewhat through
ard Sabins. Orville Sabins, Edward August, However, the hotels have
Sabins, and Mr. Knox, all of North not been “thronged.” Probably1 it
Fairfield, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Abbott has been many years since they have
of North Vassalboro, Floyd Case Jr. experienced so poor a season.
At the light, however, 237 visitors
of Fairfield and Mr. and Mrs. George
were shown through during July, as
Sabins of Lynn.
Mrs. Adelia Anderson and children against 203 last year; yet quite un
expectedly in August the number is
| dropping materially. Just why this
JFor A c c id e n ts !should be puzzles the writer. The
Cuts, Scalds, Burns, | only assumption he can make is that
I.Sprains, Bruises, Mo- the arrivals for this month in the
| squito Bites.
vicinity have been far less than for
APPLY FR EELY.
July. In a way, as he sees it, those
M ONEY ItKEI XIlED if
__ ____
I it fails, -used as directed. who chose July this year either dis
P re p a re d b y
N o rw a y
M e d ic in e C o ,
played rare judgment or were just
plain lucky, for while we have had
N o rw a y , M a in e .
A l l D e a le r s .

SIX CYLINDERS
THE HAPPY MEDIUM BETWEEN TWO EXTREMES
W ith more you sacrifice economy— W ith less you sacrifice smoothness
I t certainly does make a
whole lot of differen cehow many cylinders you
have in th at low-priced
car of yours I W ith to o m an y, you’re bound
to spend too m u c h for gas, oil and upkeep.
W ith too few cylinders, you’re bound to get
inherent, destructive engine-vibration.
/C H E V R O L E T
_____

B u t w ith SIX cylinders^-no more,- no less—
you strike the happy medium between “ too
m any” and "too few” . Everything’s in your
favor—with a new, six-cylinder C hevrolet!

E conom y? Take the w ord of those who really
know the facts about it, leading A m erica n
bu sin ess firm s—the six-cylinder C hevrolet
costs less for gas, oil and upkeep th an any
other car on the m ark et.
S m oothness? T ake th e word of m otor car
engineers: SIX is th e fewest number of
cylinders you can have in a car, and still
get b u i l t - i n s m o o th n e s s . And b u i l t - i n
smoothness is v ita l to satisfaction, because
it protects the body, engine and chassis
against excess vibration.
C H E V R O L E T

M O T O R

C O M P A N Y ,

D E T R O IT ,

D u ra b ility? Take the word of m illionsiof
Chevrolet owners: the new Chevrolet Six
c e rta in ly d o e s stand upl Its Fisher bodies,
its m odem chassis, its sm ooth-running engine
—all sta y trouble-free season after season.
Its high gas and oil mileage s ta y s high. Its
low m aintenance cost s ta y s low! Especially
after ten thousand miles, y o u ’ll be glad you
bought a C hevrolet Six.
Evidently, from the way sales are going this
year, A m erica knows the facts about cylinders.
Because th e records show th a t since January
M IC H IG A N .

D IV IS IO N

O F

G E N E R A L

1st, more six-cylinder Chevroleta have been
bought th a n any other m ake of autom obile.
“ S IX C Y L IN D E R S . N o m o re, n o le s s ,”
dem ands America. And if you’re careful ab o u t
the way you spend your dollars, you too will
join in th e chorus.' “ S IX C Y L IN D E R S. No
more, no less.”
In a d d itio n to a fast, sp irite d , tit- c y lin d e r en g in e ,
th e C h evro let Six h a t Free W h eelin g, S y n c ro -M esh
g e a r-sh iftin g , a n ew , sta b ilise d , fr o n t-e n d c o n 
str u c tio n , fo u r p a ra lle l-m o u n te d sp rin g s, fo u r
shock a b so rb e rs—p lu s th e m o d ern s ty lin g a n d
lin e-car lu x u ry o f b e a u tifu l, n e w B odies b y F ish er,

M O T O R S

CHEVROLET *445
,

A ll p ric es f. o. b. F lin t, M ic h ig a n .

Special e q u ip m e n t extra.

SEA VIEW GARAGE,-1NC
6 8 9 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

AND NF,
F. 0. B.
FLINT,
MICH.

L ow d e liv e re d prices a n d e a sy O. M . A. C. term s.

BAY VIEW GARAGE,,NCCAM DEN, MAINE

